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A statue of our
mascot flying
free is located
in front of .
Yount ·Ralf.

What it means
to be an Eagle
What does it mean to be an Eagle?
Perhaps the mission statement has it
right when saying Eagles are "equipped
to become leaders, living ethical, healthy, useful, and fulfilling lives with
a strong sense of personal accountability and civic responsibility."
Based on this statement, the Bridgewater College Eagle will be able to
live life with a sound mind, exercise good judgment, meet crises with
rationality and possess a sharpened ability to reason and communicate.
Or perhaps the PDP program is more appropriate when determining
what it means to be an Eagle. Through the program, BC devotes itself
to helping students discover what they think, what they feel, why they
act, and who they are, emphasizing the freedom and obligation of each
person to find a meaningful place in the world.
Of course, maybe the College's slogan describes the Eagle best of
all with key words: character, excellence, and integrity.
Conceivably, the most apt description comes from the many
students who answered the question put to them, "What does it mean
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stream
small
cascades over rocks in
the Shrum Memorial
Garden, located at the
McKinney Center. The
garden was designed,
created,
and
is
maintained
by
resident botanist Dr.
Michael Hill.
A

The bel I tower on
Memorial gets plenty
of exercise: the bel I
is rung to celebrate
wins on the athletic
field as once for each
graduate
during
commencement
ceremonies.
to be an Eagle?" Simply, it means to soar.
Soar beyond limitations. Soar past accepted
boundaries. Soar over defeat. Soar into the
world and make a difference because each
life is significant. Soar into the future,
knowing you will have an effect.
Bridgewater College has had her affect:
Eagles aren't born. We choose to become
Eagles. We choose to become leaders. We
opt to make a difference. We choose
character and excellence. We choose
integrity. And as Eagles, we choose to leave
our mark on the world.
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What does it mean to be an Eagle?
There's something special
about Bridgewater College. People
who visit here experience an
authenticity, a friendliness, and a
sense of community that is
distinctive. There is a commitment
to liberal arts and coherence to this
community that should be protected
and strengthened. It has a precious
heritage that is shared by many.
Bridgewater College is a place
that cultivates pride among its
students, faculty and staff. It is an
environment that encourages
people to value the opportunity to
become more fully educated, seek
opportunities to participate in new
activities and programs, take
pleasure in interacting with diverse
groups of individuals, and inspire
others to seek a connection with
BC.
It is an institution that
generates a
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sense of pride and appreciation
among its members.
Most importantly, Bridgewater
College is a place where alumni can
be proud of their alma mater. The
commitment to excellence, balance
between academic and athletic
pursuits, and dedication to
developing moral and ethical ·
leaders are core values of the
institution. These characteristics
exist on campus a\1d in the lives of
our graduates. On graduation day,
our students leave here with a :
strong heritage and a sense of pride
that only comes from the
Bridgewater College experience. All
this and more - that's what it means
to be an Eagle.

1

rvDr. Phillip C. Stone, President

lleges and universities have a
ain heritage or tradition that makes
u ique, but Bridgewater College has
e i han that - it has a sense of
mur ity that is shared by most of the
'fa T ily". It is a contagious spirit of
ttitat can be experienced by being a
of the campus community or as a
or.
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The stui ents, alumni, faculty and staff take
pride in being a part of the BC community.
Ask th m about BC and it is not unusual
to s e ~heir faces break into smiles or their
voi es ill with excitement as they share
the BC experience.
The e~ r ronment that exists at BC comes
fro
t 1e people who study, teach, work,
pla a1d worship here. The welcoming
fac s t lh at greet visitors evidence this as
as the number of people involved in
ca pus activities.
Tak ng pride in your alma mater, telling
oth rs about it, and encouraging them to
exp rie ce it for themselves - that's what
it

ea ] s to be an Eagle.
K , ren Wigginton
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me being an Eagle means having the
ilege of working with promising
1
entls
J , committed faculty and dedicated
... who work together to continue my
ation every day!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _rv_A_
1

j Keeler
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Dr. WiUiam Abshire is a professor in tfie
Philosophy and Refi9ion Department, as we((
as servi119 as tfie Department Chair (Pictured
R19ht). Dr. Caro( Scfieppan! is aCso a professor in tfie Philosophy and ReC19ion Department (PicturedR191it, BeCow).
Dr. Richard Bowman is a professor in tfie
Physics Department, and tfie Director of Academic Computi119, as we(( as 6ei119 an Ordained Minister. (Pictured BeCow).

You'(( sometimes find" Scott Moomaw haf19i119
around campus. He is a Net.work. Administrator for tfie Co((ege, as wea as doi119 SOJl!e pro9rammi119 and servi119 as tfie Co((ege' s
We6master.
8 Wise Ole Birds

ChartweU's staff are~aCways visi6Ce in tfie
KCC. Here, students watch Steve cook.i119.
PFwtos courtesy of
www.6rufgewater.edu

Dr. Raymon Scfincider is a professor of
Mathematics and Computer Science. Here, lie
is standift9 in front of a picture of tlie U.S.S.
~nterprise.

As our Bridgewater Eag{es compCete tli£ir
programs, we 6id tli£m fareweU as tli£y walk
across tli£ stage and accept a dipComa. ..

F acuCt and Sta
f.

By Anita Cooli

When I first read the question about ((What does it mean to be an Eag[e'; I
have to confess tfiat I reacted Citeraffy: I have afriencl who is a wi[diife
refiabiCitator--she main[y works w/ raptors, indw:fing severa[ kinds of eag[es. She
fias a reaffy neat buifrfing on their property with separate rooms for various stages of
the r'ecfucation" ofyoung or wournful eag(es, _getting them ready to _go (badi-) out into
the big wor(d ancl survive ancl thrive. In the first [ar_ge room, the eag(es (eam to j[y
from point A to point B. My friencl fias to be ab[e to see them do this-to know
that they _got from one perch to another by fCying the distance, not by hopping afong
the _grouncf ancl dawing their way up, for e;mmp(e. When a bird successfuHy passes
that test, the ne;tt room invo[ves their being ab[e to pounce on ancl shred (ive prey
(my friencl supp(ies mice for them) instead of waiting to be hancl fe4 for examp[e.
Finaffy, the ne;tt room makes nesting materia[ avai[ab[e here ancl there-the
successju( eag(es have to show tfiat they can construct and maintain the right kine( of
nest.

Ancl in this (itera( frame of mincl, I wonclered why Ripp[es wanted to know
any of this. Then, of course, I macfe the figurative connection to the Bridgewater
Eag(es ancl feCt pretty foo[ish for having been so dense, but the more I thought about
it, the more the anafo_gies macfe peefect sense from a f aruLty perspective.
The students are the young eag[esj the dassrooms here are [ifle those rooms.
What the students are doing, as Bridgewater Eag(es, is simi[ar to what the eag(ets
are doing: they're _going through various years of stucfy, various courses, various
rooms, ancl in each one, there is information to be acquired or there are skiffs to be
mastered. The student Eag(es need to demonstrate to us tfiat they can do those
things on their own-we want to know tfiat they can _get from point A to point B,
that they can nourish themse(ves with information, ancl u[timate[y, tfiat they can
use the resources at hancl to estab(ish a p[ace for themse[ves.
My friencl eventuaffy opens the door ancl re[eases the eag(es who fCy off
without Cooking backj she isn't sacfcfenecl by the absence of that backward _g[ance-she knows it means they're on their way-they'[[ be fine. As our Bridgewater
Eag(es comp(ete their programs, we bid them fareweff as they wa[k across the stage
and accept a dip[omaj when they're envefoped in the congratufotory anns of their
friends ancl fami[ies, not Cooking back at us, I think we re simi[ar[y _g[acfcfenecl by
knowing that they' re on their way ancl they' (( be fine.
1

Dr. James Eaton (Pictured A6ove, Center) lias
6een a professor of Economics at Brid9ewater
since 1994. Dr. Micliaef Hill (Pictured A6ove)
is a professor in tlie BioCo9y Department. In
addition to teacfiil19 6otany and 9enetics
courses, Dr. Hill malta9es tlie Shrum Memoria! Garden, tlie CoUege Greenhouse, and tlie
Her6arium.
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For the Founder's Day Convocation,
faculty and seniors wore academic
dress. This was the first time seniors
were presented as a class in their
academic dress.

On April 5, Bridgewater College
celebrated the 125th anniversary of its
founding.

The celebration also marked the 151st anniversary of the

birth of the college's founder, Daniel Christian Flory, a leader in the
Church of the Brethren.
Founder's Day commemorates the April 3, 1854 birth of Flory, who
at age 26 established the Spring Creek Normal and Collegiate Institute.
Two years later, the school moved to Bridgewater and was chartered by
the Commonwealth of Virginia to grant undergraduate degrees. On July

12, 1889, the school changed its name to Bridgewater College; BC
granted its first Bachelor of Arts degree on June 1, 1891, becoming the
first college with Brethren ties to grant degrees.

--

_ During the Founders Day Convocation, held in the Carter
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What does it mean to be .an Eagle? To be an Eaglei is to
learn as much fr:om students as from faculty. To.. accept
widely different backgrounds. To hold diverse view~ and
opinions. To be a part of a harmonious communitYi. To
aev-elop-oar·-cr~rn rraaition-s. ~.
"Campus History," www.bridgewater.edu
c

Christina Simko, a senior Sociology major receives her
Outstanding Leadership Award. Simko is active both on and
off campus, serving as Secretary for Student Senate, working
on the editorial board of Veritas, working as a student
assistant with the sociology department, and serving as
councelor for the High School Leadership Academy and
Brethern Woods Camp and Retreat Center.

r1111

l!ii

Justin Pruett, a senior International Studies major, receives
his Outstanding Leadership Award. Pruett served a term as
Vice President to the Student Body, and two terms as
Student Body President. He served as Public Relations
Manager for Veritas, and served as President of Omicron
Delta Kappa.

Iii If

iii ii

Center, Professor Nan R. Covert of Fort Defiance,
Virginia, associate professor and chair of the
art department, received the Martha B. Thornton
Faculty Recognition Award; Dr. Gavin R. Lawson
of Harrisonburg, Virginia, associate professor
and chair of the biology department, received
the Ben and Janice Wade Outstanding Teaching
award.

Seniors Christina E. Simko of Stephens

City, Virginia, and Justin E. Pruett of Ocala,
Florida, received Outstanding Leadership
Awards.
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Dr. William Abshire

Dr. Paul Bender

Ms. Holly Caldwell

Associate Professor of
Philosophy & Religion
Department Chair

Professor ofMathematics

Assistant Professor of
Accounting & Business Administration

Dr. David Coffman

Ms. Anita Cook

Mr. Randolph Covington

Professor ofEducation
Department Chair
Director of Student Teaching

Instructor ofEnglish

Adjunct Instructor ofEnglish

Dr. Laura Desportes

Dr. Catherine L. Elick

Associate Professor ofPsychology

Professor ofEnglish
Department Chair
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Mr. Charles Fleis
Assistant Professor of
Foreign Languages

Dr. Karen Fritz
Associate Professor of
BusinessAdministraton

Dr. Jamie Frueh

Dr. Stan Galloway

Assistant Professor of
History & Political Science

Associate Professor ofEnglish

Dr. Jesse Hopkins

Mr. Stephen Horn

Mr. Michael Hough

Professor ofMusic
Department Chair

Instructor in Mathematics

Associate Professor ofArt

Dr. David C. Huffman

Dr. Ed Huffstetler

Dr. Jim Josefson

Associate Professor ofEconomics

Professor ofEnglish

Assistant Professor of
Political Science

What does it mean to be an Eagle? Being an Eagle means owning a piece ofa vibrant,
supportive community, an increasingly rare gift these days. ,...,Dr. Jamie Frueh, faculty

Faculty 13

Mr. Timothy Layne

Dr. Steve Longenecker

Assistant Professor of
Computer Science

Instructor of
Communication Studies

Professor of
History & Political Science
Department Chair

Dr. Julia Morton

Dr. Susan Piepke

Ms. Denise Polk

Dr. Owen Keefer

Assistant Professor of
Foreign Languages

Professor of
Foreign Languages
Department Chair

Assistant Professor of
Communications

Dr. Robyn Puffenbarger

Mr. Leon Schimmoeller

Dr. Ray S«;_h neider

Assistant Professor ofBiology
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Assistant Professor of
Business Administration

Assistant Professor of
Co~puter Scien~e

What does it mean to be an Eagle? ''To be an eagle means that you have pride in the BC
community, the people, and its spirit. It means that you choose to soar.in everything you do
and seel~ out wh~t you want in life." ~Laura Daniel,.Freshman
- "-_i

Dr. Nancy St. John

Mrs. Grace Steinberg

Professor of
Family & Consumer Science

Assistant Professor of
Family & Consumer Science
Department Chair

Dr. Scott Suter

Dr. Sarah Swank

Ms. Karen Swortzel

Professor ofBiology

Assistant Professor ofEducation

Assistant Professor ofEnglish

Mr. Shane Stevens
Instructor in Math &
Computer Science

Mr. Larry Taylor

Dr. Alice Trupe

Assistant Professor ofMusic

Dr. Anne Welch

Associate Professor ofEnglish

Assistant Professor ofEducation
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Dr. Leroy Williams

Dr. Donald Witters

Dr. Randall Young

Associate Professor of
Math & Computer Science
Department Chair

Professor ofPsychology

Assistant Professor ofPsychology

Dr. Sharon Yunos

Shelby Allman

Dr. Robert Andersen

Assistant Professor ofEducation

Housekeeping

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

Sherrie Arey

Administrative Assistant for VP
ofInstitutional Advancement

Mary Ayers

Campus Police and Safety

Reeoma. Bailey-French
Housekeeping

Terry Barkley

Library Archivist
Museum Curator

What does it mean to be an Eagle? "Being an eagle means "beingpart ofan enduring community," "being whole persons who value scholarship with ethical values,"
"helping train the leaders ofour next generation," "learning together as friends."

,...,Professor Steve Watson, Faculty
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Marty Barlow

Sharon Bucher

Counselor

Campus Police and Safety

Ronnie Boyd

Mary Boyers
Housekeeping

Post Office Assistant

Son Bui

Katie Cline

Sharon Collins

Martha Cook

Housekeeping

Housekeeping

Training Coordinator
Web Author

Housekeeping

Kelly Coverstone

Ashley Dennis

Henry Eggleston, Jr.

Joyce Eller

Faculty Secretary
McKinney

IT Technician

Admissions Counselor

Secretary
Office ofAcademic Support

Faculty and Staff 17

Peggy Falls
Housekeeping

Katherin Fix
Housekeeping

Mark Griffin
Senior Associate
Director ofAdmissions

Betty Hall
Assistant Manager
Bookstore

Robert Hicks
Campus Police and Safety

Deidre Hill
Housekeeping

Lisa Houff
Faculty Secretary
Flory

Terry Houff
Chieflnformation Officer
Director of IT Center

Cynthia Howdyshell
Registrar

Juanita Huffer
Housekeeping

Floyd Lahman
Campus Police and Safety

Jill Langridge
Director of Special Program
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Carolyn Layman
Administrative Assistant

John Manson
Director of Student
Outreach Services

Cindy Marvin
Housekeeping

Audrey Meadows
Administrative Assistant
Library

Joseph Meslovich
Network/Systems Engineer

Diana Miller
Administrative Assistant
F acilitites

Dustyn Miller
Funkhouser Center Director
Intramurals Director

Robbie Miller
Chaplian
Director ofService Leaming

Scott Moomaw
N etworkAdministrator
Manager ofTechnical Services

Dimple Moyer
Housekeeping

Christina Myers
Assistant to the Registrar

Sara Norman
Resident assistant Coordinator

What does it mean to be an Eagle? "To be an eagle, you have
to be a well-rounded person and be able to get along with
everyone." --Jessica Rapert, Freshman
Staff 19

Michael Ours

Sherry Peters

Nick Picerno

Reference Librarian

Gift Processor
Data Entry Clerk

Campus Police and Safety
Chief

Helen Semones

Sylvia Shifflett

Wilma Shumaker

Circulation Supervisor

Housekeeping

Housekeepiing

Assistant Director
ofAdmissions

Todd Soll

Missy Stover

LaDonna Stroble

Chip Studwell

Director ofFacilities
Engineering and Operations

Director of
Advancement Services

Housekeeping

Director ofAcademic
Support Services
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Crystal Ragan-Lynn
Assistant to the
Dean of Students
Director ofStudentActiviti

Jarret Smith

Carin Teets
Cataloging/Systems
Librarian

Brenda Thompson
Administrator Federal Perkins
Loan Program

Jennifer Tilley
Housekeeping

Marguerite Turner
Postmistress

Maxine Varner
Housekeeping

Melvin Wampler
Assistant Vice President for
Facilities and Support Services

Phyllis Ward
Cataloging Clerk

Farrell Williams
Housekeeping

Brandon Womer
Director ofHousekeeping

Pamela Wood
Housekeeping

Steve Young
Associate Vice President
for Individual Gifts

What does it mean to be an Eagle? "To be an Eagle means to take pride in your school,
your studies, and your activities and strive to do the very best in everything that you do. It
means to use all the great support and opportunities that are here to help you reach your full
potential and to oecome your best." ,...,Mark Griffin, Staff
Staff21
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By Zatl Brcnb1
It is hard to imagine Cole Hall wiitout tre enthusiastic Profess:::r RalPl ''Prof' MacPha
am his fliUally enthusiastic wfe nice "Mrs. Prof' MacPhail. Both spent tre better part of ~
Ifetime teaching students at
Bri~water Coll~ abcut tre
treatre, armng other thi~. Prof
xrved as tre Directcr of tre Pinion
Flayers am Mrs. Prof xrved as tre
head of cc:sturres am as tre
off icial cast party planner. But his
career was not just abcut his
e;xpertise; rt was about tre
interests of tre students of
Bri~water Col l~.

At tre em of this stml year
trey both retired from Bri~water Coll~ lea;ing a legacy of ~ful shows. Prof~
MacPhail plans to continue his work as a member of tre Gilbert am · Sulivan ~iety, an

organlzation dedicated to tre memory of tre musical playvvriefit am ccrrpoxr of fil
memorable shows as The HMS nhafcre am Tre Pirates of Per!Zdrce - both shows directed
by RaPl MacPhail wrt:hin tre last four years.
As a frfillman I can remember meeting Profess:::r MacPhail after he had irvited me to
play tre part of a Marine ai tre Pinafore. Tbe show was already well umer way am he was in
reed of a body to fill cut a few scenes. I remember being irrprexed wrt:h his passim, his
patierce, am his desire to make tre show merrrrable for all. I am remember his forgveness
after I mi~ a performarce of that same show.
•·
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You xe, Vvhat makes Prof so great is rot his accarpli~ments in tre ted1nical areas of
directicn. · His rn:::st lastina irrpre::sion was that of dedicated teacter. Prof knew Vvhat it
rreant to be a f rofe3Ser and to have a personal relatiorfflip wrt:h each of his stll'.1ents. He
regularl); cpered his hcrre to students and put otrers ahead of hirnxW In his claxes he
taught an enduring me::Eage abcut tre Liberal hts and about havina an cpen mind.
With tre departure of Profe3Ser RalP'l MacPhail and AJice MacPhail r3ridgewater Col ~
has bst ~thina profound. A small piece of tre school's heart has mo;ed on to bi~ thinas.
We will all mi::s Prof and Mrs. Prof.

Photos by
Media Relations
Professor MacPhail 23

Melvin Wampler
Melvin Wampler, assistant vice president for facilities
and support services, retired at the end of June after 39
years of service to Bridgewater College.
A 1962 graduate of Bluffton College, Wampler joined
the College staff in 1966, when he became assistant
business manger of the College. Previously, he taught
business education courses at North Baltimore High School
in North Baltimore, Ohio, from 1962 to 1966 and worked
as an accountant for business organizations during the
summers. Wampler received a master of education degree from Bowling Green State University in
1965.
Wampler was named business manager and treasurer of the College in 1983 and served in that
role until 1998, when he was appointed to his current position. In 1995, he was tapped by former
Virginia Gov. George E Allen to the board of the Virginia Higher Education Trust Fund, which was
responsible for developing a program for the prepayment of college tuition for citizens wanting to
attend public two-year and four-year colleges in Virginia, as well as administering the fund containing
tuition prepayments.
An active leader in the local community, Wampler has served as vice mayor and finance chair
on the Bridgewater Town Council. He also served on the town's industrial development authority and
I,'

board of zoning appeals, and has been a member of the board of directors of the Harrisonburg/
Rockingham United Way and the Bridgewater Ruritan Club.
Wampler, a longtime member of the Bridgewater Church of the Brethren, served eight years on
the board of directors for Brethren Benefit Trust, which oversees the medical and life insurance,
retirement pension and investment programs of the Church of the Brethren.
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Ruth Greenawalt
Sit down with staff members from Bridgewater's Alexander
Mack Memorial Library for just a few minutes, and you'll leave
feeling like you know library director Ruth Greenawalt personally
and professionally. Her staff admires the job she did for more
than 20 years and "miss her terribly" following her December
retirement.
Perhaps Greenawalt' s hands-on management style was a
quality that most endeared her to the library staff. "Ruth has put
shelves and furniture together and has even climbed ladders when
necessary," says library administrative assistant Audrey Meadows.
"She's a very hands-on person and doesn't expect her staff to do
something she wouldn't do herself."
Greenawalt came to Bridgewater in the fall of 1983 as a catalog librarian and within several months had been
appointed director of the library. "They must have seen something in Ruth to give her such responsibility," says
Terrell Barkley, library archivist and museum curator.
One of Greenawalt' s first initiatives as director was to beautify the library and make it more attractive for
students, says Meadows. "Pink and green walls were given fresh coats of paint for the first time since [the
library's] opening gin 1964," Meadows recalls. Carpeting was laid on the main floor, and Greenawalt began
budgeting money for other library projects.
Under Greenawalt' s leadership, rooms were allocated to process and house the library's special collections
and archives, including the "Brethren Room," which contains historical documents and artifacts of the Church of
the Brethren. Additionally, the library's collections include genealogical materials related to Germanic families
that settled in the Shenandoah Valley, particularly those with Brethren, Mennonite and Amish roots; Church of
the Brethren hymnals; textbooks; and piano and vocal sheet music. Visitors from all parts of the United States
come to the Alexander Mack Library to do research in these special collections.
"We had all these wonderful treasures, but no one knew we had them," Greenawalt says. "Now people from
all over the country have found information on ALEX [the library's online catalog], and we have developed a
reputation for helping others." Greenawalt also oversaw improvements to the Reuel B. Pritchett Museum to
professionalize its appearance and make it a campus attraction.
Greenawalt edited Francis Fry Wayland's Bridgewater College - The First Hundred Years, 1880-19801 ,
(published in 1993) and initiated the transcription of more than 30 journals of dr. John Wayland, an 1899
Bridgewater graduate and one of the Shenandoah Valley's preeminent historians. His "Day Books" - part
journal, part scrapbook - contain records of local history and personal reflections documenting about 60 years.
She expects the first two volumes to be completed this summer.
The remaining library staff hopes to fulfill some of Greenawalt's unfinished dreams for the library, including
expansion and relocation of the Pritchett Museum. Barkley says she wanted to make the library the "centerpiece
of the College."
"She wanted it to be warm and inviting with comfortable furniture ," says Meadows, "A place where students
want to come and research or get assistance they need."
From "Greenawalt Retires," Bridgewater Magazine, Vol. 80, No. 3 .
Staff Retirees 25

':..tliey sfta([ mount up witli
wings {ike eagfes...

Students

By Rachel Effer
Isaiah 40:31 ((But those who wait on the Lord sha([ renew
their streft9thj they sha([ nwunt up with Wift9S (ike ecl£1les,

they sha([ run and not 6e weary, they sha(( walk and not
faint:

1

An ecl£1le is a majestic creature, a sym6o( of power and
regality. Our coffege chose it as our mascot, our country
chose it as our national 6ircl, and our Goel chose it as a
creature to represent streft9th and swiftness to His people.
What does it mean to BE an ecl£Jle? It means that we soar
a6ove the stonn when it comes, we are Caya( to our fellow

ecl£1les, and others Cook to us as we ho(cf our heads fiigfi and
achieve what we were 6om to achieve. We are not a
community of vultures, .fi9htift9 each other for success. No.
EU9(es make sure that everyone knows how to soar. We are
not individuals thrown in a coffege mlxift9 pot, we are the
Bridgewater Coffege family, and we are aff EU9(es.

26 Eagles

BC' s Screami119 E'19Ces Pep Band participates
in the Homecomi119 parade.
Brid9ewater Co~e students, ever Coyaf to
their scfwo(, 90 to any Ce119tlis to denwnstrate
their scfwo( spirit -- indtufi.119 cCowni119
around!

ApriC Keister makes a presentation on Mexico
for one of her education classes.

Student workers are a comnwn s1!Jfit on campus. Here, Courtney Sinnett and Laurie
Rackette pause for a picture as they work. at
the KCC desk..

DolJ9 Balmer, '05, tafk.s to Wes Atkins, '04,
dUri119 the Commencement cerenwny.

Student Divider 27
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•

Adam Andrews
Business Administration
Gretna, VA

Joanna iAbe
English
Oakland, MD

Matt Armstrong
Business Administration
Mount Crawford, VA

Amy Ashby
Business Administration
Remington, VA

Doug Balmer
Chemistry
Manheim, PA

Amelio Barbarisi
Political Science
Courtland, VA

Jennifer Barany
Communication Studies
Woodbridge, VA
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Mike Bateman
Biology
Cartonsville, MD

Kathleen Beers
Philosophy and Religion
Richmond, VA

Alicia Barnes
Biology
Pipersville, PA

Mike Benedict
Information Systems Mgt.
Mount Jackson, VA

Chris Bostic
Biology
Lewisburg, WV

Kate Blackman
Mathematics
Hillsboro, WV

Robert Blunt
Business Administration
Alexandria, VA

30 Ready to Fly

What does it mean to be an Eagle? "Soaring high
above the rest to be the best you be, academically,
athletically, and through clOO.s and organizations;
and most importatntly - holding your head up high
and being proud of your accomplishments'.'
Megan Malehorn, Senior

•

Travis Bowles
Sociology
Roanoke, VA

Zachary Brandon
Political Science
Sociology
Bentonville, VA

Todd Boivles
Business Administration
Goodview, VA

Kelly Breeden-Voight
Biology
Elkton, VA

Katherine Brinkley
Communication Studies
Buena Vista, VA

Jarod Brown
Mathematics
Charles Town, WV

Matt Brock
Biology
Soddy-Daisy, TN

The Senior Class 31

Annika Broyles
Psychology
Waynesboro, VA

Brandon Brumfield
Biology
Gretna, VA

Katy Brown
Liberal Studies
Berryville, VA

Kimberly Bryant
Liberal Studies
Staunton, VA

Kate Butterfield
Psychology
New Market, VA

Kastine Buettner
Psychology
Art
Manassas Park, VA

Katie Burke
English
Accident, MD
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Beth Campbell
Liberal Studies
Stuarts Draft, VA

\.

Davina Campbell
Biology
Glasgow, VA

Helena Cardenas
International Studies
Bridgewater, VA

Josh Carico
Information Systems Mgt.
Business Administration
Harrisonburg, VA

Meredith Carter
Communication Studies
Westminster, MD

Megan Chapman
Liberal Studies
Mount Crawford, VA

Laura Chambers
Health & Exercise Science
Gordonsville, VA

What does it mean to be an Eagle? "Snow ·
days off,'lohg spring days laying on the mall,
and beaatiful ~fall-folrage all arooni::l'.'
Brenna Goggin, Junior
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Ruth Clark
Biology
Ivor, VA

Matt Childress
Business Administration
Sumerduck, VA

Sarah Coffey
Allied Health Science
Waynesboro, VA

Jacquelyn Collins
Sociology
Petersburg, VA

Amelia Coltrane
Biology
Fishersville, VA

What does it mean to b~apfagle? "Youfove to Have
pride, determination, and creativitytdbe anEa~le'.'
--Ashl~Tgh Hou-gh:freSh~ n~--~ ~,~~-
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Meredith Cox
Liberal Studies
Fairfield, VA

Kat Cooper
Business Administration
Hedgesville, WV

Mandy Darnell
Allied Health Science
Gordonsville, VA

Michael Dobbs
Communication Studies
Richmond, VA

Andy Cum l5erland
Business Administration
Fairfax, VA

Nicki Dozier
Psychology
Brunswick, MD

Beth Eller
Art
Stephens City, VA

Andrea Ecklund
History
Burlington, NJ

Allison Elfreth
Sociology
Communication Studies
Milford, DE
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Jonathan Emmons
Music
Rocky Mount, VA

Jaime Etzler
Business Administration
Phoenixville, PA

April Elliot
History
Easton, MD

Amanda Fagan
Mathematics
Crozet, VA

Mandy Foutz
Communication Studies
Millboro, VA

Tricia Farrell
Allied Health Science
Stafford, VA

Fabrice Finel
Information Systems Mgt.
Hot Springs, VA
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Kasey Garrison
Spanish
Bloomsburg, PA

\..

Lawrence Fherson
Health & Exercise Science
Stafford, VA

Cameron Garvin
Business Administration
Hurt, VA

Erik Geisert
Business Administration
Lynchburg, VA

Rob Ham
Biology
Roanoke, VA

Eric Gentry
Business Administration
Gloucester, VA

Caroline Gust
Communication Studies
Roanoke, VA

'""'

What does it mean to be an Eagle? "Continuing a
tradition both academically and athletically. We are
enrolled in a college with high .expectations and we
bave,to_car:ry on the tradition ofBridgewater College'.'

C. W. Carrol, Freshman

The Senior Class 3 7

Tasha Harner
Psychology
Staunton, VA

Maria Harsh
Medical Technology
Terra Alta, WV

Patience Hannawald
Psychology
Denton, MD

Caitlin Hartley
Liberal Studies
Fairfax Station, VA

David Heatwole
Business Administration
Harrisonburg, VA

Josh Hatter
Business Administration
Manassas, VA

Heather Hawkins
Business Administration
Brightwood, VA
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~Wlfat does it mean, tO.be an Eagle? ,;to be a.n ·~ glE
meahs that we may lose

Oljf

balance or glide ir

b..._differ:gnt d.!.r~edi~11~&.ev~1~ sQ_gfte!].b>.!2_lJt ~~~rwec
to spread our wings and try to fly high'.'
Emily Stafford, Freshman

Gigi Hoyle
French
Lovettsville, VA

Kari Hild ~brand
Liberal Studies
Swoope, VA

Tierra Hudson
Business Administration
Hampton, VA

Shannon Huffman
Business Administration
Weyers Cave, VA

Matt Humphries
Biology
Glasgow, VA

David Huzzard
English
Fairfax Station, VA

Antony Hunt
Information Systems Mgt.
Business Administration
Chatham, VA
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Jennifer Ishee
Family & Consumer Sciences
Mount Sidney, VA

Dicey Irvan
Business Administration
Waynesboro, VA

Amber Jenkins
Mathematics
Bath, NY

Steve Jetter
Business Administration
New Market, VA

Chris Johnson
Health & Exercise Science
Ivor, VA
:What does it mean to .be ah Eagle? ''. Staying up all night for a' paf?er
~hat ;-vas d_~e tile day befo~e; going ~ut of our way to have a gopd
~i.me, checking everyones away message on instarit messenger before
vou go to bed, as soon as you wake up, and at least 9,000 times inb etween waking up ~and going to bed, being a loud and proud
:s ports fan, and most importantly' being an 12agle..q1eans .that wh.e n
it snqws, qo matter ho\'.v much , · e~en though you only .have to take

\i 5 mj nut.e walk to our cj~sses t!:@t it gets canc~Jl~ d J!.ilio ou can

lay around and watch 90s sitcoms and eat Chinese food since thats
the only place that will deliver in snow'.'

Jessica Lail, Junior
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April Keister
Liberal Studies
Broadway, VA

Lindsey Kahler
Family & Consumer Science
Bowie MD
'

Tim Kennedy
Health & Exercise Science
Linville, VA

t.

Patrick King
Liberal Studies
Fredericksburg, VA

Jennifer Kehnedy
Chemistry
Biology
Manassas, VA

Leigh Anne Kirby
Sociology
New Market, VA

Emily Knight
English
Roanoke, VA

Susan Lee
Liberal Studies
Eaton, OH

Susan Lawson
French
English
Chilhowie, VA
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Teresa Lewis
Business Administration
Hampton, VA

Lesley Long
Communication Studies
Spanish
Grottoes, VA

Robert Leif
Communication Studies
Virginia Beach, VA

Meghan Malehorn
Health & Exercise Science
Allied Health Science
WestMinster, MD

Rachel Manspeaker
Mathematics
Elkton, MD

Mary Malin
Biology
Wilmington, DE

Anna Manikus
Allied Health Science
Chester, VA
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Tiffanie Martin
Music
Harrisonburg, VA

\

..

Melissa Mason
Music
Berlin, PA

Kristin Marino
Political Science
New York, NY

Doug May
Communication Studies
Verona, VA

Nikki McDermott
Communication Studies
Manassas, VA

Jessica Mayhew
Communication Studies
Manassas, VA

What does it mean to be an Eagle? "To be frfe to
make.. yo_u owo choices aoc:Ldedsions.'.'
·
Whitney Mullen, Freshman

Lindsay McCormick
Philosophy & Religion
Stuarts Draft, VA
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Emily McKeough
Liberal Studies
Winchester, VA

Kelly Meadows
Biology
Penn Laird, VA

Amanda McGinnis
Spanish
Richmond, VA

Wayne Meadows
Information Systems Mgt.
Harrisonburg, VA

Michelle Miller
Biology
York, PA

Adam Merritt
Biology
Frankford, WV

Emily Miller
Philosophy & Religion
Harrisonburg, VA
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Ashley Morrison
Communication Studies
Staunton, VA

Adam Mulcahy
Biology
Staunton, VA

Bobby Mbore
Business Administration
Buena Vista, VA

Tracey Mullins
Sociology
History & Political Science
Fredericksburg, VA

Sandy Norris
Psychology
Staunton, VA

Brian Neal
Health & Exercise Science
Allied Health Science
Forest, VA

Andrea Nichols
Business Administration
Grottoes, VA

, What does it mean to be an Eagle? "To hold
-a higher standard for higher education;'.'
Tauren Belella, Sophomore · "- -
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Whitney Osborne
Liberal Studies
Roanoke, VA

Rachel Parker
Biology
Gordonsville, VA

Nick Nycum
Health & Exercise Science
Swoope, VA

Erin Parrent
Business Administration
Rockbridge Baths, VA

Katie Parsons
Health & Exercise Science
Millersville, MD

Wha1t does it mean to be an Eagle? "To be a good
eagla is_to be smal'i.in_huotiog .~mur .opportunities.,
including your education'.'

Mohammed Haroun, Freshman
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Lucille Porter
Spanish
Verona, VA

Crystal Piper
Computer Science
Waynesboro, VA

Justin Pruett
International Studies
Spanish
Ocala, FL

\

..

Elizabeth Riggleman
Physical Science
Mathematics
Broadway, VA

Jennie Pfeto
Liberal Studies
Lutherville, MD

Emily Roberts
Communication Studies
Harrisonburg, VA

Lindsay Robertson
Liberal Studies
Stephens City, VA

Samantha Saville
Liberal Studies
Kilmarnock, VA

Shayna Ruddle
Liberal Studies
Staunton, VA

The Senior Class 4 7

Katie Schroeder
Biology
Elliston, VA

Will Schutt
Chemistry
Yorktown, VA

Mike Schemm
Communication Studies
Finksburg, MD

Melanie Shank
Business Administration
Bridgewater, VA

Steve Sika
Physics
Mathematics
Ridge, NY

Greg Shoop
Information Systems Mgt.
Brandy Station, VA

Scott Showalter
Liberal Studies
Harrisonburg, VA
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Courtney Sinnett
Political Science
Biology
Grottoes, VA

Christina ~h mko
Sociology
Stephens City, VA

Jon Small
Philosophy & Religion
Johnson City, TN

Chris Smith
Liberal Studies
Forest, VA

Sarah Snader
Communication Studies
Manassas, VA

Whatdoes itmean to_he an Eagl.e? "freedom'.'
John Nguyen, Freshman

Megan Sparks
Biology
Chester, VA

Kathleen Spacek
Family & Consumer Science
Portsmouth, VA
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Stuart Story
Computer Science
Luray, VA

Lori Strawsnyder
Biology
Stephens City, VA

Nicole Stevens
Business Administration
Front Royal, VA

Andrew Stutzman
Physics
Bridgewater, VA

Sarah Taylor
Political Science
Staunton, VA

Karen Stutzman
Music
Bridgewater, VA

Ashley Tantawi-Mayes
Sociology
Branchville, NJ
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What qoes it

m ~an to be-an Eagle?
tlMidnight Pancakes-!lj -~ ·
Casey Fabling, Freshman

Holly Thomasson
Biology
Myersville, MD

Kathryn Tice
Biology
Scottsville, VA

Melissa TK'omas
Allied Health Science
Mount Airy, NC

Cassandra Timbrook
Biology
Purceville, VA

Caitlin Trost
Communication Studies
Fairfax, VA

Justin Traxler
Computer Science
Harrisonburg, VA

Michelle Trickett
Biology
Richwood, VA
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Mitch Troup
International Studies
Economics
Millerstown, PA

Brandon Wakefield
Health & Exercise Science
Chesapeake, VA

Randi White
Communication Studies
Pyschology
Salisbury, MD

Christian Yates
Biology
Strasburg, VA
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Avis Wheatley
Music
Spanish
Worton, MD

Becky Wood
Communication Studies
Manassas, VA

Kristin Young
Communication Studies
Lake of the Woods, VA

Anne Yust
Mathematics
Westminst er, MD

Joel Bremner, Eric Landram,
Anne Yust, Karen AlticeStutzman, Amanda Fagan,
Scott Hashagen, Jonathan
Emmons, Beth Eller, Bekah
Houff, and Sarah Coffey

Caity Hartley and Seth Blanchard

Mike Benedict, Mike Schemm,
Mike Bateman, and Eric Gentry

What does it meanto be an Eagle? " It ·
means you have to learn to fly alone and
in groups.'-' ~-~~
Alex Martin, Freshman
Friendship Shots 53

What does it mean to be an Eagle?
"TO fly high."
"'$~.-,~~0~ --.. 0~~Brad Boyd, Freshman
.•

Callie Harnish, Melissa
Mason, Katie Schroeder,
and Abby Hostetter

Lesley Long and Allison Elfreth

Kristen Young, Jessica
Hamilton, Meredith Carter,
Kastine Buettner, Catilin
O'Meara, Frankie Waldron,
Katie Parsons, Casey Garrison,
Gigi Hoyle
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Daniel and Crystal Piper

Greg Shoop and Lucille Porter

Abbey Chadwell, Nicole
Scott, Natalie Bjorkman,
and Caroline Gust
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Shayna Ruddle and Lesley Long

Elise Sims, Tamara Simms,
Sarah Woods, Meghann Miller,
and Lindsay McCormick

Lucy-Kate Montaigne
and Mike Benedict
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What does it _mean to be an Eagle?_" To
be a well-rounded young person."
Greg Thomas, Junior

Beth Eller and Rachel Eller

Holly Thomasson, Caroline
Gust, Jessica Mayhew, Carey
Hinton, Katy Brown and
Kelly Burgess

Hollie Martin and Tiffanie Martin

Friendship Shots 57

What does it mean to be an Eagle?" Being
an Eagle means being home: a home I am
going to"miss."
Zachary Brandon, Senior

Zachary Brandon
and Tierra Hudson

April Keister and Courtney Sinnett

Emily McKeough, Bree-Anne
Williamson, Rachel Jenkins
and Marci Ferguson
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Lucille Porter, Caity Hartley,
Amanda McGinnis, Jennifer
Rawley, and Susan Lee

Emily Knight, Samantha
Saville, Lori Strawsnyder,
Kat Cooper, and Sarah
Snader

Crystal Koiner and Connor Binion

Friendship Shots 59

Karen Kelman, Rebecca
Carbaugh, Davina Campbell,
Maria Harsh, and Tia Mann

Rob Ham and Mandy Foutz

Mike Bateman and Eric Gentry
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Abbey Chadwell and Katie Spacek

Scott Showalter and Cary Chenoweth

Nikki McDermott and Lindsay Kahler

What does it mean to be an ,Eagle?
"Eagles are majestic animqls. They can
swoop down and snatch fish' fresh out
of the water. I am glad to be one."
Adam Merritt, Senior
Friendship Shots 61

Anna Manikus, Avis Wheatley,
Amelia Coltrane, Kate
Blackman, Christina Simko,
and Amanda Fagan

Robert Leif and Jacquelyn Collins

Stuart Story and Teresa Lewis

What does itmean to be·an Eagle? ·"The opinions
, of all, courage, and determination."
·Alison :Noe, ·Freslimaii = ~- ~ _, -"·
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Most Likely to Challenge Authority
Franklin Moomaw and Meredith Carter

Ricky Easterling and Krystal Hermes

Most Talented
Jonathan Emmons and Melissa Mason
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Most Likely to Succeed
Justin Pruett and Christina Simko

Most Likely to be a BC Professor
Mitch Troup and Christina Simko

Most School Spirit
Country Crackers & Meghan Malehorn
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Best Dressed
Shaun Brinkley and Lindsay Mack

Best All-Around
Jon Small and Sarah Coffey

Good Samaritan
Chris "Bob" Johnson & Lindsay Kahler

Most Spiritual
Chris "Bob" Johnson and Kelly Brown
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Best Sense of Humor
Jon Small and
Katherine Brinkley

Most Flirtatious
Andrew Eppes and
Kristen Young

Not Pictured:
Most Eligible Bachelor/
Bachelorette
Stephen Sika and
Natalie Bjorkman
Paper in 5 Minutes
Stephen Sika and
Rachel Manspeaker
Best Looking
Joel Lemasters and
Natalie Bjorkman
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Most Successful
Procastinator
Jarod Brown and
Nicki Dozier

Most Sensible
Adam Merritt and
Kate Blackman
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Best Leader
Justin Pruett and Kat Cooper

Mike Bateman and Michelle Miller

Most Modest
Doug Balmer and Emily Knight
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Rebekah Ady

Angel Aversa

Stefanie Barbour

Tim Beckwith

Laura Billhimer

Andrea Bodkin

Charity Boyd

Brooke Bredel

Candice Breeden

Joel Bremner

Abby Burkholder

Nikki Caldwell

Rebecca Carbough

Jason Chad Cash

Charles William
Cecil

Katharine Clark

Marquita Clements

Genesis Cotto

-

--

-- --

,,,...,, -

What does it mean to be an Eagle?
"Win football championships."
NiKReese , Junior
-~ ,
-~

Allison Dansie

Fallon Fant

Jessica Dublin

Kristin Feldenzer
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Sarah Evans

Brian Fike

~

Michael Fisher

Alicia Greenberg

Katie Grove

Chassidy Hall

Jessica Haney

Alissa Hannan

Callie Harnish

Mallory Heizer

Hanna Hoban

Jennie Hoffsmith

Emily Hogge

Adam Hollenberg

Abigail Hostetter

Rebekah Houff

Rene Joyner

Karen Kelman

Ryan Kester

Kelly Kinsley

What does it mean to be an Eagle? "Getting
up early on a cold windy Saturday, the smell
of bacon and eggs in the air. Then the sound of
10 Country Crackers and 2 girls ready to
paint singing "I've got friends in low places."
We then run to the field with our chests
painted ready to cheer on those Eagles!"
Brian Fike, Junior

Carla Kline

Eric Landram

Kendra Knupp

Megan Link

Elizabeth Lamm

Britney Linke
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Natalie Luciano

Melissa Lyons

Steve Lyons

Richard Mallalieu

Tia Mann

Cara Mannion

Anna Mccready

Eve McQuail

Meghann Miller

Nathan Miller

Samantha Miller

Michelle Moates

Tisha Moats

Lucy- Katherine
Montaigne

Jenna Moore

Julia Moore

Laura Moore

Eric Nolley

Alicia Paul

Morgan Riggs

Andrew Royer

.What aoesit m'.ean to be an Eagle?
·'"It feels good!'' .
·
, Jercy West and

·-·· Steele~ Whisnaiit,=Sophoiiiores

Angie Runkle
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Jenna Shoaf

Tamara Simms

Elise Sims

Tiffany Sites

Ben Smith

Kellyn Stanovick

Kristen Sulzinski

Jessia Taylor

Amy Tran

Shelly Urrutia

Cera Wadsworth

Jessica Ware

Megan Watts

Zachary Wimmer

Sarah L. Wood

Selena Wunderlich

Sarah P. Yingling

[o be a Junior means that we
have to buckle down and '"
prepare for the real world.: It
means that wehave to begin to
focus not only on \Vhat we
want to do with OUF liv~s, out
more importantly, how~to get
there. Even thougl{ouralumni
status is right around tlie
corner, being a Junior . also
means that we still have
time left to soak up
the college life and
enjoy every moment
ofit here at
Bridgewater.
--Matt Gibbs

Bridgewater College is
awesome because we are part
ofa family, tradition and are
helping to build a better
tradition."
--Rowdy Hoover
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Jodi Arbogast

Mary Atkinson

Rachel Bailey

Marissa Baker

Amber Ballard

Tim Basom

Halley Bateman

Emily Bauer

Lauren Belella

Lisa Belella

Melissa Biller

Juli Blonkowski

Justine Bradshaw

Courtney Bukva

Tyler Bumgarner

Sarah Burgess

Kristen Caplinger

Terisa Chocklett

What does it mean to be an Eagle? "To
jum:Q off a cliffand ~stil~ live." ,
Scott Byar, Freshman

Ashley Clay

Christina Cole

Lisa Click

David Craig

Amanda Coffey

Dana Cristea
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Dansel Delawder

Chance Dobbs

Rachel Ann
Dodson

David Dorsey

Lindsay Dowery

Gabriel Dyson

Rachel Eller

Ryan Fernett

Andrea Fisher

Sharon Flaten

Diana Flowers

Kelly Flynn

Ashley Forbes

Angela Franceschi

Patrice Franklin

Ashley Fratzke

Sharayah Gant

Stephen Garletts

What does it meaµ to be an Eagle ? " I
value the whole college experience,
so
1
go Eagles!!"
.
Marci Ferguson, Sophom"o re
1

DeAnna Garrett

Heather Golladay

7 6 Fledglings

Sally Goin

Bliss Gordon

John Granofsky

Karen
Hammerschmidt

Lacey Harold

Mohammed
Haroun

Alston Horn

Audrey Horn

Cara Howdyshell

Ashley Huffman

Jonathan Huffman

Benjamin Hurst

Kimberly Johnston

Ashley Keaton

Laurel Kessel

Ashley Lee

Erica Liberatore

Brent Loope

Emily Martin

Kimberly Martin

Brittany Mears

Melissa Miller

Sarah Mundey

April Miller

What does it' mean.· to be an Eagle? ''One
step closer to realizing your life ·goals."
Heather Golladay~ Sophom or-e ·

Lezlie Myers

Virgilio Nebel

Allison Norrod
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Jessica Pearson

Meredith Pierce

Megan Powell

Kim Propst

Andrea Semke

Olivia Shealy

Brandon Showalter

Heather Shull

Lauren Simmons

Lee Smith

Heather Soutter

William Marcus
Stone

Amanda Stout

Lynn Swinger

Emily
Vandevander

Stephanie Van
Hyning

Beverly Walsh

Steele Whistnant

Meredith Wine

Jaclyn Young

78 F(ed"gCi119s

Lyndsay
Whittemore

Jessica Young

Cassondra Ramsey Danielle Rodeffer

What does it mean to be an Eagle?
"Soaring in everytliing-sciiool,

sports, etc."
-- Derrick Burroughs, Freshman

Freshman C[ass Divicfer 79

Jeffrey Adams

Brandon Alderman

Krista Armentrout Amanda Atkinson

Kristen Banks

Erin Boston

Margaret Bowers
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Danielle Banning

Rebecca
Bottenfield

Laura Kathryn
Bowes

Daniel Alderman

Ben Alger

Faith Allen

Justin Antes

Veronica Baird

Elizabeth Baker

Lester Baker IV

Sarah Baker

Charlotte Beach

Scott Beyer

Amanda BishopMann

Jean Paul Bonilla

Casey Bowers

Laura Bowman

What does it mean to be an Eagl~?
· "lo pajnt you ch~sts at every .home
footb<;ill game an~ even.occasional away
games in as low as 3,0 degree weather.
Also to mascot football and basketball
games and even dress up o~casio;nally
· "~to represent certain holidays~"-·"
Scott Showalter, Senior

Sarah Bowman

Erin Brummett

Sarah Bucher

Jessica Buckland

Alicia Bunch

Louissy Burns

Rebecca Burns

Dawn Burtner

Bonnie Byrd

Cassie Campbell

Seth Carpenter

C.W. Carroll

Brad Carter

Ashleigh Chadwick

Adam Darryl
Hamilton Clark

Jeannie Clemmer

Mary Helen
Clemmer

Tabitha Cline

Lauren Coiner

Lisa Cosby

Lauren Crawford

Meredith Crawford

Rachael Creasey

Noah Crowley

What does it mean to be an Eagle?
"To take pride ii:i your ~ork.~'
Jonathan Brooks, Sophomore
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Kathryn Cummings Dan Cunningham

Janita Daggy

Laura Daniels

Ashley Darr

Brent Darsch

Betsy Davies

Matt Davis

Christina Dean

Adam Devilbiss

Barrett Diehl

Maegan Dieter

Kellie Dovel

Matt Drewer

Whitney Dudding

Jennifer Eavers

Caitlin Eckroth

Faith Elliott

Edmond
Entsminger

Casey Fabling

82 Eag(ets

Danielle Eubank

Sean Fabling

Kristen Everett

Lindsay Fagan

What does it meanto qe an;Eagle?
" To be an Eagle means ,to be ftee,
...:1 •
rfu}."''
·~
·. ·' . - -"""'
·, "' _,i, E
anupowe
-- ·.
Casey Bowers, Freshman

John Fauerbach

Anna Fauber

Jennifer Fields

Angela Flage

Cameron Flynn

Sarah Ford

Adrianna
Franchetti

Heather Galang

Katie Gast

Margaret Gavello

Stacey Godfrey

Ashley Gordon

Emily Gordon

Jen Gravatt

Kirby Green

Jennifer Greenholt

Steele Greenwell

Carly Greer

What does it mean to be an Eagle? :'To
party. hard." ,
~
_, ,~ -~---Robby Huston, Sophomore
Tessa Griffin

Samantha Habron

Mackenzie Grimes

Jennifer Hall

Erin Gutzwiller

Jennifer Hall
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Mallory Hall

Shawn Harper

Sara Hatch

Nathan Hays

Dana Heatwole

Wesley Hedrick

Megan Hiatt

Nathan Hollenberg

Jeremy Hopper

Heather Houff

Ashleigh Hough

Ryan Howard

Danielle Hubert

Charles Huffman

Jessica Humphrey

Matt Husbands

Richard Ingram

Dana Jamison

Michael Jenkins

Monica Jill

Loren Elizabeth
Johnson

What does it mean to be an Eagle?
-"Sense of pride!''
Robert Dougherty, Freshman
•

Joshua Jones
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Caroline Keeney

Courtney Kelley

>

Laura Kissam

William Klos

Whitney Knighton

Kristen
Knippenberg

Nathaniel Knopp

Lauren Kondor

Tabetha Krieglstein

Margaret Lam

Autumn Lambert

Carrie Lamond

Tina Lantz

Emily LaPrade

Justicia Latham

Katie Lawler

Mary Ann Layman

Veronica Lilly

Zachary Michael
Long

Erica Lynott

What does it mean to be an Eagle?
"To be strong.~'
Stuart Holman, Freshman

Sharon Madderra

Reginald Mason

Mohammed
Mansour

Ashley Matuschek

Mindy Martin

Kyle Matyger
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R. Patrick North

Megan Ortiz

Kleoniki Panos

Craig Parsons

Jesse Patton

Anna Pavlovskaya

Corey Payne

Lindsay Peacock

Andrew Perkins

Candace Perry

Rachel Perry

Stanley Peyton

Chad Thomas
Pleasant

Catherine Powell

Ryne Powell

Jessica Powers

Phillip Powers

Keontae Pugh

Melvin Queen

What do-esit meaffto be
"It's great!"
Chris Bagot, Junior

~n

Eagle?

April Quintrell

Laurie Rackette

1

Josh Randall

Jessica Ra pert

Melinda Caitlin .
Redding
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Sarah Reed

Craig Reedy

Brittany Reese

Ashley Reid

Crystal Reynolds

Diana Ricker

Hillary Rohrer

Erica Roth

Daniel Rudy

Christina Sanders

Tom Sasinowski

Abby Sauder

Steven Blake
Sawyer

Brooke Shaffer

Lee Shifflett

Maggie Showalter Morgan Showalter

Chet Sizer

Jessica Slate

Cary Smith

Heather Smith
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Marissa Slaughter

P.J. Smith

Molyna Sim

What does it mean to be an Eagle?
"-It means to have wings that will l~t
you soar over any problem in life. Tile
, large talons ofthe Eagle are used to fight
and tear apart its food making 1t easier
tochew. The beak helps us have an edge
on our opponent by having the capability
to slive open any piece offlesh we get our
mouths on. It means everything to be an
Eagle because we dominate a majority
of=tne food chain· ana-=r carry this
philosophy in life as I challenge anyone
to a battle physically or mentally."
Andrew Eppes, Senior

Stephen Lawrence
Smith II

T. Derrick Smith

Katie Snyder

Chelsea Spade

Emily Kirstin
Stafford

Mary Stallings

Hope Stanley

Allison Stefancin

Amber Stewart

Beth Stovall

Julia Stutzman

Tara Summy

Katie Sushinski

Cody Sutler

Sharon Sweet

Shirley Swink

Lynette Swoope

Jeremy Szechenyl

What does it mean to be an Eagle?
" Tb have the opportunity to be as
active as I feel necessary in my college
campus. To know I am getting the best
education and the opportunities that
exist on this small campus. To be able to
get to know most of my peers and even
the very 'rude' senior 'men' who think
freshmen ~re not yvprthy {jk); to. h qve
lots of fun and freedom amongst my
girls in Dillion 3 middle! and most of all,
have the time ofmy life during my first
year of college."
Sarah Nelson, Freshman

Luke Taylor

Amber Thompson

Sesalie Taylor

Hilary Teeter

Inina Thompson

Kristin Tignor
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Jessica Timberlake Stephanie Toman

Yolanda Tillman

Marie Tilson

Karen Vaughan

Monica Vaughan

Jessica Vilella

Sara Wagner

Kristine Wasser

Michele Weeks

Jonathan Weyl

Aaron Whalen

Megan Wheeler

Amber Whetzel

Alex Wilkens

90 Eaglets

David Wilkins

Jennifer Upshaw

Ashlee VanFossen

Sara Vockrodt

Dana Vorderberg

Sarah Wade

Heather Weindel

Brittany Kay Wells

Katie Werner

Brynna Wilson

Lara Wilson

Stacey Wilson

Jenna Ann Wines

Kara Workman

Catherine Yedinak

Heidi Yoder

Scott Zittle

Because we have such a large
:freshman class, I feel honored
to be able to participate in the
Student Goverment to help put
plans in motion for the future.
By helping accomplish little
things now, by the time I am a
Senior, our school will have
made great strides!
--Brittany Moyers
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"Wliat does it mean to be an Eag{el To 6e an
009Ce is to soar. To expfore the worCd and to 9row
as a person!'

Stucf ·

A6road

Coffeen Ke{man in Sapporo; japan
Whi[e in Sapporo, Japan cfuri119 the faff semester, junior Coffeen
Ke[man took twe(ve credits ofJapanese [a119uage. Before settCi119 in with
her host fami[y in Sapporo, the BCA group Coffeen trave[ecf with visited
Nikko, Hiroshima, Kyoto, Nara, ancf Tok.yo. The students a[so went on
two trips to onsen, or hot spri119s. Later, Coffeen visited Shiretoko, eastem

Hokkaido, with her host fami[y.
rrI have 6een in Cove with Japanese cuLture, 6oth ancient ancf mocfem,

since I can remem6er. It was amazi119 to reaffy integrate myself into the
Japanese wor[cf for four months ancf take everythi119 in. I hacf the most

phenomena[ time. I mru:fe some woncfeefu[ friends for Cife, I [eamecf ancf
6ecame accustomed to new cu(tura( nuances, ancf I [eamecf some of a new

[a119uage. Despite the harcfships of not knowi119 the Ca119uage, my
interactions with the Japanese peop[e were a[ways very nice ancf jriencf[y,
ancf I reaffy got usecf to how dean ancf orcfer[y everythi119 was! I fdt so safe
ancf comforta6[e there once I got over the cu(ture shock. It was a surrea[
feeCi119. I'm a[so reaffy grateju[ for the host fami[y that I was p[acecf into. I
[ivecf with them for a[most four months, ancf they took me in ancf treated
me [ik,e I was one of the fami[y. They took me on a vacation across

Hokkaido, the nortfiemmost Japanese is[ancf where Sapporo is Cocatel(, ancf
they a[ways mru:fe sure I was fecf ancf taken care of When I got sick my
first month in Japan, my host mother was the sweetest personj she mru:fe
sure I was comforta6[e ancf 9ave me medicine ancf tea unti( I fdt 6etter.

rrI hacf an un6e[ieva6[e e;t:perience whi[e I was away.

I~

a great way

to (eam a6out another cu(ture, ancf i~ a[so a great way to [eam a6out what
it means to 6e American. I hacf never 6een so aware of my nationa[

identity 6efore in my Cife, ancf the new perspectives a6out the US ancf the
wor[cf have 6een Cife a(teri119. Everyone shou[cf take advantage of stucfyi119
a6roacfj i~ worth it. Overa(C

goi~ to

Sapporo was the greatest thi119 I've

ever cfone in my Cife. I' cf Cove to go 6ack some cfay'.'
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Coffeen ri119i119 a 6eff for goocl fortune at a Shinto shrine in
Miyajima, near Hiroshima. The shrine is near tlie top of a
high mountain which tlie group cCim6ecl part of the wayj tlie
view from tlie top is one of tlie most four 6eautiju[ siglits in
Japan.

The coffege tliat Coffeen atteru:fecl paicl for a group of stwients
to go to a 6eauty saCon, liave tlieir liair done, aru:f try on
kimono. They're not very comforta6[e aru:f liave many [ayersj
However, Coffeen says the cliscomfort is worth it, as she fe[t
6eauti [ aru:f e[ ant in tlie kimono.

Coffeen aru:f her _frieru:f, Miyuki,I in Odori Pa&
in downtown Sapporo. The [ights in tlie
6a.c~rouru:f are part of tlie White I[[umination,
whicli is he[c( in Odori Park every winter from
Novem6er to Fe6nuiry. The tower in tlie far
6a.c~rouru:f is tlie TV Tower aru:f is a popu[ar
tourist spot in Sapporo.

Coffeen, her liost mother, aru:f her liost sisters
in an Anpanman store in Hokkaido.
Anpanman (tlie stuffecl character) is a very
popu[ar chi[clren' s sliow inJapan. His l1eacC is
made of 6reacl.

Coffeen aru:f a group of _friencfs, 6otli Japanese aru:f feffow
exclia119e stwients, at Lake Toya. The Cake is not far from
Sapporo, aru:f tlie group spent tlie night at an onsen or liot
spri119 resort as part of a cu[tura[ exclia119e program at tlie
Holllisei Gakuen University. Onsen are pu6[ic 6atlis.
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Wliat does it mean to be an Eagfe?

To fo{[ow GodS won£

"But He sail(, 'The tlii119s wliicli are impossi6Ce witli men
are possi6Ce witli God!"
(Luke 18:2 7)
"I can do a(( tlii119s tliroU£11i Christ who stre119thens me!'
(PliiCippians 4:13)
"If God is for us, who can 6e against us?"
(Romans 8:31)

Stucf ·

A6road

Heather Barany in Athens/ Greece
Heather Barany spent a semester stt.uiying a6roruC in Athens, Greece, at
the University of Inclianapo[is-Athens. During fi.er tim.e in Greece, Heather stt.uiie.c(
the Greek O(ympic Image througfi Literature ancl Music, Greek Mytho[o9y ancl
Re[i9ion, Pfii[osopfiy/ History / Po(itics of Aru:ient Greek O(ympic Games, ancl
Cuitura[ TrruCitions ancl Media Syntax.
Heather trave(ed to Greece cCuring fi.er senior yearj unfortu.nate[y 6ecause
sfi.e firuC not p[annecC on stt.uiying a6road;, sfi.e firuC to focus on meeting 9rruCuation
requirements, o6taining senior (eve( credits ancl therefore 6eing una6(e to take a
[angllil9e course. Speaking from ex:perieru:e, Heather commented: ''I wou[ci
cCefinite[y recomm.encl taking a [angllil9e dass wfii[e a6roruCi it is fun ancl enricfiing
to [eam the [angllil9e ancl cuitu.re of the country wfi.ere you are [iving."
Heather recomm.emfs stt.uiying a6roru:f: ''stt.uiying a6roruC was an amazing
ex:perieru:e 6ecause you are 6rougfit out ofyour comfort zone, you [eam to Cive in
another cuiture, ancl you even [eam things a6out your own cuiture 6ecause you are
stepping away from it. I [eamecC a [ot a6out myself ancl I fiave 9rown as a resuit of
my ex:perieru:es a6roruC. 1'

Headier and KclCy pause for a picture in front
of the Parthenon. The Parthenon is a tempfe
created in honor of Athena Parsenos, the
patron 9oddess of the city of Athens.
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Heather (oved 6eing surrouncCecC 6y the fiistory, seen 6oth in ancl out of the
Bi6[ej sfi.e a[so enjoyed 9aining first-fiancl ex:perieru:e of a new cuiture ancl a
comp[ete[y cCifferent way of Cife. During fi.er trave[s, Heat/ier took many 9roup trips
to aru:ient cities, sucli as Corinth, De[pfii, anc( Sparta. Sfi.e aCso trave[ed to the agora
ancl the Acropo[is in Athens, as we([ as spencling tim.e in Rome, Ita[y, wfi.ere sfi.e
visited the Sistine Cfiape( ancl Vatican City, saw the Co[osseum anc( the Roman

agora, ancl visited many 6eautlju[ ancl famous fountains ancl piazzas.
Heather trave[ed to Greece with fi.er 6est friencl, Keffy Brownj the two
roommates were a6[e to see eadi other 9row spiritua[[y ancl as peop[e in 9enera[.
Heather comm.entecG ''I [eamecC tfiat I am stronger tfian I rea[ize ancl tfiat sometimes
you fiave to just fiave faith ancl [et 90 ofyour wonies.'1 Sfi.e was a[so tfiankju[ for
the ex:perieru:es of9oing to cFrurcfi r~uiar[y, the fe[[owsfiip sfi.e founc:G ancl a
worn.en's confereru:e througfi cfiurcfi with worn.en from many countries ancl
Cangllil9es attencling.

Wfiife visiting tfie AcropoCis, tfie 9irCs took a
picture of tfie Ampfiitfieater. Tfie Ampfiitlieater is stiU used today.

Wfiat else are best friends for? Heatfier
Barany and Ke((y Brown spent 11U1Cfi of tfieir
time in Greece si9fit-seeing to9etfier.

Evidence offaitfi: Heatfier jumping off tfie
Corintfi Canal in Greece, a 78 meter jump.
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St. Peter's Basilica, in Rome.
Heather and Kdly made sure they took. time
to enjoy the 6eauty of their host country.
Here, the enjoy a 6eautiftd sun.set with another student.

__ .-;•.,,,_.,

Kdly and Heather pause to tak.e a picture
with Athens in the 6~rouruf.
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The Porch of the Caryatids at the Tempfe of
Athena Nik.e. Caryatids are scu!pturedfemafe fi9ures used as piUars of strength in
classica.l architecture.

Much. (ike the E'19Ces, Killy soared tfiro119fi
the air, aC6eit not on wift9S· Durifl9 lier time
in Greece, Killy 6ufl9ee jumped offthe
C9rintfi CanaC, a 260 foot jump.

Wliat does it tn£an to be an Eagfe? To be an
Eag{e is to 11Ulli£. your own decisions and to
refuse to a[[ow others to limit your options.

Stucf •

A6road

Ke{{y Brown in Athens/ Greece
~s

a senior this year I 6dieve studying a6rorul was one of the 6est

decisions I have made in my Cife thu.s far; I studied at the University of
Indianapo[is Athens Campu.s 1 in Athens Greece. I took- four dasses that
were pretty much simi[ar to dasses that I wou(c( have tak,en here at BC.

My favorite dass 6y far was E(ementmy Greek-; ju.st (earning the fongllil9e
and trying to u.se it out in pu6(ic was a Cot offun. I 6e(ieve that aff students
at some point in the coffege career shou(c( study a6rorul. Luck.i[y for me1 my
6est friend Heather Barany went with me1 wfiicfi made 6eing homesi&
easier to get thr01.J9fi. Studying a6rorul teacfies you a Cot a6out yourself. I
(eamd that I can do a(most anytfting1 inc[uding 6ungee jumping 260 feet

off the Corinth CanaL The 6est thing a6out my

e~eriences

with 6eing in

Greece was that fact that there is some mucfi 6i6(ica( fiistory there. I am a
God fearing woman who (oved re-tracing the steps of the apost(es. I went to
p(aces (ik,e Corinth and the Acropo(is1 where apost(es (ik,e Pau[ preachec(. I

then trave(ed 24 hours 6y f eny to Rome an adventure that wiff (ast for a
1

Cifetlme in my memories. Being in Rome1 and visiting p(aces (ik,e the
Co(iseum and circus maxi.mo and the Roman Forum was amazing1 6ut
what I Cove the 6est was the Jrierufsfiips made and the memories that I
sfiare with so many woruieefu.C peop(e'.'

A(tfio119fi liappy to visit and Cearn. a6out a
new country, 6otfi Heather and KeCCy were
tliankfuC to 6rift9 a (i( sometliift9 from fiome
with. the~ their 6est friend!
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PliiUip Rfwtfes, a junior Pliilosopfiy
and Religion major.

PhiUi Rhodes

Travefing to Jamaica
FromJu(y 2003 to Juffy 2004, Pfii((ip Rlioc:fe.s (ived inJamaica,

taking a 6reak in the mid!ffe of fiis

coff~e career.

During interterm

Tfie n19fit 6efore Pfiiffip retumecf to the States, fiis

friends

tfirew fiim a farewd[ party, inducfing ffouring fiim as a

tfiis year, from Decem6er 29, 2004 to January 20, 2005, Pfii((ip

farewe(( gift!

retumecf to Jamaica.

worship time witfi Pfiiffips dosest friends, 6otfi Jamaicans and

Tfiis trip was not in conjunction witfi any

Bri£19ewater program, 6ut rather fiis own persona( journey.
Pfiiffip stayed in a sma[[ communi-ty caffed Rid9e in St.
E(iza6etfi, (iving at Marantfia Schoo[ for the Deaf

Tfiere, Pfiiffip

worked witfi kids at Marantfia SdwoC as we(( as working witfi

hearing cfii(cfren in the community.

Wfii(e in Jamaica, Pfiiffip

p[ayed guitar at a kids' c(u6 at fiis frierul Karen Bmnk.S fiou.se.
PliiUip' s fareweff party, tlie evenif19 6efore lie
returned to tlie U.S.
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During the party, the group firu£ a praise mu{

American missionaries.

An aeriaL view of Marantfia Schoo( for the
Deaf in Jamaica.
Phillip pCaying 9uitar at a ltids' cCu6.
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Severa( of tlie you119er 6oys
standi119 at tlie 9ates to tlie
orphatu19e· Tliey stand at
tlie 9ates every day to watcli
peopCe and cars pass 6y.

in San Sa[vacfor, E[ Sa[vacfor
During intertenn} Kristen Felcfenzer traveled to an

orphanage in San Salvador, El Salvador caffed La Casa cfe Mi
Padre (My Father's House) for two weeks. Kristen spent eacfi

day with 45 chifrfren} some of whom were aEancfoned mul
orphaned} others wfiose parents cannot take care of them any
Conger. Each child fias a story. Tfie children have ne~ to

nothingj a 6ed} cu66y} teMy 6ear} and a few pictures.
However, the children are happy despite everything they have
6een through at such an early age. Kristen says} ({Being there
opened my eyes to the world arouncf me and fiow privileged
we are to have the things we take for 9rantecf every
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c!ai'

Kristen fw(dlf19 two of the youll9er
9ir(s. Estefany (ri9fit) was found
maCnouris~ a6arnfoned in a
ne1!Jfi6ors fwuse, 6ut is heaCtfiy now.

One of the ofder 9ir(s sfwwif19 a youll9er cfii!d fww to
ride a bike.

SeveraC of the youll9er 6oys am! 9ir(s pCayif19 in a room
wfiile their ofder 6rothers am! sisters attend scfwoC.
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CCassroom time starts early here at BC -here, incomi119 freshmen learn about BC Cife
dUri119 Orientatio~
:

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

"Wliat does it mean to 6e an Eagfe?
To 6e an EagCe is to soar to lieiglits
otlierwise impossi6Ce!'

Academics
Wfiat does it mean to 6e an Eag{e?

6y A{ex Ketteri11!J! junior

An Eag[e is a responsib[e community member with a steadfast
commitment to mora[ integrity; persona[ accountabiaty; and se!fimprovement An Eag[e demonstrates an e;remp[al)' code of conduct by
incoporating the virtues of honesty; respect and magnanimity into thier
rife in an e_ffort to improve not on[y their own aves; but the aves of
evel)'one with whom they interact
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',

Students in the EducatWn Department spem!
time in the classroom themsefves -- here, they
try new foods in a classroom activity.

A group of students Ceave Bowman Hail .

Students in the educatWn department enjoy
classroom activities as they Cearn IWw to
teach their future students.
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Lam6cfa Pi Eta
Lambda Pi Eta is the honor society sponsored by the National Communication
Association. There are over 400 national chapters which are also accredited by the
Association of College Honor Societies. Outstanding juniors and seniors who are
majoring or minoring in Communication Studies are eligible for election into Lambda
Pi Eta.

Alpha Psi Omega is a national honorary fraternity. Students who distinguish
themselves in a number of facets of theatrical production may be invited to join the
Bridgewater College chaper of Eta Upsilon Cast.

ACplia Psi Otfle9a (Eta upsifon Cast)
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ACplia Chi
: Alpha Chi is a national college scholarship honor society with chapters in more than
: 298 colleges and universities across the United States. Its purpose is to "promote
: academic excellence and exemplary character...and to honor those who achieve such
distinction." Each year selected Bridgewater students gain national recognition by
being elected to membership.

The Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha is a national honorary forensic society.
Membership is restricted to students who have distinguished themselves in
intercollegiate debate and have achieved a high level of academic excellence.

Defta s19ma Rho-Tau Kappa ACplia

Honor Societies 10 5
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The World as a Classroom:
The Biology department takes advantage of its location in the Shenandoah
Valley and Blue Ridge Mountains to explore local environs and important habitats
locally.

Each year, Dr. Sarah Swank takes her Ecology class on field trips to study

ecology, not in a text, but in life. One of these trips is often to Dolly Sods
Wilderness, located in the Monogahela National Forest in Tucker and Randolph
Counties, West Virginia.
The Dolly Sods area was first explored by Thomas Lewis during a survey in
1746. Although viewed as impenetrable until the late 1800's, the area became a
prime logging region, until little virgin forest remained in the early 1900's.

During the

1920's, the Dahle family homesteaded the area; by burning already logged areas,
prime grazing lands were gained.

Open fields burned thusly were called

"sods~'

Unfortunately, such practices ruin the land quickly; the grass was killed and only
bracken fern was left, no good for man or beast. The Dahle family moved on,
leaving the land their name, eventually Americanized into Dolly Sods.
In 1916, the US government purchased Dolly Sods and added the land to the
ever-growing Monogahela National Forest.
Conservation Corps
planted pine trees in
an effort to prevent
erosion and reforest
the area. Later,
under a cooperative
agreement with the
army, the area was
used as a practice
artillery and mortar
range to prepare
troops for WWII; live
artillery and mortar
shells can still be
found in the area.
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During the Great Depression, the Civilian

Ecology in Dolly Sods, West Virginia

At the bog, there is a short boardwalk
from which visitors can observe bog
plants and the surrounding area. This
area is also called a glade or muskeg.
Muskeg is an indian word meaning
"trembling earth~, Traditionally
saturated with water, the bog does
indeed tremble if walked on.
Therefore, visitors are asked to remain
on the boardwalk to protect the
fragile environ.

This bog formed due to poor
drainage and is characterized by
mats of spagnum moss, couon
grass with its cottony heads,
cranberries, and sundew plants,
insect-eating plants which cannot
support themselves on the
nutrient-poor acidic soil, and so
trap insects on sticky leaf blades.

Stunted, burned tree trunks rise from
the bog, while pines gradually
encroach on the boundaries of the
area. Gradually, the bog will move to
its climax red spruce forest.
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The World as a Classroom:

Students spent the morning at
the bird banding station, touring
the net lanes, watching the bird
bonders, and being taught the
basics of bird banding.

Several students hiked with Dr.
Swank to the highest point in the
immediate area, Mount Porte
Crayon, at 4J 70 feet in FlatrockRoaring Plains.

Along with Dr. Swank, students
also hiked to a distant rock
formation, curious to discover
if the formation was natural or
man-made. Their conclusion?
Natural.
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Ecology in Dolly Sods, West Virginia
Dolly Sods is described as a little bit of Canada too far south; many of the
ecotypes are more typical of Canada ecology than that of West Virginia.
of plant succession is evident in Dolly Sods:

Evidence

first, one can find sphagnum bogs,

complete with rare sundew and reindeer moss.

Climax red spruce trees are

frequently one-sided banner trees due to the fierce prevailing winds that stunt the
growth of branches on the windward side of the tree.

Huckleberry heaths, a step in

the plant succession of the area, populate the area between bogs and spruce
stands, while rock outcrops frequent the upper sections of the wilderness, known as
Bear Rocks.
At least 100 species of birds nest in and around Dolly Sods, with many more
migrating along the Allegheny Front in the fall, funneling through the dip in the ridge
on their southwest course, thereby passing through Dolly Sods.

Due to the prime

location, the Allegheny Front Migratory Observatory, a bird banding station, is
located at the over-look near the Red Creek Campground in the Monogahela
National Forest.

Established in 1958, the station is open from August to October.

order to secure birds for banding, nylon nets are set up in "net

lanes~'

In

After being

caught, birds are removed carefully from the nets, placed in a canvas sack and
taken to the banding
station, a plywood
shelter where the
bands are kept. The
birds are then
identified for species,
sex, and age, then
banded and released.
Birds banded at the
station are mostly
song-birds, with nearly
one-third being
species of warblers;
the station bands over
6,000 birds in an
average year.
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Tfie 9roup not onfy
9ot to s~ tfie famed
Sydney O.ttera J.Iouse,
6ut afso Went to tfie
opera.

Erin Boston and
Emily J?mrer went
sai!if19 in tfie Sydney Har6or ifuriJ19 tfieir
interterm trip~ _·

Tfie 9roup fearned how to
tlirow 6oomeraf19S in
Cam6erra, Austrafia.
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The entire 9roup poses for a picture witfi
wfiat Megfian fom{(y termed "tfacir saif boat."

DoWn Under

I

6y Aru:frew Royer
This intertenn Dr. McQµi[ken,

rrDo~ took twenty-five

students on his annua[ trip to

Austra[ia. The trip took the _group to Sydney, Canberra, ancf Me(6oume. Sydney is main[y a
tourist city since the 2000 O[ympics. At the same time, it is a[so a city jiffed with a Co119

history preserved in rrThe Roe/ts; the histork district of the city that inc(wies many preserved
6ui(di119s ancf a street market. Another major point of interest is the famous Sydney Opera
House, a uniq_ue[y cfesignecf structure that _gives the har6or a mocfem Cook.

Canberra is the nation$ capitaC so, naturaffy, the _group took a tour of the Par[iament
House ancf even participated in a mo& 6i[[ session. Direct(y across from Par[iament House are
the Austra[ian War Memoria( ancf the Tom6 of the Unltnown So(dier.

Uncfemeath these

monuments exists an extensive war museum that spans from coConia[ times to the Gulf War.
Md6oume offered its own set of interesti119 activities.

T~ _group

toured the

Victorian Arts Center, vast[y different from the Sydney Opera House, in that the interior
was much more e(a6orate ancf themecf. The highCi9ht of Me(6oume was the trip to the
Austra[ian Open. Ame(ie Mauresmo ancf Marat Sa.fin easi[y cfemo[ishecf their unranltecf
opponents.
Doc runs a we[[ or9anizecf ancf activity pacW trip, 6ut a[so wuferstancfs the need for
free time to expfore. He designs it so that participants make the most out of their trip, whi[e
stiff provicfi119 a heavi[y educationa[ experience.

The education comes from meeti119 a new

ru(ture ancf a new peop(e, not from (ectures. There reaffy is no 6etter way to (eam.

The class was a6Ce to attend the
MeC6ourne-A\ustra.fian Open Tennis
matcfi. · Here', some of the class poses
for a picture.

Pfiotos courtesy of M~Ftan Ma[efiom,
Emi[y Bauer, ancC Katfi[een Beers.
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Ever 1Votufer.wliy they.
-Hie rain. forest? A((

ca(( it

.. .
'Taran.tufa: .an.y()J,le·7 ·

the nuu! definitely caCfedc ..
.
; ·.. /
.waterfaUs...woufdn:'t it
-- ~~-- for -6oots1 - -·h-··-~--~--~-·--~~·--~~-~-~~-..-----~~6e ~'W(;iUfeJ.fa(sfiot for J~..,,~-~--
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sfiampoo commerciaf?

Photos wurtesy ofJulia
Stutzman

Intertenn C[ass Trave[ed

thro119Fwut Costa Rica to Study
Tropica[ Eco [09y
by Grace Firaben
During intertenn, eigfit students trave(ed to
Costa Rica for BioCogy 353. tfie dass anived in
Costa Rica on January 3 and spent tfiree weeks
sttu£ying its tropica( ecoCogy. First year student
Ju(ia Stutzman said, rrwe 6asicaffy sttu£ied tfie
fCora and fauna of Costa Rica in various habitats
tfirougfiout tfie country. Tfie dass was ab(e to
o6serve a wide varie-ry of Cocations ranging
from wateefaffs to forest-Cined sandy 6eacfies.
Stutzman said, rrlts neat to now see a sfiow on
tfie te(evision about tropica( anima[s and 6e
ab(e to say, rtve seen tfiat( Dr. Sarafi Swank,
tfie 6ioCogy professor wfio taugfit tfie course,
saicl; rrTfie dass was a jie(d course, meaning
tfiat students spent mw:h of tfieir time eacfi ciay
and evening direct(y o6serving tropica( nature'.1
Tfie dass trave(ed tfirougfiout Costa Rica,
inc[ucling tfie Pa[o Verde Nationa[ Park., and
even saw an active vo[cano. Swank said,
rrFrom tfiere we went to a micl-devation doucl
forest at Monteverde and two different rain
forests on tfie Cari66ean and Pacific sides of tfie
centra[ mountains'.1 Sfie continuecl, rrTfie
students saw four species of monk.eys, fiundrecfs
of tropica( 6inis inc(ucling macaws, toucans and
parrots, (eaj-rutter ants, anteaters, crocodi(es
and one of tfie five native species of wi(d cats,

as we(( as many otfier woncfeefu( mem6ers of
tropica[ communities'.1 A(tfiougfi tfie country
is quite sma(C about tfie size of West
Virginia, it fias very diverse ecosystems.
Junior Natfian Miffer said, rrTfie country fias
a diverse range of habitats ranging from
a[pine-Wie meadows on fiigfi mountains to
vo[canoes to 6eacfies and rainforests'.1 Tfie
dass primari(y stayed at Organization for
Tropica[ St:tu£ies (OTS) stations Cocated
tfirougfiout tfie country. Swank said tfiat tfie
OTS stations are a consortium of various
universities, inducling tfie Universi-ry of
Costa Rica and tfie accommodations consisted
of clonnitory s-ry(e roomes witfi water and
Costa Rican fiome cooking. Miffer said,
rrMost[y we stayed in 6unk 6eds at tfie
researcfi centers wfiicfi was kind of (ik,e 6eing
1
at camp'. one of tfie most memorab(e
experiences for Stutzman was seeing tfie
nigfit sk.y at Corcovaclo, one of tfie most
remote p(aces tfiat tfie group trave(ed. Sfie
said, rrTfie on[y way to get tfiere was to
eitfier fCy in sma[[ p[anes, or hik.e 20
kifometers. We fCew in, and tfie [anding strip
itself was an experiencej at one end of tfie
grass jie(d was tfie turquoise Pacific Ocean,
tfie otfier; tfie emera(d green rainforest'.1

The 9roup stopped to pose for a
picture in La Roca Pafo Verde.
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Tfie Roman CoCoseum in
Rome., Itafy was a
popuiar pCace to stop
and take photos with.
members from tfie 9roup.

Trave[ing
through Europe
with Dr.
Hopkins
Dr. Hopkins' dass, Music and

Cu[ture

of

VV~tem

Seniors Anne
Yust and Sarah.
Coffey take
time. out of
visitif19 tfie
CoCoseum to
9ivetfie
warriors a hi'!J·

Europ~

The
dass indwfecf a tour ·of musica[

trave(ed durifL9 Intertenn.

and ru[tura[ centers of VV ~tern
Europe:

London} Paris Munich}
1

SaCz6ur91 Vienna1 and Rome.
Sttu!ents studied various European
scfwo[s

of

composers1

composition
indudifL9

visits

and
to

monuments1 musica[
institutions1
and
diurches.
ho~ 1

Sttu!ents enjoyed tfie opportuni-ty
to trave[ across Europe rather than
remainifL9 in tfie dassroom.

Juniors Br~iufoit. Heishman
and A619ail Hostetter pose at
tfie Piazza Nuovuna while
travefi"9 throughout Europe
with. Dr. Jesse Hopkins.

Photos courtesy of Brandon Heishman and
Anne Yust
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Seniors Anne Yust and

Sarah Coffey, Juniors
Bekafi Houff and
Joanna Bowman and
Sophonwre Lo9an ·
Strawderman pose for a
picture while trave£i"9
throU9h Europe with Dr.
Hopkins.

Dr. Jesse Hopkins sporti"9 a 6Cack
widow on his fiat while Senior Sarah
Coffey andJunior Joel Bremner curiousCy
Cook at the s1!Jhts.

Senior Anne Yust pinches the Effcl
Tower in Paris, France 6etween her

fi"9ers.

Interterm 11 7

Communications
Department in
Europe
This year Communications students c[ic(
not talU tfieirusua[ trip to Los AngeCes. Insteacl
students tmve[ecf across tfie At[antic to Europe1
spending time in London1 Eng[ancf as we[[ as in
Munich Germany.
In London1 students were a6[e to talU
in tfie sights. They traveCecC to tfie London Eye1
the British Airways miCCennium o6servation
whee[ in tfie heart of London. From tfie eye
visitors can talU in tfie panoramic vistas of inner
London. Students a[so traveCecC to tfie Tower of
London1 an ancient fortress in London1 Eng[arul;
just east of tfie City ancl on tfie north 6ank. of tfie
Thames. Now usecl main[y as a museum1 tfie
Tower was a roya[ residence in the Micldie Ages
ancl Cater usecl as a prison. Westminster A66ey1

1

·

picture.

1

1

1

1

11

1.

The eJilti1·e group poses for .a ·

I

site of coronations since 1066 ancl tfie tom6 of
numerous kings ancl queens1 was a[so on tfie
agencfa fortfie interterm trip. Students a[so went
to tfie Imperia[ War Museum in Londonj tfie
Imperia[ War Museum covers confCicts 1
particuCar[y those invo[ving Britain1 from tfieFirst
Wor[cl War to tfie present clay.
In Munich; students tourecl tfie BMW
museum. The BMW museum is shapecl [ik.e a
mushroom; featuring cars from cCassic to
contemporary. Students a[so traveCecl to
Nymphen6urg Pa[acej Nympfien6urg was tfie
Roya[ Fami[ys summer pa[ace.

Dr. Pierson poses for a picture witfi fiis new German
flat wfiife on tire tour 6us.

Photos court:e5y of Megan PowdC
Annilia Broy[es ancl Tim Beckwith
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Brian Fike and Timmy Beckwith. pose for
a picture.

Doll9 May and Dr. Pierson sit
with. the rest of the 9roups to
watch a nwvie.

Megan Powe(( steps out of a traditional London plione6ootfi.

Annika BroyCes peeks tlirot19fi a pretzel for a picture.
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Juli Bfonkowski amf Megan
Powe(( pose for a picture at the
BMW museum in Munich.

Windsor Palace
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Nymphenbur9 Palace, west of
Munich, Germany.

Sarah Smukr, Kat Cooper, amf Samantha Saville. pose
for a picture at Westminster A66ey.

The Imperial War Museum in
London.
The LondOn Eye -- "The way the
worfd views LondOn."

]ufi Bfonkowsk.i amf M~an Powe(( pause for a picture

at the Tower of LondOn.

Pftotos 6y
]uCi B[onkowski
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"What does it mean to 6e an Eag{e? To 6e a6{e to
participate in an active student government and
have fan witli it!" -Brittany MoyersJ Fresliman

Student Lie
Wfiat is tfze

{ije of an Eag{e?

To 6e an EC1£J(e is to 6e active, invo[vel( and dedicated. It is
to pursue Cife with unffC1£J9ing zea[j Cife on the BC campus

open[y demonstrates these aspects of an EC1£J(e.
Whether students are participating in donn activities, p[aying

u[timate fris6ee on the ma(C dedicating time to studies,

friends

or the community, creating a du6 or organization or 6ringing

awareness to an important issue, BC EC1£J(es 6ring courCl£Je,
dedication, and enthusiasm to eacfi of their activities.
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Just as Homecomi"9 Week.emf is a!ways an
important part of Cife on campus, so too is
the Parade an important part of Homecomi"9
Weekend. Here, Ernie the E'1!J(e arui the Seniors participate in the parade.
Duri"9 Family Weekend's Family Fest, students arui family members carvedjack-o-Can-

terns.

Mf9an sparks participates in faser tt19' an EP
sponsored event.

Participation in class
activities is a!ways
va!ued. Here, the
freshman class tries to
raise fundS.

The Screamin' E'1!JCes Pep

Barui is an important part of
BC foot6aU, encour'19i"9
fans arui team a!ike.

Sometimes unfortuna.teCy, work is a s19nificant part of campus Cife. Here, Laurie
Racke.tte works at the KCC Switchboard as
part of work study.
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Are 'jOU an Eagle?
Or not so much? Test yourself to
discover if you know what it means
to be an Eagle!

Start
Here

Spring Cre~ Normal
School for Men ~d Worn
This 'jear

anni·

Annivi
What aru

Pou tr'j

Can'tr

buU
party

1

US 6AGL6
ou know all about BC·: her people, her surroundings,
nd her traditioI1S. You know what "it ·m eans and .
hat it takes to be an Eagle, and are proud to claim
his great college as '.:]Our alma mater!
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A SCHOOL IS A SCHO
You rna'J be attending go

paint 'jOur face in ridicul
warm and tnush'j inside
Fair! A school is a schoo
one, 'JOU don't intend to I
awa'j.

Bridgewater College

as BC's
rsary.
rsary?
iversary?

r

The cadaver in the
Bio Dept. Oops!

The ootball
Cham ionship.

member it,
st night's
usta been
ild!

l ole BC, but you refuse to

s colors and don't go all
len you hear Bridge\'\/ater
md even if BC is a good
school spirit carry you

SPORTS ~ NUT

Forget Ernie the Eagle....You should be our new
:team mascot. You're ·the screaming fan chearing
on the Eagles to victo~ come game day. You
know and love the Countrlj Crackers.. Or you may
be one of them. To you, being an Eagle is all about
the sports.
Quiz: Are you an Eagle? 125

The college is a vibrant, energetic, living institution, a true community - a
community in which all participate and are taken seriously; a community
where values are affirmed and modeled; a community of excellence in all
things, in and out of the classroom; a community where leaders are
developed. At Bridgewater College, we commit to be that kind of community
as we educate for living and for life.
~President

Phillip Stone

Growing Pains
Bridgewater College is a living, breathing community, one
that has undergone many changes over the course of the
past few years. As enrollment has drastically increased,
often to the dismay of students, parking spaces disappeared
all too soon and students were even left wondering whether
there would be space for them in the dorms. Often enough,
the answer to that question was an emphatic "no".
The first solution to the lack of space was to allow juniors
and seniors to move off campus; while students were thrilled
at this privilege, it could only be a temporary measure. After
all, BC prides herself on being a residential college, something
belied by the lack of rooms available to students. As a more
suitable solution, BC's administration ordered a new
residence hall and the addition of 200 more parking spaces.
The new residence hall is composed of four separate towers
and houses approximately 192 upper-class students in
apartment-style units. Each of the units includes a
kitchenette, living room, bathroom, and two bedrooms. Even
more interesting to many students than the chance to live
in apartments on campus is the chance to live in coeducational apartments: although each apartment will be
single-sex, both male and female apartments will exist on
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the same floor. Students celebrated the addition of
residence life a little bit closer to that of the real world.
Students now have ample parking spaces and there is a
reasonable amount of residences available oncampus ... at the moment, students are just waiting for
the promised yet noticeably absent volleyball and
basketball recreation areas near the new apartments.

Pictures from
BC's website
Growing Pains 127

MOVI~-IN

Da4

summet" \Nifh sun-dt"en.ehed days ond IOCAnging on the beoeh, the

ou-tumn. bt-eezes het"old the beginning o.f sehool_ T tucks loaded
\Nifh .fum.itLVe ond s-tuden.-ts line the ..--oods_ Co..-s, .fo..- -too .full, poek
in "figh1fy in the potking lo-ts ond evety\Nhet"e buildings s-tond
emp-ty, although no-t .fo..- mueh Ion.get"_ 1-fs moving-in doy o-t
&-idge\No-tet" College_ S"tuden.-ts se..-omble -to ge-t thei..- possessions
ou-t o.f s-to..-oge ond in-to thei....-ooms_ Residen.ee Li.fe does

sehool_

By the

en.cl o.f tho-t

hee"fie doy, s-tuden.-ts ..-e-tum. -to

exis-ten.ee Ln.o\Nn
li.fe_
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os

s-tuden.-t

Deon. Hessler on.cl Dr_ Koren
Wiggin.gt-on. ossis s"tuden"ts as
they move in."to their n.e\N dorms_

St-uden"t lif'e s"toff' help
s"tuden"ts assemble lof'"ts on.cl
move in."to their dorms_

CUbove, Right Opposite -Page)
St-uden"ts, Family members, on.cl
s"tuden"t lif'e s"tof'F eorrry
be.Ion.gin.gs in."to dorms as Movin.gln. Doy eommenees_
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Bonfire ancl Fireworks
The Lights of New York
Traclitionaffy, the 6onfire sets off
Homecoming festivities. Tlie 6onfire is a
great vefiide for camaraderie, excitement,
andJim. Masses of peop(e gather arowu:l
thefire. There is something powajUC about
fire. It gives Cife, it gives wanntli, 6ut itS
stiff a (ittfe dangerous. ltS easy to get Cost
staring into the dancing fCames. That same
fire 6urns in tlie hearts of Bridgewater's
students, wlio tum out in cfroves to make
Homecoming week asuccess. Tfiat same
fire 6urns in tlie pCayers, and even in tlie
students in tfie cCassroom, making

BridgewaterCoffe9ea_fulfi([in£1 experience
for everyone invo(ved.
Varioius team captains traclitionaffy
Ciglit tlie 6onfirej Head Coach Mike CCark
speaks to tlie assem6 (ecf students, and tlie
cfteer[eacfers and dance team perfonn for
the crowds, 6uifdin£J scfwo[ spirit to afever
pitch. Fireworks round out the rousing
nighttime cfispCay, preparing students for
the~ days foot6a[[ game andfestivities.

A6ove: So fwnwre Travis Schmitt
erforms a so119 duri119 the tafent
portion of the MR. BC contest.
'tt is afso a Resident Assistant
for Wri9ht Haff.

A6ove: Senior Cfass President ]on
Smaff won the 2004-2005 Mr. BC
contest. Smaff rode with the BC Dance
Team for the Homecomi119 Parade.

B~

SC

A6ove: Sop nwre Co(in Owens raps
for the t ent section of the Mr. BC
contest. Co n coufd usuaffy 6e found
foot6a(( Jiclcf when not
erformi119 for BC {adles.
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·BC' s Equestrian Team 6ro1-19fit

:ow9ir(s to the Big AppCe diiri119
the Homecomi119 Parade.

~-----=. Senior dass representative

~IL..::f!il~~~=---__J

Deidra Tate rode in the
Homecomi119 Parade witfi her
escort. Tate was aCso a member
of the BC Dance Team.

New York, New York

Mr. BC ancl tfie Parade
It5 not that clifficuCt to get scfwo[ spirit weekendS festivities j this yearS parade was
fCowi119 with Bridgewater suufents. A[[ a resouru!i119 success, as was the foot6a[[
tftat5 rea[[y needed is a mention of our teams vtetory.
f oot6a[[ team and suufents, faruCty, and
a[umni a[ike wiff si119 their praises. Even
tfumgli there is no reaC needfor motiva:tionaC
fun, every year, Bridgewater Coffege has
its Homeromi119 parade, with fCoats and
costumes, fun and cheers. The parade is
Cookedforwarcf to as a we[come part ofthe
J

•

A Mr. BC contestent

deCivers a pickup Cine to
a Cucky audience
member du.ri119 the Mr.
BC contest.

Mr. BC and Parade 133
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Homecomi119
A6ove the City Li:ghts

Homecoming is a fiigfi[igfit of the faff semester
fiere at Bridgewater Coffege. Tliank..s to an
exceptiona[ f oot6a[[ team) the mood is usuaffy
ce[e6ratory an.cl everyone is in the rig fit moodfor the
cfanre to get wufe1Way. Eag[e Productions tfirew
to9etfier quite an impressive themetfiis yealj turning
theKCC dining fia[[ into a metropo[is. Tfiere was
[au9fiter) dancin9) and tfiere were p[enty of
refreshments to keep peop[e moving into the nigfit.
At the encl of the nigfit) stw:fents went 6acll to their
dorms) sure[y too tired to 6e 6otfierecf witfi studies
for the rest ofthe week.encl.

B:omeroming Dance135

Gfow Party, Madcfen Cliaffenge & Wax Hands
Below: Junior tech students
Dwyan Morris and Dave Gfuzer
pose with tfieir 6oss Whitney
Stroop 6efore cleaning up from
tfie GCow Party.

Top: PJ Smith concentrates on
his 9ame du.ring tfie Madi-kn
Cfiaaenge lieUf in January.
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Right: Senior Sarah
Coffey Cets tfie wax
drip off lier hand
6efore moving to tfie
coCoring section.

Right: Students dip tfieir fiarufs
in wax to create scufptures
du.ring Wax HandS.

Left: Bekafi Houff dips fier hand in
wax. witfi assistance from a wax.
hand empCoyee.
BeCow: Tfie Mru:fden Cha«e119e was
very popular witli mafe students.

P and Tecfi students pose for a picture
6efor deani119 up after a successful GCow
Party
Left:

BeCo : Mru:fden C~e winner Dante Wade
conce trates as fie prays fiis semijinaf 9ame.

·l"'--/ ___ --
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Top: Housekeepers DimpCe Moyer
and Missy BaiCey Frencfi were
bankers for tfie 1fi91it.
R19fit: Even LoCa tfie Sfiow9ir(
(aka David Cra19) showed up for
tfie MayDay Dance and casino.

R19fit: Dillion Resident
Director Tiffany CatdwclC
serves as a deafer for May
Day.

Huffman
surrounded liimset:f with Ccufies
at the May Day Dance. He
aCso invented a new cfance
mov~/Whkh lie is
d"emonstrati119 in the picture.
Left:J~opfwnwreJon

May Day Dance
By: Asfi[ey For6es

Who wou(d have thought tlie main dining ha(( couCd 6e
transformed: into a Las Vegas hoteL For one night on[y, Sfot
machines, B[a& Jack Ta6[es and a DJ took over tlie Sa[ad Bar,
Dining Ta6[es and Chamvd[s Staff. Eag(e productions providecC
tlie fun whi[e different members of tlie faruity and staff served as
cleaJers. Students were treated to a night of trying tlieir Cu& to
win some. great prizes. For those who were dea(t a 6ac£ hand, a
deejay providecC music to dance to. Overa(C students enjoyed tlie
festivities, especiaffy those who wa[W out ahead of tlie game.
with prizes.
Top ri9ht: EP members
Ashley For6es and
Brittany Moyers cfanre
to the Cha-Cha so119.
Top Ceft: EP advisors
Crysta! Lynn and
Whitney Stroop refiU
refreshments.
Bottom Ceft:

Sopfwmores Dana
Henderson and Justin
Fofks enjoy spendi119
time to9ether at the
dance.
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Left: Ange.fa Franceschi patient(y

·awtdt for her hair to finisli so
she can show off her new COok at·
EP'$ Makepver Story.

Ri9fit: Car6on Leaf mem6er
Jordan Medas performs at the
secomf annual opening of scfioo(
concert.

Top: Pre-Med mem6ers dress as
doctors amf nurses to attract
jl·esfimen to tlieir ta6Ce for
Activities Ni9fit.

Ri9fit: Lead singer of Car6on
Leaf Barry Privett performs
fiit song "Life Less Ordinary"
at EP' s secomf annual opening
of scfioo( concert.

Photos 6y: Davi.cl Crai£1 arut Apri( Keister
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Car6on Lea} Activities Night
---""~~&.,..,.,---T~fie..,..,,,.....,,. Makeover Story
Left: S~ra Norman, 9etti"9 lier
fiair 6(ow d~ was tfie
FacuCty amf Staff contestant
for EP's Makeove1· Story.

Befuw: Ha6itat for Humanity
members tested.prospective
mem6ers' stref19tfi 6y affowi119
th.em to hammer naifs into th.is

Left: Car6on
Leaf drummer
Scott Milstead
performs on a B
fiomenuufe S°ta9e
set up in tfie
Funkhouser
Center.

Top Left: Hosts Jiff Laf19rUf9e amf
Wiil Burket entertain tfie aiufience.
wfiife Makeover Story contestants
cfia"9e into their final ou-tfits.
Bottom Left: Zach ButCer was tfie
maCe contestant for EP's Makeover

Story.

Bottom R1!Jfit: Activities N1!Jfit affowed
cfu6s amf or9anizations on campus to
recruit new members. Many cfu6s sucfi
as the Spanish. C(u6 9ave away free
prizes to students waCkif19 6y.
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SpringFest Camiva[

A6ove: Megan Pq'vef! slfuws
lier mean face 6efore 6o;d119
lier oppone.nt.
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Rigfit: Gotton. Candy was one: of
several foocf. items students' and
CQmmunity.. members ~to
·
cfulosefrotn.

Far Left: Dana Henderson serves
carmd appCes at the caniva£,
wliidi was licld on Sunday this
year instead of Saturday 6ecause
of l'ain.
Left: View

of carnival activities

jtom the ~erris WfieeL

Befow: Casey Bowers ancf
Whitney ,M uffen pose for a
' picture 6¢fore the Scram6Cer

Pftotos by: AsfiCey Foroes and ]uii BCon.MwsR.i
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Left: Jamie La119Cey shows off the
t-shirt fie made. Students were
a6Ce to Cook. thro119h a wide
variety of pictures and pick one
to 9et their face put on it.
R1!Jht: Comedians afways 9ive
students a time to sit 6ack, re.fax
and ~h a Cot on week.ends.

A6ove: RD Tonya Ki119 answers
a question at the ThinkFast
Game Show.
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R1!Jht: Students Cook. thro119h
pictures avaifa6(e for the
funny t-shirts.

ThinkFast Game Show, Slirek 2,
Comedians, & Funny T-shirts
Left: EP mem6er Laura
Cfiam6ers fiefps a cfiiCd fed into
the mystery 6uckets 6efore
watcfii119 Sfirek 2. There were
different 6ody parts in eacfi
6ucket and iiU:fivUfuals fiad to
9uess wfiat eacfi one. was.

answer speed round questions.

A6ove: Comedian Lee Camp entertains students as they eat their free
Antie Anne.' s Pretzds.
R19fi.t: TfiinkFast winners Lindsay Ro6ertson, Brarufon Sfiowafter am!
Jen Tanner fio(d up their prm money am! 6ig check.

EU9 (e Procfuctions
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n.ts re.fax at the

Bar at C(u6
Casino.
BOO mem6ers cashed in tokens at
Midn.i91it Mardi Gras.
O~y9en.

, Below: Casey Bowers prepares to 6ow( at Cosmic
BowCi119 dUri119 Interterm.

R"i91it: EP ProdUction. Director
Ro6ert Leif deals cards to
sttufen.ts dUri119 C(u6 Casino. Tliis
was Leif s second year as a PD.
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Top Left: EP sponsored Laser
Tag at Midni;9ht Mardi Gra5.

Cosmic

Bottom Le : David Cra·
oses
with his 10 pound 6af( at Cos
Bow(i119 duri119 Interterm.

Bow[ing)

Midnight
Marcfi Gras) &
C(u6 Casino

Left: TABOO mem6ers sat at the Jron
ta6fe to hand out prize cups to studen s
enteri119 Midni;9ht Mardi Gras.
A6ove: Troy Burnett pCays cards at C( 6
Casino. Burnett came to C(u6 Casino
returni119 from an away foot6a!C 9ame.
E09[e Productions 147

~ribute to Caroline KeeneH
Caroline was a student in m8E'l1G102 class from Januar8
through ffia8, so ours was a brief, sweet encounter. From the
start, she cheered us with her own cheerfulness, alla8ed our
concerns b8 her confidence in a cure, in a return to good health, to
a long and productive life which now she will not have. I'm sure
her classmates are as saddened as I am that this petite, charming,
intelligent, and funn8 8oung lad8 is gone. I'm sure that her other
'Bridgewater facult8 grieve with me in this unhapp8 inversion:
professors mourning the loss of a student, parents bur8ing their
child. It should have been Caroline, Bears from now, intoning
eulogies for us, carr8ing on after our demise, following the natural
order of the universe where the 8oung have a chance to live full8.
'}{er faith and certaint8 alone should have guaranteed her a
reprieve, and her happiness and friendliness to all should have
doubled it, assured her of health and safekeeping. Sadl8, the
universe doesnt alwa8s unfold as we think it should, as in this case
where such a sparkling and engaging 8oung lad8 as Caroline was
not afforded the gift of ph8sical longevitB. 0hose of us who knew
her will nevertheless be enriched b8 our enduring memories of her
and her quick presence in our lives.
......... Anita Cook
I met Caroline 'Keene8, and her ffiom, Shortl8 after
Caroline was admitted to 'Bridgewater. I was struck
b8 how assertive and articulate Caroline was
I onl8 had the privilege of meeting Caroline once.
regarding her learning needs. She identified her limits
She joined a small---group presentation/discussion
and proceeded to work around them. I spoke with
in the 0olerating 'DiversitB series of conversations
Caroline, regularl8 and enjo8ed her sense of humor. I
last spring. We were discussing diversitB in the
had the opportunitB to spend time with Caroline, at
context of persons with disabilities. Caroline was an
her home, shortl8 before she died. I sat next to her
active participant, sharing honestl8 her experiences,
and held hands with her. I told her I onl8 did that
both positive and negative, in the context of
with good looking women. Even in her advanced
proactive suggestions for enhancing interaction
stage of cancer, she said, Oh, 8oure full of it. I thank
between persons with disabilities and those of us
God for the opportunitB to have known and
who do not (at this time) have disabilities ourselves.
supported Caroline, in some small wa8, during her
I looked forward to getting to know her better and
time at 'Bridgewater. Caroline was a special person,
am saddened b8 her death.
from a wonderfull8 supportive famil8. She trulB
She will be missed.
touched man8 of us with her courage. Caroline, God
......... 'Dr. Ann Welch
bless Bou and Bour famil8 .
......... Chip Studwell
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I knew Caroline throu3h our activities with the 'Brid3ewater Equitation Club. We were both members of the
club, and were placed in the same 3roup for the duos annual service project, 1-forses Christmas. Our 3roup chose
to dress ourselves and the horse as characters from A Charlie 'Brown Christmas. Caroline was Woodstock.
'Ridin3 "SnooptJ," a ponB named 'GontJ, Caroline had an enormous 3rin on her face, and so did all the kids
watchin3 the parade. 'Ghat smile was the first thin3 that I noticed when I met Caroline, and it is the clearest
memorB that I have of the 2004 ']-{orse5 Christmas.
---Jen Greenholt

Caroline was in mB 8:00 'new 'Gestament class in the
sprin3. While manB crawled to class at that hour,
Caroline alwatJS came with her cheerful smile. She had a
number of obstacles to overcome in order to complete
assi3nments and I am sure that on manB datJS it would
have been easier for her to 3ive up and 30 home. When she
and I would discuss these difficulties her response was
"where else could I be?
......... 'Beth Smith
Caroline never failed to make me smile. She was a livin3
example of coura3e, perseverance, determination, hope and
faith. ']-{er positive outlook will alwatJS inspire me and I
will miss her.
God bless Bou, Caroline!
......... JoBce Eller
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ALCOHOL AWAReness WEEH
IU

RAISlnG AWAAEness FAOm

One STUOEnT TO AnOTHEA''
FOR YEARS, TemPT ATIOns HAS seen A p ART OF CAmPUS
LIFE, EOUCATlnG STUOEnTS an ALCOHOL Ano encaURAGlnG
RESPOnSIBLE BEHAVIOR. THIS YEAR, THAT ALL CHAnGEO.
THIS YEAR, ulLL LAnGRIOGE CAmE TO BC In AUGUST OF

2004.

ulLL FILLS mAnY ROLES an CAffiPUS: SHE IS THE CRISIS

lnTERVEnTIOn CanT ACT PeRsan, lnOIVIOUAL Ano GROUP
THERAPIST, ALCOHOL EOUCATIOn COOROlnATOR, SEHUAL
ASSAULT EOUCATIOn COOROlnATOR, RaamATE/CanFLICT
meolATIOn RESOURCE Ano THE PEER EOUCATIOn AOVISOR.
WITH ulLL"s

ARRIVAL an CAffiPUS, PEER EOUCATIOn HAS

T AHEn THE FORm OF TABOO, THE AWAREness BUILOlnG
OUTREACH ORGAnlZATIOn.

TABOO PRICES ITSELF an

OFFERlnG TOOLS FOR STUOEnTS TO OEVELOP HEAL THY
LIFESTYLES Ano RELATIOnSHIPS.

THE GROUP FOCUSES an

SUCH TOPICS AS EATlnG OISOROERS, ALCOHOL Ano ORUG
ABUSE, SEHUAL ASSAULT
Ano SEHUAL HEALTH.
THIS

YEAR, TABOO

SPOnSOREO

ALCOHOL

AWAREness WEEH, RATHER
THAn THE WEEH "s

naRmAL

SPOnSOR, TemPT ATIOns - AFTER

ALL,

TemPT ATIOns "

mAnY

OF

memBERS

ua1neo THE PEER EOUCATIOn
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GROUP. OURlnG ALCOHOL AWAREness WEEH, A CAR REmA1neo
In THE

HCC p

ARHlnGLOT, oemanSTRATlnG THE OAmAGE THAT

COULO HAPPEn FROm A ORUnH ORIVER. STUOEnTS WERE ALSO
ABLE TO PUT an BEER GOGGLES Ano WALH A Line OR RICE A
BICYCLE, oemanSTRATlnG THE lmP AIRmEnT YOU WOULO
EHPERIEnce FROm ORlnHlnG ALCOHOL.

PRESEnT In THE

OURlnG THE WEEH WERE ALSO THE WALL, A

HCC

POSTER WHERE

STUOEnTS COULO WRITE HOW ALCOHOL HAO AFFECTEO THEIR
WALL, Ano A BOOY CHALHEO an THE FLOOR, oemanSTRATlnG
FACTS ABOUT ALCOHOL.
AL THOUGH THIS WAS TABOOS FIRST YEAR an CAmPUS, THE
ORGAnlZATIOn IS GOlnG STROnG. BOTH TABOO memBERS Ano
ulLL LAnGRIOGE REmAln an CAmPUS, PRESEnT FOR QUESTIOns
Ano canceRns FROm STUOEnTS.
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"Dream as if you'll live forever,
live as if you'll die today" -James Dean

A Tribute to Jose Gallardo
By Frankee Waldron
We were sitting at the Ashby pool, just 1500 feet from where his apartment
had been, when someone broke the news. I didn't believe it. No one wants to believe
that their friend has died, especially when they were sitting beside you just a little
over a week prior. I called Ryan, his best friend. When he told me Jose died, I
wanted to scream at him. I wanted to say, "Ryan, stop fooling around. It's not
funny." But something in me, and something in Ryan's voice made me realize this
wasn't a prank. Jose Gallardo, my friend had died.
I drove home from the pool. A tear slid out from the crease of my eyelid. Over
the next couple days I saw a few people break down and bawl for Jose. Some people
I had to listen to sobbing on the phone as I called and explained that our dear
friend was gone. I, however, would only have moments when another tear would
slip from my eye. That was until the day of his memorial service.
I was angry that there was only going to be a service on a soccer field for
Jose. I felt that he deserved much more. I didn't understand how a little gathering
of people on an athletic field could be enough to honor the death of someone I loved
very dearly.
I was sitting in the back seat of Kim's car. She had driven down from Annapolis,
MD. In fact , I already knew that many of our friends from different areas were
going to be driving long hours in order to be at the 9am memorial service. As we
pulled into Chasers restaurant off of Port Republic to meet some other Bridgewater
College students, I finally broke down. I looked around and saw the faces of some of
my closest friends. I realized how many people loved, cared, and were hurting as
much as I was by the loss of Jose.
When we arrived at the soccer field in Timberville, I realized Bridgewater
College was not the only community affected by his life. The tears now rushed out
of me. Over a hundred people were gathered at the game. We stood in a circle
around some pictures of Jose, a soccer ball, a cross, a bible, and a picture of the
Blessed Mother. -As I listened to others talk about the life of Jose Gallardo, I looked
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Jose Gallardo
with Frankee
Waldron and
Pat Leonard.

around the circle. Jose had joined two communities together many people would've never see
common ground in. Jose Gallardo was our common ground.
Jose had inspired many in the local Hispanic community. Going to college and getting
the opportunity to try out for a professional soccer team was something many Hispanics had
only dreamed about, and yet Jose proved that each goal was attainable. He had inspired many
of his college friends by throwing out any doubts or fears and chasing after his dreams of playing
professional soccer. He went after his goals with self-assurance, confidence and composure. He
was the original definition of cool. Jose rarely appeared uncollected or tense. Jose Gallardo is
an example of how I hope to lead my life, confident in attaining my ambitions and never afraid
to go after them headfirst with composure and poise.
And so I realized this memorial service was exactly what Jose would've wanted. The
people that loved him most gathered together to remember the life he had lived and the lives
he had inspired. My tears now come in thanksgiving because I know Jose's life was successful.
And to you Jose, I asked you to return from Mexico. You kept your promise and returned
to each person you touched in your life, to be forever in each of their hearts. Thank you for
being in mine.
Photo by
Frankee Waldron
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Befow: Dwyan Morris dispfays his 9roup's idea for pu6(icity
duri119 Carrie Harman and Whitney Stroop' s MADE
resentation. What a cute ra66it!!!!

Top: Facifator Andrew Eppes and h1!Jh schoo( mem6ers
pose for a 9roup photo.
Befow: Jon Sma(( takes a 6reak from registration to
fay in the drink. tu6.

Photos 6y Media Re(ations arnf HSLA

Top: HSLA 2004
R1!Jht: Kristen You119, Nicole Scott, Elise Sims and
Brooke Bredcl si119 ka.raokee at the Ash6y Pool. A
poo( party was one of the eveni119 activities pCanned
for the students and faciliators.
Far R1!Jht: Andrew Eppes andJon Sma(( perform
duri119 the student talent show.
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Below: Emily Price andJustin Pruett pose for a 9roup photo
witfi their 9roup mem6ers.
R19fit: HSLA staff picture.

Zane D. Sfiowker Leadership Insititute
H19h

Schoo[

Leadership Academy

Each summer Bridgewater Coffege students arui h19h sclioo[
students from arourui the country meet for a week.Cong [eade.rship
camp. The mission of HSLA is to enhance the uruierstaruiing
arui cfevefopment of critica[ skiffs necessary to 6e creative
arui etfiica[ [eacfers in a diverse arui changing wor[d
HSLA
tliro119h programs cfes19nec£ to cu[tivate iruiividua[ '
potentia[ arui increase [eacfership opportunities for
2004
Bridgewater Coffege students, h19h sclioo[ students, arui
Coca[ community mem6ers.
During the day students 90 to various presentations 6y
different community [eacfers. In the evenings HSLA staff have
scfiedu[ed various entertainment for the students. Speakers inducfed:
Mike C[ar/i, Canie Hannan, Whitne-y Stroop, Tammy McCray, arui
Dr. Karen w199inton. Evening activities inducfed: a poo[ party at
Ash6y pooC Hypnotist Chris Carter, ice cream sociaC a dance, arui a
[ate n19ht pancake 6reakfast.
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rrl, Jon Sma[C hope to 6e remembered, not for the crazy
6Cond hair, the coCoefuC heacl6mufs, or the constant yeffing
on the jiefrC 6ut for the semwn that is written in the
changing and fCuicf Cife of this BM9ewater Coffege meru
varsity soccer team. A semwn that speaks of Coss, yesj
6ut at the same time a semwn that preaches the reward of
to9ethemess and enjoyment in each other, despite the fact
that the end of one cfay, the Cast cfay, we sFte.cf tears and
miss what we wiff never have again:'

S orts

The End of an Era

Tfie BM9ewater Coffege meru varsity soccer team made
fiistory this faCC 2004 season. In the same way, it was the fiistory
of the p[ayers on that very team that made it. Of the four seniors
that e;\:_Ferienced their Cast .9ame, a cfefeat at the hands of a wortfiy
Roanoke Coffege opponent on Saturday, Novem6er 6th, on[y two of
them that remained fiacf (ettered a(( four years. Senior captains
Jonathan Sma(( from Harrison6ur9, VA and Andrew Eppes from
Forest, VA remained from afresfiman dass of twenty-one recruits
who p[ayed in the faff of 2001. Retuming this year to join them
after two-year fiiatus' wereJod Marsfi and Joe( LeMasters. Both
were Sma((S Coca[ 6udi!ies, Marsfi haiCing from Eastem Mennonite
Hi:gfi Schoo( and LeMasters from Spotswood Hl:gfi SchooC keeping
BM9ewater soccer Coca( at fieart.
But the words rr[oca[" and rrtypicaC'' have 6ecome (ess and
(ess synonymous with the .9rowing power and prowess of the mens
varsity team. In the past years, BM9ewater Coffege fias fiacf severa(
p[ayers from other countries and ethnicities, the first si:gns of
diversity in any nota6(e amount of time. As the p[ayers' makeup
diversified, so did the num6ers in their record. Tfie ec(ectic mix of
p[ayers from different cfemo9rapfiics, different 6ac~rounds, and
different ethnicities, thougfi stiff most(y Caucasians from Vir9inia,
tumecf the pro9ram around.
Tfie dream of this BM9ewater Coffege team started in the
faff of 2001 with the visionary perspective offarmer coacfi Micfiae(
Brizindine who insti((ed within fiis new recruits a sense of CoyaCty
and discip(ine. Because of Brizindines candor for seriousness, a Cot of
the pre-supposed notions of the young pCayers of p[aying on a
strug9Cing pro9ram for four years and just having fun soon crum6(ed
to the .9rouncf. But those p[ayers Ceft and so did Brizindine, one year
6efore the two seniors, Eppes and Sma(C (aced their deats for their
Cast ever first .9ame of a season. Tfie vision, however, did not e;dt
with Coacfi Brizindine or with those who chose to (eave the pro9ram.
It stayed with Eppes and Sma(L
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A(thougfi the season was a success, many .9oa[s were Ce.ft
unaccomp(isFte.cf, quarre(s Ceft unreso(ved, stories (ejt unto(d. They
wi(( remain that way forever and often times it wiff 6e the Cacti of
memory of a memory that we wisFte.cf to have so strong[y that it wi((
remain more profound(y etcFte.cf in the slirufuw of a mind than the
.9Cory that very ungrateju( mind to wfiicfi it was masteefuffy
revea(ed.
It is on those meCodramatic thougfits that I ref(ect as I write.
I, an indivicfua[ to whom mucfi fias 6een .9iven, e(\:_Fect mucfi in
return. But, as I return to the faff 2004 mens varsity soccer season,
I .9(impse 6ack at the team accomp(isfiments, unsurpassed in .9Cory to
any past years and I reveC not in the pride Ifee( for having 6een
part of the 6est soccer team in the fiistory of BM9ewater Coffege, 6ut
on the fieart and vision of the indivicfua(s that came to9ether to make
sucfi feats tum from .9Cimmers in young eyes to hopes 6om of
cfetennination. It is in the comp(ete cliange of a pro9ram into a minidynasty that I, just a mediocre hard-working soccer pCayer, can see
the 6(essings of the han!-work watered seeds of the prescience of
those 6efore and the continuation of sucfi 6dief in those that came. I,
Jon Sma(C hope to 6e remem6ered, not for the crazy 6Cond hair, the
coCoefuC heacl6ands, or the constant yeffing on the jie(d, 6ut for the
semwn that is written in the clianging and fCuicf Cife of this
BM9ewater Coffege men's varsity soccer team. A semwn that
speaks of Coss, yesj 6ut at the same time a semwn that preaches the
reward of to9ethemess and enjoyment in eacfi other, despite the fact
that the end of one cfay, the Cast cfay, we sFte.cf tears and miss what
we wiff never have again.
Thank you, a[[ mem6ers of the BM9ewater Coffege Men'.s
Varsity Soccer team of 2004. Some of you wi(( never know fiow
mucfi you mean to me and to eacfi other. Take the time to
remem6er aff that we have 6een througfi to9ether.

Jonathan E. Smaff

Left: Women's Baske.t6a(( coadi Jean Willi
Ceruf her team to the ODAC Cfiampionsliip
where they narrow(y Cost to RamfoCpli Macon

BeCow Left: The Men's Golf team takes a
6reather 6efore headi119 6ack. onto the
(inks.

A6ove: Seniors Dot19 BaCmer and Mike
Do66s 9et warmed up 6efore the race
6C!Jins.
Left: The Cadles of the Ficld Hockey
team cheer on their teammates from the
sidclines.

A({photos 6y Media Re[a:t:Wns
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a Iligli Note I

:An EU9(e is ReLent[ess! It never quits" - Coadi Midtae( C(ark
Tile 2004 Eag[es made tlieir fifth conserutive
appearance in tlie NCAA Division III p[ayoffs
ancl took home tlieir fourth straight ODAC
tit(e. Finishing 8-3 for tlie season, tlie team
hmi yet anotlier great year.

6e sore[y missed. Despite Cosing a num6er of
great seniors, tlie foot6a[[ program for tlie
2005 season Cooks promising. Tile team
hopes to continue tlie tradition ancl snag a fifth

After a to119h Coss at tlie 6eginning of tlie
season to McDanieC tlie Eag[es fo119ht 6a&
with 6Cowouts over SllenandOah ancl Hanover.
Fo[Cowing a dose Coss to Christopher Newport
in tlie Oyster BowC tlie team charged folWan{
ancl racked up six conserutive wins. Tile
season came to a dose in tlie first rowuC of tlie
NCAA Division III p[ayoffs with a dou6(e
overtime Coss to Washington & Jefferson.

Story 6y Jonathan Huffman

Tile senior dass finished tlieir coffegiate careers
on a high note. Coach Michae( C[ark commented, rrTFte senior dass, whi[e llere, never

Cost a conference game. As a group, tliey
finished 43-7 over tlieir careers'.'
Tile senior dass who contri6uted so much wi[[

ODAC tit(e.

AU-ODAC fumora6Ce mention.: Jaro6ie.
Napier, Devin Thornton
Foot6a[( Gazette AU-Soutfi Second
Team: Lawrence Frierson, Ranardo
Whitaker, Cam Garvin

AFCA AU-American First Team:
Foot6a[( Record: 8-3, 6-0 ODAC
Lawrence Frierson
ODAC Champion for fourth straight year Fifth
straight trip to NCAA P[ayoffs (thin{ Congest
streak in Division III)
ODAC Defensive Player of tfie Year:

Lawrence Frierson

First-Team AU-ODAC: Lawrence
Frierson, Cameron Garvin, Antony Hunt,
Adrian Herndon, Ranardo Whitaker, Pau[
Getty, Davie£ B(ackweff
Second-Team AU-ODAC: BrandOn
Wakejie(d, Winston Young, Brian Awkard,
Nicho[as Reese, Antonio Burt, Craig Smith

Tlie 2004 Et19[es finishd the season witfi a 8-3 record and took home their fourth

consecutive ODAC Tit(e
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1. FreshmanJeff Hi9hfiCC (#7) tries to
6Co& a fidcl 9oa[ attempt 6y Washington & Jefferson.

_,

A[[ photos

6y Medill Re[ations

2+~

2. Senior quarter6U-& Braru:fon Wcikejie[c[
(# 8) receives some woms ofwisdomfrom
Hrod Coach Micfia-e( CforR. 6efore
heading 6acR. onto tfiejie(cf.
3. Junior Cine6acR.er Cmi9 Smith (#25)
and sophomore strong safety DerrecR.
Burroughs (#38) swat down a Wasp.

4. Sophomore nmning6acR. Winston
Young (#32) soars overtfie
• Genem(s' defense.

3

_

0

vs. McDaniel

L 14-11

vs. Shenandoah

W 35-13

vs. Hanover

W 72-24

" " " " vs. GNU Oyster Bowll

LL

<(

0
c:c

w

21-16
vs. Hampden-Sydney
vs. Guilford

w

37-28

W

63-7

vs. Emory & Henry W 49-38
vs. Washington &Lee

w

34-7

vs. Randolph Macon

""""vs. Catholic

w

19-16

W

67-9

LL NCAA Playoffs

0

vs. Washington &Jefferson

L 55-48

Junior mnning6acR. Marcus Washington (# 24) sprints clown tfie sicfe(ine for atoucfufown against
Washington & Jefferson
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rrBeing an eag[e voffey6a~~p[~yer is .an honor that I fed our team takes great pride in amf it shows. Not on(y are we
....__.........,_---" a team on the court; but i-B [di£ an instant fami(y that is a[ways there for you no matter what!' - Senior Krysta[
Hermes

The voffey6a(( team continue!£ the
B.C. winni119 tradition with a 22-9
season. Anytime you can get over
20 victories in a season that is a
very successju( season. Tliis was an
outstaruii119 group of p(ayers wlio
worked liard to acliieve their goa(s
arui won the B. C. Invitationa(
Tournament as weff as the Guilford
Coffege Invitationa( Tournament.
Tliis was a record 6reaki119 team.
Katherine Heath set a new B. C.
assist record with 66 assists in a
matcli against Guilford arui A719e(a
RunHe set a new d19s record with
40 d19s in a matcli arui a(so 6roke the
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season cl19 record with 520 d19s on the year.
At the erui of the season, Heather St.C(air,
Krysta( Hennes, arui Katherine Heath
received A(( Conference. lionors. Heather
was a(so named to the COSIDA Acacfemic
Aff-District Voffey6a(( Team.

I

SCOREBOARD
continued
vs. Lynchburg
vs. Guilford
vs. Ferrum

w
w
w

3-0
3-1

3-1

vs. Virginia Wesleyan

We are Cooki119 forward to a successju(
L 3-2
2005-2006 season. We wi(( miss seniors
Amanda Ranson arui Krysta( Hennes 6ut
vs. Greensboro College
wi(( liave a stro119 group of retumi119
L 3-0
p(ayers. Krysta( lias dominated on the front
row arui graduates 2rui on the B. C. AffSenior mUfdie liitter Heatlier St.C[air (#22) goes
Time Ki((s (ea!fer (ist.

Copy contri6uted &y
Head Coacli Ma France.s Heishman

up fortlie spike against Ho ffins. Heatfterwas named'
to tlie 2004 CoSIDA Academic Aff-District III
Coffe9e Division Voffey6a(( first team.

A([ photos 6y Media Re[atioru

1. Sophonwre setter (#12) Lori Smith
u.ses peefect form as she 6umps the 6a[L

2.

2. The team [ines up for the nationa[
anthem 6efore the 9ame.
3. SeniormiM[e hitter Heather St. C[air
(#22) spilies the 6a([ ~ain. Heather
was a[so namedto theA[[-ODAC team
for the 2004 season.

4. The p[ayers 9et psydiffi up for the

w

vs. Mary Baldwin

3-0

w 3-0
w 3-0

vs. Chowan
vs. Mt. Mercy

vs. Southern Virginia L 3-0
vs. EMU

W 3-0

w 3-1

vs.Susquehanna

L 3-1

vs. Marymount
vs.

Bapti~t

w 3-0
w 3-0
w 3-0

Bible

vs. Roanoke
vs. Sweet Briar

w

vs. EiVlU

3-0

w 3-0

vs. EMU

vs. Southern Virginia L 2-3

w
w

vs. Marymount
vs. Hollins

3-2
3-0

vs. Southern Virginia W 3-2
vs. Randolph-Macon W 3-1
vs.Randolph-Macon L 0-3
vs. Emory &Henry
vs. Hollins
Left to Right1 KneeCing:24 Krysta[ Hermes1 21 Amanda RaruonLeft to Right1 First Row:12 Lori
Smith1 22 Heather St. C[air1 20 Katherine Heath1 30 Katie Cummings Left to Right1 Sewnc[
Row:33 Linc[say Co[e1 32 Linc[say Sch[appi1 10 B[air But[erLeft to Right1 Third Row:25 Mary
He[en C[emmer1 15 Brynna WiCson1 23 Marsh.a Hermes1 31 Kim6er[ey Atkiru1 11 Faffon Fant1
14 Ange[a RunHe

vs. Piedmont
vs. NC Wesleyan

L 1-3

w
w
w

3-0
3-1
3-2
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Tfiis year saw tfie meru varsity soccer team jurtfier uprooting
tfie farmer cferi.sion of otfier teams and tfie apatfiy offans at
Bricfgewater Coffege. Bricfgewater Coffege soccer turned from an
unnoticed sport to 6eing deemed in tfie Poff of tfie Week.
question in tfie Ventas as 6eing tfie second most popu[ar sport to
watch at Bricfgewater Coffege. As a team, tfiey overcame tfie
acfversity of an 0-2-1 start to go on an e[even game win[ess
streak ending witfi a 1-0 win against a team rankecl s~ntfi
in tfie nation at tfie tlme, Greens6oro Coffege, wfiose pre-game
program fiacf a quote from D3soccer.net, an underground 6ut
comprefiensive watcfufog of Division ill atfi[etics, tfiat deemed
Bricfgewater ({tfie fiottest team in tfie nation".

As individua[s, mem6ers of tfie Bricfgewater Coffege varsity Jeff
sfiort of wisfies of reward for fiard work and cfeclimtion. Higfi
fionors went to Matt Bro&, senior captain and aff-tlme points
[eacfer at Bricfgewater Coffege, after a tfiree-year period of p[ay,
wfio gamerecl tfie O[d Dominion Atfi[etic Conference P[ayer of
tfie Year fionors, out-distancing otfier candidates 6y mi[es.
Senior captainJon Sma[( procured an fionora6[e mention AffODAC seCection for fiis p[ay. But otfier deserving team
mem6ers of a team wfio fie[d first p[ace [ik,e afortress 6astion
for tfie majority of tfie p[aying season, were awarcfecl notfiing
for tfieir toiL

Tfie Bricfgewater Coffege meru varsity soccer team
As one unit, tfiey 6eat conference powerfiouse Roanoke Coffege accomp[isfiecl many goa[s tfiis season. A coup[e of examp[es
are: avenging tfie fa(( 2003 fiomecoming Coss to Eastem
3-2 at fiome for tfie first tlme in scfioo[ fiistory, coming 6a&
Mennonite University 6y 6eatlng tfiem on tfieir fiome jie[d in
from an ear[y 2-0 deficit to win tfie game on a Matt Bro&
Hanison6urg, VA in front of a crowd of a[most one-tfiousand
pena[ty ki&.
peop[e, and winning tfie first round of conference p[ayoffs for
Togetfier, tfie Bricfgewater men5 varsity team squeezed into tfie tfie first tlme in fiistory, tfierefore acfvancing to tfie second rowui.
NSCAA regiona[ rankings to o6tain tfie fionor of 6eing rankecl
Copy contributecl 6y Jonathan Sma[[
seventfi in tfie soutfi region of Division ill soccer.

Left to Right, KneeCing: 12 Anw[clAd)etey, 26 Austin Stemper, 19 Setfi Carpenter,10 Tim GCid~_, 13 JasonAm6rose, 3 Jon Sma[C 4 Matt Bro&, 9 Jolin
Costeffo, 2 Patrick. Leonarcl, 11 Tim Basom, 7 Ben Hurst, 25 Jesse Feaze[C 18 Matt Mi[[er
Left to Right, Stancling: 28 Ben Ostrancler, 15 Matt Nic.ewarmer, 20 Chris Rogers,21 Aclam Szymansk.i, 8 Casey Furiffo, 14 ToM Brennan, 0 Matt Ferguson,
23 Anclrew Eppes, 00 Mitch Hamers[ey, 5 Stephen Marut, 16 A[ei\'. Da[ton, 17 Natfianae[ Knopp, 6 Joe[ LeMasters, 1 JoeC Marsh, 2 7 Jolin Payette, Heacl

Coach Nino A[tomonte
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Aff photos 6y Meclia Re[ati-Ons
1. Seniorforwcm£MattBrock(#4) 6Casts
past a Yeffow Jadiet.

2. Junior mUCJieCcfer Patrick Leonanl (# 2)
races against a YeffowJadiet fortfie 6a[[.

3. Sophomore forwarclJoe[ Marsli (#1)
efau:fes yet another Yeffow Jacliet.

4. Freshman miclfieCcler Aclam
Szymanski (#21) talies tfie game of
soccer to new lieiglits.

3.

.0
·

vs. Marymount

L 3-1

vs.

L 1-0

Elizabe~htown

vs. Methodist

~vs. St.Mary'sCollege

LL..

<(

O

W 2-1
T 4- 4

vs. Washington & Lee T 1-1
vs. Roanoke

W 3-2

vs. Ferrum

W 9-1

vs.Guilford

T 1-1

vs. Emory &Henry

W 5-2

rt/"\ vs. Dickinson College W

L.Uvs.EMU

W

W 1-0

vs. Greensboro

W 1-0

vs. VA Wesleyan

L 2-1

~vs. Lynchburg

LL..

0
Sophomore goa[lieeper Mitcli Hamers[ey (#00) clives ajtertfie 6a[[.

0

4-2

W 3-2

vs. Randolph Macon

L 3-2

vs. Hampden-Sydney L 3-1
ODAC Tournament:
vs. Randolph Macon

W 4-1

en
Men's Soccer 163
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''To me being an eag[e is being a part of aJami~ a sdect group ofpeop[e that have [augfiec{ and cried togetherfor
severa[years. Being an eag[e isn't so mucli about the points you put on the board) itl about the memories you make
and the Cove you share for the game: Senior Jennie- Preto
1

This season was a to1.19h one for the
It was ju[[ of its sliare of
triumphs ancf strugg[es. The [aclies
finished the season with a record of
5-10-2 whi[e 6eing competitive in
each game. The taffies of wins ancf
Cosses does not ju.st[y ref[ect the
positives tliat the [adies wiff take
away from this season.
E~[es.

The careers ofJennie Preto ancf
Emi[y Ro6ert.s were finished after
the [ast game in Novem6er. The two
[aclies p[ayecl out their senior season
as the team captains. Both [aclies

-

contli6utecf in eru:.h of their four seasons at
Bricfg"ewater. Most important[y, they he[pecl
new head coach Keffy Gregory, nicknamed
6y the team Coach K, in her transition to
Bricfg-ewater. Coach K is expected to usher
in a new era of E~[e soccer. Afongsicle her
wiff 6e the many young ancf ta[entecf [aclies
tliat Bricfg"ewater ancf the soccer program
liave attracted. In coordination with eru:h
other, the [aclies p [an on making their mark
in the upcoming ODAC seasons.
Copy Contributed 6y SeniorJennie Preto

Left to R19fit, Sitti119: 10 Emi[y Ro6erts1 16 Jennie Preto Left to R19fit, Kneeli119: 14 Carrie Lamond, 15 Cait[in Ecfiroth, 17 CaitCin Gonion, 20
Radie[ Creasey, 11 M~an Link, 19 Ar19e( Aversa, 8 Lisa Be(effa, 21 Lizzy Co[trane, 2 Courtney Wiffaimson, 7 Joeffe Keyser Left to R19fit,
Stamfi119: Heml Coadi: Keffy Gr~ory, 9 Lauren Hess, 22 Asli[ey FratzRe., 3 Jenna Slioa~ 12 Bever(y Wa[sli, 0 Mary Beth Staffi119s,l Slie[[y Unutia,00
Katie Meclcaf£ 18 Erin Boston, 5 Laura Bowman1 13 Asli[ey Virts, 6 Emi[y Bauer, 4 Sa6rina Ro6erts
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Aff pfiotos 6y Media Re[atioru
1. Sopfiomore f01WarcCLaurenHess (#9)
6att[es WasFiington & Lee for tFie 6a[[.

2. Junior miclfieCcler Courtney
Wi[[iamson maneuvers tFie 6aff past
W asFiington & Lee.

3. Sopfiomore fo1Warcl AsFiCey Virts
(#13) fi9Fits a RancloCpFi Macon pCayer
for possession.

4. FresFiman 9oa[fiee.p Katie Meclcalf
(#00) makes a save !19airut RancloCpFi
Macon.

0
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Sopfiomore fo1WarclLaurenHess (#9) takes asfiotil9airutRancfo[pFiMacon.

()

w

2-0

vs. Shepherd

L

3-1

vs. McDaniel

L

3-0

vs.Shenandoah

vs. Hollins

w

7-1

vs. Randolph Macon L 2-0
vs. Ferrum

w

3-4

vs. Guilford

L

0-4

vs. Washington&Lee L 0-5

vs. Sweet Briar
"c-

v;;:,.

I

\1n"hh1 1rn
Ly11v11uu1 ~

L

0-1

I

0-1

L

vs. Emory&Henry

w
w

vs. EMU

L

vs. VA Wesleyan

L 0-10

vs. Mary Baldwin

3-0
2-1
1-2

T

1-1

Woman's

T

1-1

vs. Roanoke

L

4-0

vs. Southern VA
vs. Randolph Macon

Cl)
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rrThe field hockey p{ayers I fiac{ the privi{ege to p{ay with. th.is year were notjust Eag{es because Coach Kenyon gave them a uniform and
they steppedout on thefide[ afew times andwon somegames. These gir{s pfay with. so much heart andentft.usiasm. A{{the baggage they
cany with. them a{{day fong ofdasses1 jo6s1 intemsfr.ips1 practicum1 andother dai{y stresses is {ejt. in the focli.er room andas soon as tft.ese
gir{s step out onto the fie[d; they give everything they fr.ave to make sure they represent not on[y their team mem6ers1 Gut eve01 student at
Bridgewater Coffege. We do fr.ave ta{ent andskiffs th.at surpass many other teams1 Gut we a{so represent Bridgewater Coffege 6y p{aying with
dass. Being an Eag{e is notjust showcasingyour Gest ta{ents anda6ifities Gut a{so your Gest attitude. We on the BridgewaterFie{c[Hockey
team fr.ave done th.at th.is year andI am so proudofeve01 sing{e one ofthe girfs:' - Junior Frank.e.e Wa[cfron

After starting out the. season with an
impressive 5-1 recon:C the. Efl9(es encfed
with a record of 7-9 with a Coss to W&L
in the. first round of the. tournament. In the.

first five games of the. season) Junior
goa[keeper Frankee Wa[dron and her
poweefu( defensive Cine shut out tfte.ir
opponents in four games. Wa[dron endd
the. season (eru:fing the. ODAC in shutouts
with s~. She fiac£ 15 5 saves this season)
putting her at fourth p[are in the. ODAC
for tota[ saves.

The Efl9[es starting defensive Cine wiff be
returning this year so e;t:pect to once fl9ain

witness great ta[ent from juniors Mefissa

McLean and Candice Breeden as weff as
sophomore starnfouts Courtney Harvey and
Beth Beauchamp. Beauchamp received an
honora6[e mention Aff-ODAC award for
her contribution of five defensive saves.
Sophomore Erin Spadaro received first team
Aff-ODAC after ending the. season with

four goa[s and two assists. Senior Tasha
Chase received A((-ODAC second team for
the. second time after finishing the. season
with four goa[s and five assists.
Sophomore Mandy N~on a[so was put on
second team A((-ODAC for her
contribution of nine goa[s and two assists.
She [eru:[ the. team with 22 points.

The Efl9(es are Cooking forward to a great
season ne;rt year. A[tfiough seniors
Kath[een Beers) Andrea Euk[and) Carissa
VanA[stine) Apri( CassefC and Tasha
Chase wi(( be great[y missed for their
ta[ent and presence on the. fieCd) the
Efl9(es stiff have a very young team arnl
are shaping up to be one of the. top
contenders in the. ODAC.
Copy Contri.6utecf 6y Junior Frank.e.e Wa[cfron

Left to Right, Sittirt~F 5 Kath[een Beers, 4 Tasha Chase, 8 Carissa Van A(stineLeft to Right) Knee[ing: 11 Sara Evans1 6 Arufrea EcHurui, 10 Jennie
Hoffsmith,25 Beth Beauchamp, 7 Courtney Harvey, 24 Erin Spadaro, 2 Sherri Fer[arui1 19 Me[issa McLean, 12 Samantha Ha6ron Left to Right,
Staruiing:Assistant Coach, E[isaAruierson, 1 Frank.e.e Wa[c:lron, 3 Stee(e GreenwaCC 23 Maruiy Ni;\::on,17 Lauren Coiner, 16 JessicaHumphrey1 18 Kim

Johruton, 9 Lauren Smith, 14 Apri[ CasseCC 13 Karen HammerschmicCt, 15 Caruiice Breecfen, 3 3 Jennifer Mhl9ette, Head Coach ACCyson Kenyon
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1. Senior mid_fie[der Kath[een Beers (# 5)
was one of three captains on the team
this year.

Aff photos 6y Media Re[ations

2. Juniorattacker AnareaEcHuncC (#6)
6att[es aMary WasliingtonEag[e forthe

6aff.

3. Junior cfeferufer Mdissa McLean

(#19) outruns a Washington & Lee

pCayer.

4. SophomoredefenderCowtney Harvey
(#7) moves the 6a[[ upfieCcl away
omour9oaL

0

vs. Villa Julie
vs. Alvernia

" " " ' vs. Shenandoah

L.L..

<(

0

w

W 4--0

vs. Sweet Briar

W 3-0

vs. Randolph Macon W 2-0
vs. EMU

L

0-6

vs. Catawba College W

2-1

vs. Washington &Lee

L 3-0
L

C:Ovs.CNU
vs. Frostburg State

L 3-0

vs. Lynchburg

L 3-2

vs.Roanoke

L 3-2

"""'vs. Mary Washington

L 4-1

L.L.. vs. Randolph Macon

0
o
Senior attack.er Tasha Chase (#4) chases clown the 6a[[. Tasha was one of three captains on the team
tfiis year.

3-1

Woman's College

L 5-0

vs. VA Wesleyan

L 2-0

vs. Hollins

w 11-0

ODAC Tournament
( / ) vs. Washington & Lee

L

4-2

Field Hockey 167
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Wfu:tt cfoe.s it me.an to 6e an Eag[e Cross Country Runner?

('Eag[e Cross Country runners are [ike eag[es in a num6er ofways. First, 6a[rf eag[es canf[y to a fieigfit of10, 000 ft anrf can see tfiings 1-1.5
mi[es aw~. From a fieigfit ofon[y 200 ft, eag[es can visua[[y cover appro;rimate[y 3.14 square mi[es of tfie Eartfi 6efow. Bridgewater cross
country runners not on[y [earn to 6e 6etter runners, 6ut we afso [earn to see tfie 6igger picture in frje. We [earn va[uaNe [essons on
responsi6ififJ1; respect, integrif)'; anrf fionesty.Second; eag[es can f[y very far. One eag[e was recorrferf travding 270 mi[es in one cfay. Over tfie
course ofa season, Bridgewater runners put in many mi[es. A minimum of400 mi[es is requirer!prior to tfie start oftfie season anrf
appro;t:imate[y anotfier 500 mi[es is acmmu[aterf rfuring tfie season." -Senior Doug Ba[mer

This was a 9rowi119 year for the meri:s
cross country team. Growth wiff
eventuaffy make us a stro119er team.
Throughout the season we experienced:
some of the 9rowi119 pains associawi
with mak.i119 our team more competitive
alo119 with some pain causea 6y
injuries. As a wf\o[e though, our season
was a success. Junior Biffy Ceci[
aemonstrawi his [eaaership a6i[ities
which wiff 6e neeclecl for next year and:
Freshman Stan[ey Peyton aemonstrawi
his mnni119 ta[ent as lie [ea the men's
team across the finish Cine this year.

marks this season. This was aemonstrawi 6y
such events as two ath[etes of the week- to
scori119 their second: 6est peeformance ever at
the conference meet.
Copy contri6utecf 6y
Schrodt respective(y.

Senior Doug Ba[mer and

Coach Lori

Front Row, Ceft to right: Mike Do66s, Stan[ey
Peyton, Sean Sti[tner.
Bock. row, Ceft to right: Biffy CeciC Arnlrew
Cheshire, Doug Ba[mer, BenAffen.

Team captain Raclie[ Fanis and: three
other capa6[e seniors [ea the fodies
team this year. Tliey proviciecf
inva[ua6 [e steruiy and: consistent
[eaaership tlirougliout the season.
Freshmen Brittany' Weffs and: Danieffe
Moore aMea: a ta[enwi front mnni119
duo, Cots of enthusiasm, and: a &right
outlook- for next year. As a wlio[e the
team passea many important mi[e

Front Row, [ejt to right: Ame[ia Co[trane,
Brittany Weffs, Racfie[ Fani.s, Laura Bowser.
Bock. Row, [ejt to right: Cooch Lori Scfirocfi,
Anna Manifos, Aris Wfieat[ey, Danieffe
Ginsey, ]en Stains, Danieffe Moore.
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1. Senior Doug Ba(mer ancljunior Biffy
Ceci( run

A(( photos 6y Media Re[ations

2. The men take offfrom tfie (ine at tfie
EMU InvitationaC.
3.

Seniors Radie[ Farris, Avis

Wheat[ev,
ancl Ame[ia Co[trane J.press
.I '

onward despite Co0Ri119 fari9ued.

4. Freshman Stan[ey Peyton stays one
step al1eac[ oftfie Roanoke runners.

0

0::

<(

0

en
w

0::
0

The [ac[ies take offfrom the Cine at tfie EMU InvitationaL

at VA Wesleyan
Women: 1st
Men:

2nd

at Davis & Elkins
Women: 3rd
Men:

3rd

at Roanoke Invitational
Women: 4th
Men:

4th

State Meet at EMU
Women: 4/6
Men:

DNF

at Gettysburg
Women: 14/15
Men:

14/17

()

en

Cross Country 169

1. Senior 9wrcC Ri&y Easter[ing (#10)
lias tfi.e competition 6encfing over 6ackwarcC in orcferto 6[o& fiim.
2. Senior f01warcC Nick Stewart (#32)
maneuvers pastHampcfen-SycCney towarcf
tfi.e 6asket.
3. Senior 9wrcC Ro&y Easter[ing (#10)
acts [ike a wa[[ a9ainst HampcCenSycCneys offense.

4. Senior9uarcCAsfi6y Tarli.ington(#14)

ma.Res [ike an eag[e ancf soars toward tfi.e

3.

6asket.

0
c::::t:::
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·o
!

C!l

w

0

c::::t:::

vs. Lancaster Bible Colleg:
108-69
vs. Juniata

W

67-60

vs. UNC·Greensboro

L

92-55

vs. Washington & Lee

53-43

vs. Shenandoah

w
w
w
w
w
w

68-67

vs. Randolph Macon

L

79-65

vs. Hampden-Sydney

w

84-72

vs. Lynchburg

L

62-60

vs. VA Wesleyan

72-60

vs. EMU

w
w
w
w
w

vs. Hampden-Sydney

L

63-54

vs. Lynchburg

w

64-58

vs. Guilford

L

67-72

L

87-75

vs. Roanoke

w

81-75

vs. VA Wesleyan

L

80-55

L

85-62

vs. EMU
vs. Roanoke
vs. Galludet
vs. Ferrum

vs. Emory & Henry
vs. Guilford
vs. Washington & Lee

( . ) vs. Emory & Henry

Heacf Coacfi Biff Leatfi.erman ancf fiis coacfiing staffwatcfi tfi.e 9ame cfose[y to see wfiat tfi.eir neitl mov
wiff 6e. Coacfi Leatfi.erman is in fiis 20tfi season as fieacC coacfi of tfi.e men'.s 6asket6a[[ team.

A[[ Pfiotos 6y Media Re[ations

Cl)

73-54
75-66
68-43
74-62

70-65
93-80
77-56
80-75

ODAC Tournament
vs. Guilford

Men's Basketball I 71

1

~ftki"-9 a Statenrent
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As a feffow eag(e) it means the wor(cf to a team to Ft.ave fan support. I want to tfianfi a([ of you who continue to
support us year after year. Le~ keep up the great work anci show everyone tfiat we Ft.ave the 6est fans in the ODAC!
Go Eag[es!! -Senior Krysta[ Hermes

TIU E09(e.s finished the 2004-2005 season
with a ream{ of 22-6. TIU season came to

an end with a 1Uart6reaking Coss to
nationaffy ranked Rarnfo[ph Macon in the
ODAC championship womens 6asfiet6a((
tournament. TIU E09(e.s finished second in
the conference) a strong comp (etion of a
coffegiate career for the year's seniors.

Senior center Krysta[ Hermes commented,
rrThis year the women5 6asfiet6a(( team
mrufe a statement in the ODAC. A[tfio119h
we started off kind of shaky, after
Christmas season we came out reru:fy to
take care of 6usine.ss. Things came to9ether,
and even tfio119h we Cost in the

championship 9ame for ODACs, I stiff
strong[y 6e(ieve tfiat we were the be.st
team in the conferenee. It was an honor to
p Cay with so many ta(ented (ru:lie.s and such
a dedicated coaching staff.
A[tfio119h seniors Krysta[ Hermes, Nata(ie
Swick, and Lindsay Andrews wiff 6e
9reat[y missed, the re.st of the team Cooks
f orwarcf to a promising new season in
2005-2006.

Copy 6y Mor9an Sfiowa[ter

Left to Rigfit) Sitting: 25 Samii Wade) 10 Ka-ry Herr) 14 Jessica Tim6er[ake) 23 Nata[ie Swick.) 30 Krysta[ Hermes) 21 Lindsay Aru:frews) 24 MarsfiaKirufer) 12
Amy Cfii[c£s)13 LaurenKoncfor) Left to Rigfit) Starufing: He.a.c{ Coacfi) Jean Wi[[i) llJessica Young) 32 Heatfier St. C[air) 15 Sfiannon Sca[es) 44 Mya Braxton) 20

Lauren Smitfi) 22 Erica Lynott) Assistant Coacfi) CyrufiJustice) Assistant Coacfi) Dav id W ad.e
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1. Sopfionwre forward Mya Bra;tton
(#44) 9oes ups forasfiotC19ainstHoffins.

2. ]uniorforwan:lHea:tfter St. CCair (#32)
9oes fora jump sfiotC19ainstLynch6ur9.
3. Sopfionwre 9uarcf Katy Herr (#10)
pu.sfies past aHo[(ins p[ayertowarcf the
6asRet.

4. Sopfionwre 9uarcf Shannon Sca[es
(#15) puts one up C19ainstLyndibur9.
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0

vs. Washington & Lee

L

71-61

vs. Ferrum

w

71-61

vs. Randolph Macon

L

72-55

vs. Roanoke

w

61-59

vs. Randolph Macon

L

79-67

vs. VA Wesleyan

w
w
w
w

vs. Emory & Henry

L

vs. Mary Washington

c:c
w

vs. R-M Woman's

0

vs. Lynchburg

c:t::

Heacf CoadiJean Wi((i 9ives the team a pep-ta[R_ cfwing half-time. In her eiglit years as heacf coadi, Wi(
fias (ecf the EC19(es to tliree NCAA Division III tournament appearances.

vs. Averett

w
w

vs. Championship

()
Cl)

vs. Lynchburg

vs. Roanoke

w
w
w
w
w
w

vs. Guilford

L

vs. Guilford
vs. Washington & Lee
vs. EMU
vs. Hollins

vs. Emory & Henry
vs. R-M Woman 's
vs. VA Wesleyan
vs. EMU

w
w
w
w

73-61
65-49

69-57
72-48
80-58
61-47
49-48
65-52
64-61
58-47
72-65
70-51
60-49
55-57
62-50
62-37
71-69
70-61

ODAC Tournament

A[[ photos 6y Mecfia Re[ations
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Persona! Bests atuC Schoo(
Records
Tf1e. 200 5 Track & Fie(d Team saw many
inciiviciua[ acfiieveme.nts, persona[ 6ests anci
scfioo (records.

Tf1e. me.ns team took tfiin:f p(ace at tf1e.
Championship meet. A trio of sprintersj PauL
BradTey, Me(vin Queen anci Winston Young
swept tf1e. top tfiree p(aces in tf1e. 100m clash.
At tf1e. outdoor championship meet tf1e. wome.~ These tfiree were a[so key p[ayers on tf1e.
team finished fourth over a(L P(us two ODAC winning 4 ;t: 100m reCay team. Nick Nycum,
champions were named. Apri( Miffer won tf1e.
DolJ9 Ba[me.r anci Biffy Ceci( as weff as many
Hamme.r Throw, set a persona[ 6est, scfioo( record otf1.e.r returning anci first year atfi(etes contriliuteci
anci conference record. Kathryn Tice, tf1e. ]aveCin Fieavi[y to tf1e. teams success.
champion a[so set a new persona[ 6est anci scfioo(
record as weff. Ju(ie Bar&, Kim Johnston, Anna Story contriliuteci 6y Assistant Coach Lori
Manikus, Ame.Ga Co[trane anci a s(ew of first
Schrock
year atfi(etes were a[so strong contriliutors.

2005 Track and Fie(c( Team
174

175

1

iluother So(itf Season
5

The 6ase6a(( team turned in another so[Ui
season under veteran lierui coach Curt Kerufa((
as the E09(es won the ODAC regu(ar season
tit(e with a 15-3 record.
Sophomore Jimmy Greene andiorecC a so[Ui
pitching staff tfiat finisfiecf the season with a
3.43 ERA. Greene was ranW No. 12 in
the nation in earned run aver09e at the encl of
the regu(ar season.
Sophomore Justin Showa[ter (ecf the offense
with a .349 6atting aver09e. Ri&y Read,
another sophomore turned in another so[Ui
season as he hit .315 with a team-[eacfing
seven home runs. Read was a[so 5-0 on the
mouncl with a 3.22 ERA.

The season came to a disappointing encl at the
ODAC toumament as the E09(es (ost two
straight. Bridgewater Cost to eventua(
champion Hampden-Sydney 6-4 ancl then
was diminatecf 6y Lynch6ur9, 9-7.

Greene was namecl to the A((-ODAC first
team ancl Showa[ter was sdected to the
seconcl team. Sophomore Jono Brooks ancl
senior Tracy W09ner received A((-ODAC
honora6 (e mention.

The 2006 season shapes up to 6e another
goocC year as seven position p[ayers retum to
the starting (ineup afong with most of the
pitching staff. On[y two p[ayers - seconcl
6aseman Tracy W09ner ancl pitcher Tim
Kennedy - gracfuatecf from the 2005 squacf.

vs. EMU
vs. Hampden-Sydney (2)

vs. Roanoke College (2)

vs. EMU
vs. Southern Virginia
vs. Randolph Macon

Copy contri6utecf 6y Steve Cox;

vs. Washington & Lee
vs. Chowan
vs. Virginia Wesleyan (2)

vs. Ferrum

L

3-1

vs. Hampden-Sydney

L

6-4

vs. Lynchburg

L

9-7

vs. Methodist

L

8-2

vs.Shenandoah

SCOREBOARD cont.

w 3-2
w 5-3
w 8-2
w 11-15
L

7-5

w 11-3
w 1-0
w 19-0
w 13-2
w 15-2
w 18-0
w 12-6
w 5-2
w 7-4

ODAC Tournament

The 2005 Eagles won tfie ODAC regular season title with a
176

15-3 record.

1. ]uniorGrantFrench(#27) deals with
a9rowufer at first 6ase.
2. Fresliitum pitcher Mike Graves (# 23)
rockets tlie 6a[[ to tlie p[ate.

3. Herui Coach Cw-tKerufuff meets with
catcher Bryan Sawulers (#10), pitcher
Chance Do66s (#16), ancf seconcf
6aseman (#1) ]ono Broofis.

4. Sophomore seconcf 6aseman ]ono
BrooR.s (#1) prepares to throw tlie 6a[[ to
first wlii[e sophomore short stop Chance
Do66s (#16) 6acR.s liim up.
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UJ

vs. Christopher Newport

W

8-3

vs. Mary Washington

W

7-4

vs. Chapman University

L

8-4

vs. Chapman University

L

6-1

vs. California Lutheran

L 10-8

vs. Claremont-Mudd-Scrippws
7-5
vs. University of La Verne

L

3-1

vs. Whittier College

W

8-6

vs. Ferrum

T

5-5

vs. Emory & Henry (2)

w 4-0
w 15-1
w 20-2

L.L.J vs. NC Wesleyan

L.1...

" " ' vs.. Catholic

0
e~ecutes

a peefect s[icfe into thircf 6ase.

Cl)

6-4

vs.Averett

W 10-0

vs. St. Johns-Fisher

W 10-6

vs. Lynchburg College (2)

( ) v s . Mary Washington

Junior catcher Bryan Sawulers (#10)

L

L

9-2

w

13-8

L

2-1

vs. Washington & Lee

L 11-8

vs. Piedmont College

L

4-1

w

2-0

vs. Guilford (2)

L 12-11
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In tfie 2005 season, tfie Brid9ewater soft6aCC team finishecl,
earnecl lier awarcl by battil1£1 .3 70 for tfie year.
uncler tfie [eaclership of Coadi Donnie Fu[(z_ancl Coadi Sarah
Norman, with a 24-18 rewrcl. In tfie ODAC we finishecl with Some of our most memorab[e moments wouCcl be our spril1£1 trip
a 9-7 rewrcl, which p[acecl us 41r1 in tfie ODAC.
to Myrt[e Beach, South Caro[ina, our [ate inning raCCies, ancl
tfie friendships we macle cluring our season. Our trip to Myrt[e
Tliere were many awards clistti6utecl to tfie BC soft6aCC team.
Beach hacl to be tfie most interesting. We p[ayecl in 30 clegree
Lindsay Ware anclJennifer Ha[[ earnecl first-team honors on
weatfier, with tfie wincl bCowing at about 10-20 mph. We sat
tfie VaSID Co[[e:Je Division soft6aCC team. Jennifer Ha[[ was on tfie benches in our sweat pants, sweat shirts, wincl suits,
namecl tfie ODACs Freshman of tfie Year. Ha[[ was a[so
bCanliets, ancl hats ancl hoods from our sweat shirts. We clid:
nameclACC-ODAC First Team after batting .384. Sophomore everything possw[e to lieep wann.
thircl basemen, Ware, who battecl .327 ancl fieCdd .962, was
a[so nameclFirst TeamA[[-ODAC. Sophomore shortstop
During our season, we became reaCCy 9reat friends. We [earnecl
Amy Chi[ds, who 6attecl .362 ancl_fie[dd .929 was namecl to trust one anotfier, ancl have faith in each otfier. Wlien you re
Aff-ODAC sewncl team. Senior center-fieCcler Mereclith Carter, arouncl a9roup of9ir[s, five ancl six cfays a week, eitfier on tfie
who battecl .340 ancl hacl a peefec,t fieCcling percent.C19e of
_fie[c[, in tfie we19ht room, or on tfie bus traveCing to a9ame out
1.000, was a[so namecl Aff-ODAC sewncl team. Junior
oftown, you [earn a Cot of clifferent things about peop[e. Some
pitclier Mar[o Powe[[ was name Aff-ODAC honorab[e
of our 9ir[s' best friends are tfie 9ir[s on tfie team. Tlie 9ir[s on
mention, after finishil1£1witha2.13 ERA, with 10 wins ancl tfie cliamoncl are just [ifie your sisters. You have your harcl times,
6 [osses on 21 appearances ancl l 7 starts.
but in tfie encl you're a[ways tfiere fortfie% ancl you Cove tfiem
no matter what.
Anotfier awarcl that was 9iven out by tfie team was tfie MVB
which was 9iven to freshman, Stacey Goclfrey, clue to lier
Copy contti6utecl by FreshmanAutumnLam6ert
outstancling peeformance as our cles19natecl hitter. Goclfrey came
out strong ancl 9ave tfie team an ener9y boost, after putting
clown a bunt ancl beatil1£1 tfie throw many of times. Goclfrey

Left to Riglit, Kneefi119: 18 Jennifer Ha[C 1 Ash[ey Anclmk, 16 Stephanie Steppe, 15 Brittany Stratton, 5 Stacey Goclfrey, 7 Lindsay Ware, 19 Autumn
Lambert, 23 Lori Smith, 3 Whitney Kn19hton, 2lJennifer S[a&,22 Ash[ey Fratzlie Left to Riglit, Standi119: Assistant Coach Sarah Norman, 10 Laura
Bany, 20 Corey Payne, 17 Emi[y Anclerson, 24 Reba Downer, 14 MarCo Powe([, 13 Lisa Rfwcles, 4 Sarah Bu.cft.er, 8 Jessica DuCin, 11 Car[a Bodte, 12 Amy
Chi[ds, 2 Mereclith Carter, Heacl Coach Donnie FuCk, Assistant CoadiJack Price
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1. SopFwmore injie(cfer Asfi[ey Andrick.
(#1) connects with the 6a[[.

2. SopFwmore Asfi[ey Fratzk.e (#22)
prepares to 6unt the 6a[[ cluring a clou6 (efieacfer against Greensboro.
3. Junior catcfier Jessica Du[in (#8) is
reacly to get the game startd.

4. Tfie [acfies sFww their support from
inside the dugout.

3.

0

0::
<(

O
m

L 7-0
L 3-2
L 7-5
vs. Methodist (2)
L 8-6
vs. Mount Olive College (2)L 2-1
w 3-2
vs. Averett (2)
W 3-0
w 7-0
vs. Suny-Geneseo (2)
W 2-1
L 5-2
vs. Bethany College
W 8-3
vs. Mary Washington
W 2-1
vs. Meredith
W 5-1
vs. College of New Jersey L 1-0
vs. Wingate (2)

vs.Roanoke
vs. EMU (2)

L 7-3
W 8-0
w 9-3
vs. Roanoke (2)
L 8-1
w 3-2
vs. Frostberg State (2)
W 11-1
w 8-3
vs. Lynchburg (2)
L 5-0
L 10-4
vs. Guilford (2)
W 2-1
W3-2
vs. R-M Woman's (2)
W 12-0
w 16-0
vs. McDaniel (2)
W 5-4
L 10-4
( ) vs. Greensboro (2)
W 7-2
w 3-0
vs. Emory & Henry
L 7-0
vs. Southern VA Univ. (2) W 9-3
w 12-0

W

0

SopFwmore injie[cfer Amy Cfii[cls (#12) s[ides into Fwme for yet another run.

A[[ pFwtos 6y Media Re[ations
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Tlie Eag[e Golfers fuuf another successju[
year, winning four times. A sCow start in
the faff changed with a victory at the Ted
Keffer InvitationaC hosted 6y Rancfo[pfiMacon Coffege. In the spring, Brld9ewater
won the Lyncli6urg Invitationa[ ancf the
G [en Heath/ Sliip6ui(cfer's InvitationaC as
weC[ as a cfua[ matcli with Slienancfoali
University. Tlie Eag[es encfed the season
with a fourtfi-p[ace finisli at the ODAC
Cfiampionsliips.

was named the teams P[ayer of the Year.
SCOREBOARD cont.
He was a[so sdected to the Aff-ODAC
Emory Invitational
Seconcf Team. Fresliman Sfiawn Harper,
10th out of 17 teams
a[so of Verona, was dose 6eliincf with an
average of 77.8. Harper was se(ected to the Buck Leslie Memorial
Aff-Toumament Team at the ODAC
2nd out of 9 teams
Champions liip.

Overa(C the Eag[es p[ayed we(C ancf set a
new team season average record at 311.1
strokes per rouncf. With five (ettermen
returning, things Cook 6fi91it for ne;tt year's
Tlie Eag[es were (ed 6y sophomore Grady campaign.
Ruckman of Verona, Va. Grady [ed the
team with a season average of 77.3, ancf
Copy contributed 6y Coacli Lee Wiffiams

ODAC Championship

2004-2005 MenS Golf Team
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4th out of 9 teams

Aff photos 6y Media Re[ations

1. Fresliman Adam Rhodes cliips one
out of tlie rougli am£ onto tFte green.

2. Seniors Micliae( Bateman am£ Cliris
Reedy take a survey tFte course 6efore

teeing off.

3. SeniorJarocl Brown uses peefect form
as lie clrives tFte 6a(( clown tFte fareway.

4. Fresliman Trent McGuire stroffs off
tlie course after finisliing a great game.

0

~

L.L-

Fall 2004
Tom Kinder Memorial Classic
3rd out of 7 teams
Tom O'Briant Memorial
17th out of 18 teams
Greensboro Invitational
10th out of 15 teams

Championship

.....

4th out of 12 teams

UJ

~-----Ted KellerTournament

W

~

L.L-

0

1st out of 12 teams

Spring 2005
Pine Needles Invitational
18th out of 22 teams
Smith Mtn. Lake Invitational
Cancelled
Lynchburg Invitational
1st out of 6 teams

( ) Shenandoah Invitational

Team mem6ers cliat wlii(e tFte.y wait for tFteir tum to tee off.

Cf)

1st out of 2 teams
Shipbuilders' Invitational
1st out of 9 teams
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The, 2006 B~ewater Lacrosse Team is cfoi119 jmt
wfiat the,ir motto says, ((Sports cfon't 6uiCd cfiaracter
tfte_y revea( it'.' Under the,ir new Head coach. Kari
Pa6is and assistant coach. Affy Kenyon, the, team is
starti119 to revea[ wh.o tfte_y are.

With. senior captains Jaime Etz[er and M~fian
Ma[eh.om (eacfi119 the, team, tfte_re was never a cfou6t
tfiat we wou(d a(ways 6ri119 a 6attLe to the, .fieJd and
a[ways take a step forward for the, BC Ea_g[es.

We fiad two p[ayers join ODAC h.onora6(e
The, [acrosse team knew it wou[dn't 6e easy after
mention one in the, mid.fidd senior Micfte_ffe Miffer,
comi119 off of a 1-11 season in 2005, 6ut with. the, and seniorJaime Etz(er on Defense. Team awards
roster num6ers up and new (eadersh.ip and captains, th.is year went out to MVP Jaime Etz(er, rookie of
the, team was in great sfiape. The, team went 2-14 the, year Fresh.men Sarah. Wade, Coach.es award
with. many one goa( games at tfte_re fiancfs. On[y to Fresh.men Katie Snyder.
start the, ground work for a up and comi119 team tfiat
Copy contributed 6y Coach. Kari Pa6is
wiff 6e cfia119i119 the, past expectations of the,
(acrosse team fte_re at B · ewater.

Staruli119, L to R - Heru:C Coadi Kari Pa6is, 5 Sarafi Wa.cfe,23 Anne Fisfier, 11 Crysta( Reyno[as, 7 Lauren Layman, 15 Emi(y Bauer, 16 Katie Snyder, 9
Lauren Smith, 4 Micfie((e Miffer, 10 Karen HammerscfimU!t,Assistant Coacfi Affy Kenyon
Kne.e(i119, L to R - 99 Cfiar(otte Beacfi, 1 Mo[yna Sims, 13 Lauren Kond'or, 18 Stepfianie Toman, 8 Jenna Cum6er(anc£, 12 Nildii Liffy, 2 Patricia Ferrante, 77

Jennifer Midgette
Sitti119, L to R - Captains, 17 Megan Ma(efiom, 19 Jamie Eder
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1. Freslimen defender Lauren Konclor
(#13) takes contra ( ofthe 6a(( prepares to
pass it cfowrifidcl.
2. Freslimen defender Sarali Wade (#5)
gets reacly to (auncli the 6a(( cfownfieCcl
away from our goaL

3. Freslimen goa[fi.eeper Cliarfotte Beach

(#22) makes a great save against

Lyrn:li6urg.

4. Sopliomore micljie(der £miCy Bauer

(#15) makes lierway cfownfieCcl witlia

Lynch6urg p[ayer dose 6eliincl..

0

C::l:::
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0

C:O
W
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0
Sopliomore micljie(der Lauren Smitli (# 9) attempts to 6reak away from a Lyncli6urg p Cayer.

Aff pliotos 6y Meclia Refations
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vs. Marymount

vs. Christopher Newport L 17-5
vs. Trinity

L

10-9

vs. Wilmington College L 12-10
L

12-6

w

8-7

vs. Washington & Lee

L

18-0

vs. Lynchburg

L

17-6

vs. Sweet Briar

L

20-1

vs. St. Vincent

L

17-7

L

8-7

L

22-5

vs. Hollins

w

18-4

vs. Randolph Macon

L

21-0

vs. Virginia Wesleyan

L

19-4

vs. Guilford

vs. Wittenburg
University

vs. Seton Hill College
at St. Vincent

vs.Shenandoah
University

en
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IMbvin' on Hfl

((Beirtg an Eag(e means dOirtg the. right tfiirtg wfietfte.r it makes you Cook. 6acl or not" - Freshman Jeff Adams

Tfiis year's tennis team haci a very goocf season.
Tfiey won two tournaments (at Sfienaru:foafi
University ancf tfie BC Invitationa[), haci a 10-6
cfua[ matcfi record, ancf finisfiecf tfie season at 6tfi
p[ace in tfie ODAC tournament.

Tfie senior captain was Doug May. Most Va[ua6[e
P[ayer was Brent Camp6e[C ancf most Improved
was Ryan Smitfi. Rookie of tfie Year was JP
Boniffa. Winner of tfie Sport.smansfiip Aware( was
Dave Befim. Doug May was tfie on[y senior on tfie
team, so returning [ettennen indw:fe ]arocf Spessarc(,
Dave Befim, JP Boniffa, Ryan Smitfi, ancf Brent
Camp6e[[.
Quite an e;ttensive recruiting dass is e;t:pectecf to
join tfiese uppercCassmen in tfie faff. Severa[ of tfie

freshmen sfiou[c( 6e a6[e to m.ake. tfie starting Cineup
in 2005-2006, so we are fioping tfiat tfie tennis
program is 6ui[cfing. Coach Watson is in on[y fiis
second year, ancf fie fias fiopes for tfie team to
6ecome more ancf more competitive in tfie ne;ct
wup[e of years.
On a persona[ note, I can fiarcf[y imagine a nicer
group of yoimg men witfi wfiom I wouCcf want to
sfiare tennis. Tfie team fias cfevefopecf a tenific team
spirit as weff as a goocf work. etfiic. Co-captains for
tfie 2005-6 scfwo[ year wiff 6e ]arocf Spessard ancf
Dave Befim.
Copy wntri6utecf 6y
Coacfi Steve Watson

Right: Senior Captain DoU£1 May returns tfie 6a((
~ pfay. May was tfie on(y senior ontfiis year's
team.

Left: Junior DavUl Behm foffows tfiroU£Jh on his swing
cluring p(ay. Behm won tfie Sportsmanship Aware( ancl
wiff 6e cocaptains witfi]arocl Spessarcl cluring tfie 200 52006 season.

A(( Photos
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By Meclia Re(ations

1. SopFwnwre Brent Camp6d[ was Most VaCuab[e P[ayerthis yearanclfinisFtecl thin{ in No. 6
sing[es during the ODAC Cfiampionsfiip at
Wasfiington & Lee wfiere BC finisFtecl si;ttli.

3. FresFiman JP Boni[[a 6ackfiaru:fs the 6a[[
during p[ay. Boniffa was named Rookie of the
Year.

2. JuniorJarod Spessard a[ong with teammate
David Befim eamed second team ODAC honors for their cfou6[es p[ay during the ODAC
Cfiampionsfiip.

4. SopFwnwreRyanSmith was nwstimproved
for the 2004-2005 season. Smith finisFtecl
fourth in No. 5 sing[es at the ODAC Cfiampionsfiip.

0

~

I[

~
en

2005 Mens Tennis Team

Front Row, Left to Rigfit: David Befim, JP BoniCCa
Back Row, Left to Rigfit: Ryan Smitfi, Brent Camp6e[[, Doug May, Jeff Adams, Jarod Spessard

w
a::
0

vs. Washington & Lee

L 7-0

vs. Ferrum

w 4-2

vs.Roanoke

L 7-0

vs. Guilford

L 5-2

vs. N.C. Wesleyan
vs. Hampden-Sydney
vs. Lynchburg
vs. Randolph-Macon
vs. EMU
vs. Gallaudet
vs.Shenandoah
vs. Emory & Henry

w 7-0
L 4-3

w 4-3
w 7-0
w 5-2
w 7-0
w 5-2
w 5-2

()
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1

Servin'

Ufl Imjlroventent

The team finisliecl with an overaff record of 13-6 in The team 11.acf a good season with the 11.igh.Cigh.t
dua[ match. p[ay and 6-4 again.st ODAC
6ei119 a win over Hoffiru University. The wh.o[e
competition. We were seventh at the ODAC
team improved aCot. Stron:g [erufersh.ip was provicfecf
Ch.ampion.s 11.ips.
&y the two seniors, Anne Yust at No. 1 sin:g[es and
Sarah. TayCor at No. 2 sin:g[es. They teamed to p[ay
Fresh.man Hi[ary Teeter finisliecl second at No. 3
No. 1 cfou6[es.
sin:g[es and was named to the ODAC AffFor the 2005-2006 season we wiff 6e a yowig
Toumament Team. Teeter partnered with feCCow
fresh.man Diana Ricker to p[ace second in the No. 2 team with on[y one senior and five soph.omores and
cfou6[es fCigh.t. Junior Brittany VanWicHer teamed eigh.t fresh.men. Some of the fresh.men are stron:g
with fresh.men Sh.aron Sweet to finish. third at No. 3 p[ayers and are tournament p[ayers. I wiff miss my
cfou6[es. Both teams were named to the Affseniors, 6ut Cook forward to next year.
Tournament team for their cfou6[es p[ay.
Copy contriliutecf &y Coach. Mimi Knigh.t

BeCow: Junior Brittany VanWicHer makes a
nice serve to begin tlie match.

Above: Senior Sarah TayCoruses peefect form when
swinging tlie rack.et.

A[[ pFwtos by Media Re[ations
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1. Freshman Diana Ricker strains to reach
the 6a[[ amf voffey it 6ack. to tfi..e other side.

2. FreshmanHiffary Teeter casuaffy [ets tfi..e
6a[[ come to fi..er 6efore hitting it 6acl{.

2005 Women's Tennis Team
Knee(i119, Left to Right: Anne Yust, Sarah Tay[or
Back Row, Left to Right: Ma[Cory Ha[C Hiffary Teeter, Diana Ricker, Kir6y Green, Sharon
Sweet, Brittany VanWicHer, Herui Coach Mimi Kn19ht

3. Freshman Sharon Sweet keeps fi..er eye on
the 6a[[ as she prepares to Coft it 6ack across the
net.

4. Freshman Ma[[ary Ha[[ 6ackfi..arufs tfi..e
6a[[ with ease.

vs. Salem College

w 9-0

vs. Lynchburg

w

5-4

vs. Washington & Lee L

9-0

vs. Randolph Macon
Women's

w 9-0

vs. Mary Baldwin

w 9-0

vs. Randolph Macon
College

L

6-3

vs. Roanoke

L

6-3

vs. Hollins

w

5-4

vs. Sweet Briar

w 6-3

vs. Guilford

w

8-1
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The Ridift9 Team dosed out another
successju[ season. At the encl of the
seven intercoffegiate shows this year
the Ridift9 Team finished in 5th
p(ace in the Region. In acfc[ition, the
team tied for third p(ace at the
ODAC Championship show.

Affison Noe was named the top
freshman rider at the ODAC show.
Five Brld9ewater riders - A[issa
Hannan, Katie Grove, Ju(ia Moore,
Apri( Effiot ancf A(e;tls Starer -

quaCifid for the Regiona( Show hosteM 6y
Rancfo[ph-Macon Women~ Coffege.
Hannan, Grove ancf Starer then advanced to
Zones competition that was hosted 6y
Ho[[ins University.
Story contri6uted 6y Coach Mimi Knight

A[[ photos

6y Media Re[ation.s

2004-2005 Equestrian Team
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1. NOVICE
Left to Rig/it : Katie Grove, Sara Moore,
Meaglian McNeaC A[issa Hannan, Kat
Tice, Lynn Swinger

2. OPEN
Left to Rig/it: Mar9aret Bowers, A[ison
Noe, A[e;cis Starer, Jessica BencCer,
N aaine Britain

3. WALK-TROT

Caro Cine Kenney, Radie[ Linc£amooc[
4. SENIOR RIDERS
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rrI think BC students are crazy in a good way. We know how to have fun, 6ut we a[so know how to 6e
serious when a6so[ute[y necessary. Peop[e ask me how I hand[e the who[e dry campus thing, and I say, ya
know what itS not that 6acf. We fine£ other ways of having a good time together'.' -Junior Brooke Brede[

The 2004-2005 B~ewater Coff~e Dance
Team was coacfied 6y M~an C[ark, a graduate of
B~ewater. We thorough[y enjoyed spending
the year with M~an, and wou[d [ik_e to wish her
[uck neitl year at graduate schooL

In the faff semester the dance team worked day6y-day throughout the week in order to prepare
for Saturday foot6aff games. We a[so trave[ed
clown to Virginia Beach to peefonn the pre-game
show at the CNU-BC game.
Homecoming was a[so a hi£Jh[i£Jht of the faff
semester where we peefonned the half time show
at the foot6aff game for stands juff of peop[e.
That moming, the dance team rode in the
Homecoming parade with Mr. BC John Smaff.
The dance team a[so peefonned at the 6onfire the
ni£Jht 6efore. The faff is Jiffed with good
e(t'.}Jerie.nces and memories, 6ut the spring was
much different.
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During the spring semester, the dance team
worked so[e[y on one dance as opposed to the
many peefonned during the faff. The spring team
is a 6it more cFtaffenging 6ecause competition is
a[ways quicHy approaching. Running dai[y,
e(ttra stretching, and [eaming new techniques is
essentiaC so that is what the dance team did unti[
the day of competition. The team was dedicated
year rroum{, and as a resu[t, they won 3rd p[ace
at the ODAC competition at Virginia Wes[eyan
Coff~e.

At times the year proved to 6e diffiruCt and
cFtaffenging, 6ut overa[[ it was e;t:citing and a
very enjoya6[e e;t:perie.nce.

Story contributed 6y Freshman Amy Me[ton

Pfiotos wntri.6uted 6y Amy Me[ton
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My thoughts on the past two season are jU(( of pride and
e;t:citement. In the fa[[, we Fwd an a[[ gir[ squad of 21
who peefonned: stunts normaffy considered and reserved for
co-ed squruis. The gir[s pmctiud more than ten hours
week.Cy, attendi119 foot6a[[ games every Saturday, home
and away.

one common goa[, which is to comp(eteCy support the
sport which we are cheeri119 for. We great(y desire for the
ath(etes to fee( the fan support and our support on the
side(ines.

Duri119 the winter men5 and women5 basfiet6a[[ season
(we cheer for both sports), we grew as a squad physicaffy.
I am proud to say that the BC cheer(eacli119 program has We e;t:panded by ru:fdi119 five ma(e stunters to our squad,
gained great recognition throughout the vaffey and in the pushi119 our numbers to 23. This affowed us to continue
state. In fact, in October, the squad peefonned: a routine of to buifr( impressive and crowd p(easi119 stunts. Basfiet6a[[
our stunts at the high[y attended Vaffey District
season is e;t:citi119 as weff because the fans are e;rtreme(y
Cheer(eacli119 Competition he(d here Cocaffy at Spotswood up dose and persona[. We a[so travefed to Roanofie, VA
High Schoo(. This is where the Coca( high schoo(s compete to support both teams at ODAC competition.
to continue towards the State Cheer(eadi119 Competition.
After the high schoo(s competed, our BC squad preformed To me, Bei119 An Eag(e means that you taRe great pride
to a pacW house of thousands of parents, students, and in what you do, put your a[[ into your main goa[, and
the community. It was an amazi119 e;t:perience, and the work as a team. This is e;t:act(y what my squruis did this
past year. I Cook back at the past two seasons, with pride
peefect opportunity to showcase what B~ewater
and afeeCi119 of great accomp[ishment.
Cheer(eacli119 is a[[ about.

I am most[y proud of the way the gir(s work together for Story contributed by Coach Maria Dove
A[( pliotos 6y Media Re(atioru
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It5 cfi£ficu[t to name a just a few of the atfi[etes when
a[most 50% of the student popuCation partidpates in
intramura[s. The Ma[e Atfi[ete of the Year was FranHin
Moomaw aru:f the Fema[e Atfi[ete of the Year was Angie
Do[ph.

popu[ar sports are fCag foot.6a[[ (16 teams); winter [eague
6asket.6a[[ (36 teams) aru:f sojt6a[[ (27 teams). Bemuse of
the many requests; neitl year we' [[ 6e adding Docfge6a[[.
I e;t:pect it to 6e quite popu[ar.

Intramura[s is an important part of student Cife at
I wiff miss the Cowitry Crackers team that participated in Bridgewater Coffege. ItS a 9reat out[et for e;t:ercise; socia[
just a6out every team sport for 4 years. Great 6unch of interaction; competition; stress re[ease; sportsmanship;
9uys & 9ir[s. Most of the their team mem6ers are seniors. win at-shirt aru:f just to have fun.
The U Can't Beat Me team [ived up to their moniker 6y
going wufefeatecf in 6asket.6a[[ aru:f sojt6a[[. The most
Story Contri6utecf 6y Dustyn Miffer

2004-2005 Intramura[ Fema[e Atfi[ete

of the Year

Angie Do[pfi

FranHin Moomaw

Co-Rec Spring Sand VoCCey6aff

Champions Womens Soccer Champions

((Country Crackers"
BR: Mike Bateman; Wiff Gheen; Ereic
Gentry; Matt Humphries
FR: Marsha Hermes; Krysta[ Hermes;
Am6er Jenkins

((Buttercups"
BR: Amy Chi[ds; Jenna Sfioa_t Jessica
DuCin; Diana Ricker
FR: Ash[ey Aru:fridi; Megan Link; Lisa
Be[e[[a
Not Pictured: Jennis Hoffsmitfi; Mary
Ann Layman
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Co-Rec Soccer Champions
((Slioafs Team"
BR: David Behm; Jarod Spessard;
N atfian Ce[entano Sean Sti[tner; Mitth
Hammers[ey; Scott Hasha.gen
FR: Racfie[ Creasey; Jenna Shoaf
Megan Link; Amy Chi[ds
J

Mens Horseshoes :Dou 6 s
Cfuimpions

((U Can't Beat Me
1
BR: Donte Wade, Dennis Jones,
Shawn Smith, Stephen Morin, Ear(
Champman, Brian Awkard, Devin
Tfiomton, Ranan:fo Whitaker
FR: Darvon Cro(t:tan, Erk Spence,
Antony Hunt

((With Seit'.y Resu(ts 11
BR: HiCary Teeter, Sharon Sweet, Brent
Camp6e([, Morgan Riggs, Ky[e We119er,
Mark PecCerson, Ryan Smith, Dan
McManus, Travis Schmitt, Tommy
Warcl, Ky[e Ma-tyger FR: Wiff Hagy,
Brittany Mears, Carrie Lamoncl, Katie
Forero, Keffy Starke, Davicl Be((
Not Picturecl: Rache[ Lindamoocl, Emi(y
Gonion, Katie Law[er, E[aine Austin

Womens Horseshoes Dou6Ces
cfuimpions

Womens Tennis Dou6Ces

11

Tony DiBari & Shawn Smith

Co-Rec Horseshoes Dou6Ces
Cfuimpions

--

A(eft: Martin & Stephen Marut

Cfuimpions

Krysta[ Hermes & Brynna Wi[son

Kath(em Beers & Brian Nea[

Mens Golf Dou6Ces Cfuimpions

-

.

.

Womens Golf Dou6Ces

Co-Rec Tennis Dou6Ces

Rache( Manspeaker & CaitCin C[ark.

Wes(ey Hedrick. & Marie Ti[son

Cfuimpions

Cfuimpions

Mens Soccer Cfuimpions

Co-Rec Golf Dou6Ces Cfuimpions

Mens Tennis Dou6Ces Cfuimpions

((Montrea[ E;qws"
Not Pictured: Jared Fike, Seth Piffar,
Jarod Spessard, Andrew Eppes, Tim
Basom, Jon Sma[C Chris Forbes, Matt
Brock., David Behm

Not Pictured: Angie Do(ph & Jarod

Not Pictured: Stephen Gar(etts & Ky(e

Spessard

Matyger
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2004

B.C.
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A[[ Photos 6y Media Re[ation.s

2005
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.CEC members Beth. Dedrick.

.

Keister and L·-J~
.
1 April
tnu~ay Bntt p
+.
picture while
. .
ose J or a
waiti.119 for one o+ tlie
.
sesswns to start at the CE
~
Convention.
C Nati.onaC

Student Senate

Veritas

Pinion PCayers
E~(e Productions
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SpotCi9fit: Cound[ on E(t:ceptiona( Cfii(dren
rrThe Cowtei[ for E;t:ceptiona(
Cfii(c:fren (CEC) is tfie (argest
intemationa[ professiona[ organization
ddicat.ed to improving eclucationa[
outcomes for irnlivic:fua[s witfi
exceptiona(ities, students witfi
disa6iCities1 arnl/ or tfie giftecl. CEC
advocates for appropriate
govenimenta(p0Gcies1 sets
professiona[ standards1provides
continua[ professiona[ c:fevefopment
advocates for new[y arnl fiistoricaffy
unc:ferservecl irnfivic:fua(s witfi
exceptiona[ities1 arnl he[ps
professiona[s o6tain cornlitions arnl
resources necessary for effective
professiona[ practice:'
1

BeCow: How many future Specia( Education
uachers can fit into an e.Cevator??? CEC members
were a6Ce to fit seven in their ftoteC efevator at tile
CEC NationaC Convention in BaCtinwre, MD.

By: Apri( Keister
Tfiis year; B~ewater Co((eges
cfiapter of CEC 6ecame more active
tfian it fiad 6een in tfie past due to an
increase in tfie num6er of students
interested in teacfiing specia(
eclucation. CEC mem6ers so(d
cookbooks as afurnlraiser in order to
he[p pay for a trip to tfie CEC
N ationa[ Convention in Ba[timore1
Mary[arnf. Wfii(e at tfie convention1
future specia( eclucation teachers
(eantecl many new teacfiing strategies
arnl tecfiniques1 as weff as products to
use in tfie dassroom. Overaff it was a
6enefo:ia( (eaniing experience.

Le.ft: Bree Williamson, Betti Dedrick. and Dr.
WeCcfi dance at a social lieCd dU.rif19 tile CEC NationaC Convention.
BeCow: CEC mem6ers enjoyed an end-of-year
cook.out at Dr. WeCcfi's house.

SCRA

CEC
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spotC19lit: Baptist Student Unio11
The Baptist Student Union was very active on and off campus this year. Atternfui severa( weekend conferences at Eag(e
Eyrie- in Lyndibur91 and in Cfuirfottesviffe; and partkipateci in a Spri119 Break Mission Trip to D.C. to he(p feecl the
home(ess. We were very ddicateci in peeformi119 service projects as weff. We went door to door and took. out students'
trash1 served hot choco(ate on the ma(( duri119 interterm1 coffecteci ceff phones for 6attered women1 prepared the worship
service and a pancake 6reakfast for Brid9ewater Baptist Church; sent seven 6o;t:es of dotfies and usefuJ items to so(diers
in Iraq_; and did a montfi[y service project for facuJty and staff. We a[so partkipateci in Micfn19ht Mardi Gras in the
Funkliouser and won money for our 9ame1 Dou6(e BCind Donut DueC which proved to 6e a messy success!

BSU met each Wednesday for feffowship and worship in the Boitnott Room. We averaged arowu:l 25 mem6ers
weeHy and were committed to spreacfi119 the Word of Christ tfiro119hout campus either in our weeHy meeti119s or
tfiro119h projects on campus. Ne;t:t year BSU wiff continue to reach their 9oa[s and provide a fun atmosphere in which
anyone on campus or in the community can worship and feffowship in a cari119 environment.

Ri9Ft-t: BSU members Linclsay
Ro6ertsonanclDustiCCosefeeclcfwco[ate
coverecl clonuts to oilier mem6ers as mey
demonstrate me Dou6(e B[incl Donut
Dud at Micln19Ft-t Marcli Gras.

Bdow: Jen Tanner serves 11-ot cftoco(ate to
students on a co[clJamu:uy clay clwing
Interterm. Serving 11-ot cftocoCate to stw.fents
was just one of me many activities BSU
participated in iliis year.
~-----_,.-

Bdow: Mem6ers of BSU take time
outofmeir 6usy scfieciuCes to visitsevera(
sites wFLiCe in WasFLingtonD.C. foriliis
Spring Break mission trip.

Student Athfctic Advisory Counci(

Photos su6mitt:ed'. 6y: Sarah Coffey
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OutdOorsmans C(u6

Left BSU rnem6ers watch, as students participate
in tfieDoub[eB[indDonutDue[ atMidn19f1-tMan:fi
Gras. Students paired: offand tried: to feed: cf1-oco[~te
covered: dOnuts to tFieirpartners.

Internationaf C(u6

Student Ambassadors

P syclioCo9y C(u6

Baptist Student Union

C[u6 Pictures &y: Zum6ro PFwto9rapliy
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Brethren Student FeUowship

Association for
Computing Machinery

Instep Dance C(u6

C(u1i Pictures 6y: Zum6ro Plioto9rapfiy
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Science-Fiction C(u6

Spot(i£Jftt: AtftLetes in A~tion
By: Jon Smaff
Athletes inActum was just approved as a new dub/organization on the B~ewater Coffege campus this spring.
B~ewater Coffege now faffs into a privi[eged minori-ty of coffege campuses around the nation who foster Athletes in
Action as having a recognized presence at their sch.ooL Ath[etes in Action is the ath[etic 6rancli of the [ar9er ministry of
Campus Crusade for Christ. Ath[etes in Action, or AIA for short, seeks to sliare with coffege ath[etes of any kind how to
liave a persona[ re[ationship with God through Jesus Christ, provide an atmosphere within the coffege communi-ty of fun and
feffowship, and assist in the app[ication of Bw[ica[ princip[es to sports and Cife. Ath[etes in Action is a pioneer of
intemationa[ ministry, with a presence spread through.out the entire wor[d. This ministry, foundecf on[y a short time Cl£JO in
1966 6y a wrest[er named David Hannah, lias a vision to sliare the _gospe[ ofJesus Christ with one 6i[[ion peop[e annuaffy
through the p[atjorm of sport, to _give one mi[[ion peop[e the opportuni-ty to receive Jesus Christ as their persona[ savior, and
to 6ui[d a 9Co6a[ movement of 15,000 spirituaffy mature ath[etic inf[uencers 6y the year 2008.
Here at B~ewater Coffege, the stwfent-ath[etes invo[ved with Ath[etes in Action fit into the [ast category
mentioned a6ove. We are ath[etic irefTuencers who want to see other ath[etes come to know the Cove, _grace, and true
meaning of the Christian faith. A coup[e of years Cl£JO, Ath[etes in Action was not even known to anyone on the campus of
B~ewater Coffege. Wlien the Ath[etes in Action diapter at B~ewater Coffege started in the faff of 2002, there were
liard[y any participants. This spring, wlien the or9anization5 constitution was approved 6y Senate and it was named an
offida[ dub and organization, AIA liacf gone from meeting 6iweeHy to meeting week.Cy, the num6er of participants lias
a[most quacfrup[ed, and stwfents from B~ewater Coffege are starting to _get invo[ved with the Car_ger ministry of Ath[etes in
Action in the wor[d 6eyond B~ewater Coffege.
This year, B~ewater Coffege took seven stwfent-ath[etes to the Ath[etes in Action Micf-At[antic Winter Retreat
in FranHin Coun-iy, VA wliere BC ath[etes were a6[e to meet, compete, and worship with ath[etes from schoo[s aff over the
east coast. B~ewater Coffege was one of two Division III NCAA schoo[s represented! Furthermore, two stwfents from
B~ewater Coffege went to AIA Fteacfquarters in Xenia, Ohio to attend an AIA recruiting weekend caffed ((Get in the
Game Weekend" wliere the staff of Ath[etes in Action ta[W a6out their invo[vement with the ministry and answered any
questions attendees liacf a6out AIA in genera[. AIA participants are excited a6out the direction in whidi the organization is
growing. Tliey liave high hopes tliat, aCong with increasing num6ers and frequency of meetings, the peop[e invo[ved wi[[
6ecome more cfeep[y enriclied and 6[essed 6ecause of the vast opportunities and Cife-dianging messel9e tliat Ath[etes in Action
lias to offer.

Fami y a

Consumer
Science Cfu6

Athletes in Action

Gmpfiic front: www.aia.com

Spot[i9fit: A[pha Plii Olfte9a
By: Asfi[ey For6es
A[pha Phi 01fLe9a rose to a new (eve( this year. The first co-eel service
fratemity on campU5 became an ofjicia[ chapter on May 4, 200 5.
With [eacfership, friend.ship and service as their prindp(es, the A[pha
EpsiCon Psi chapter provided service arowu! the campU5 and
community. WeeHy visits were made to Sunnyside retirement
community to refiff water pitchers and serve as a friend[y face to
residents. The brothers a[so participatecl in on campU5 activities such as
Literacy Day and Milfn19ht Marcli Gras. Not on[y c[U{ the brothers
enjoy giving their rime to a goocl caw;e, they enjoyecl friend.ships and a
time to have fun. To cuLminate a great year and ce(ebrate their new
chapter status, brothers were treatecf to a party from Qcloba. The
brothers of this group were easy to find around campU5, jllit Cook for the
Greek (etters.

Ri!Jfit: Megan Powe(( ri119s the Safvation Army 6e(( as part of lier service
tfiro119fi APO.

Below: Lindsay Kahfer, Asfiliy
For6es and AUison Elfretfi pose for
a picture at a party ce(e6ratiJl9
APO's new charter.

'1

Be(ow: Brittany Moyers ani!
Asfifey For6es si119 ka.raokee at a soeiaC 9atlieri119 for APO me~ers.

TABOO

C(uii Pictures 6y: Zum6ro Pfioto9rapfiy
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•

Pre-Law .Society

. APO mem6ers participated: in
di' Gras 6y ru.nni119 a
MUfnigfit Mar :i.
tants fuu:( to eat
dizzy 6at race. Contes
nd 4Tip
in on a 6ase6a(( 6at) a r
snacks)
sp
nd
drink
juice
faster
than
over a cup a
their opponents.

Left.

Equitation C(u6

Photos su6 mt·ttecf 6y. Asfi(ey For6es
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Senior Do«!J Balmer serves ice
cream to a student at Activities
Ni!Jfit. American Chemical Society
members made the ice cream nsi119
(UJ_nid nitro9en.

American Chemical Society

Catho(ic Campus Ministry
~
I

Mass Communication

BCack Student Association

C(u6 Pictures 6y: Zum6ro PFtoto9rapfiy
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SpotCi9ht: American Cfiemica[ Society ·
By: DoU£J Ba[mer
The Bridgewater Co((~e
Chemistry C(u6 had a very
exciting and eventju( year Jiffed
with demonstrations schoo[
events; and socia[ gatherings. The
Chemistry C(u6 organized many
different demonstrations for tfie
Coca[ e[ementary scFwo[s. Both tfie
chi(dren and tfie c(u6 had a 6[ast
with tfie expfosive1 6ut
educationa[ experiments
peefonnea. The C(u6 a[so shown
an interest in tfie environment
1

Below: Members of tlie American
Che.mica! Society Fuipetf clean up a

stream as one of tlieir service projects.

througfi time spent deaning up
tfie Coca( river. Schoo[ events
fiave a[so 6een a 619 part of tfie
du6. The Chemistry C(u6
partkipateci in this year's
Micini:gfit Mardi Gras tfie
Bridgewater Coff~e CamivaC
and Activities Ni:gfit. Overa(C
tfie Chemistry C(u6 fias
continued to grow and is Cooking
forward to an exciting feture
6eing invo[ved with tfie coff~e
as wd( as tfie community.
1

Left: Mem6ers sort money at a
meeti119. Mem6ers co(Cectec! pennies
for St. ]udes diilc!ren' s liospitaC.
Befow: Mem6ers participate in
Atomic BCack.jack. at Mic!n19ht Mardi

Gras.

·M usic ·Ediicators N ationaC

Pictures sul:imitt:M 6y: Doug Ba[mer
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Spot(i£Jfit Students in Free Enterprise

By: Re6ekah Acly

Students In Free Enterprise (SIFE) is an intemati.ona[ nonprofit or9anizati.on active on over 1800 university campuses in more than 40 countries. SIFE teams create economic opportunities in
tfieir communities 6y or9anizirl9 outrea.cfi projects that tea.cfi market economics, entrepreneursfiip, persona( finance success sRiffs, and 6usiness etfiics. Tlieir projects are jud9ecl at competitions,
6asecC on creativity, innovati.on, and effectiveness. For tfie 2004-2005 acru:femic scfioo( year tfie Brid9ewater SIFE team was startirl9 new. We are a rejuvenatecC team witfi a new advisor, Dr.
Karen Fritz of tlie Business Department, and a[[ new mem6ers. Beirl9 a coffe9e of on[y 1,500 students, we Ft.ave worW under our tlieme, "Sma[[ Scfioo(, Big Resu(ts." As a new team, we were
a6(e to esta6(isfi ten new projects, in wfiicfi we contri6utecC 149 students' fiours and reacfiecC over 200 peop(e, on 6otfi campus and in tfie community.A Jew of our promisirl9 projects inc(ude
worRirl9 witfi tfie Harrison6ur9 Higfi Scfioo( 9roup, "WE CARE." WE CARE (Women Eaucatirl9 & Creatirl9 Affirmati.on) is esta6(isliea to lie(p yourl9 motfiers and jatfiers wfio are pre9nant
or cunent(y Ft.ave cfiMren to care for wfii(e comp(etirl9 tlieir fiigfi scfioo( cfe9ree. We were a6(e to furtlier rea.cfi tfie yourl9 9ir[s and 6oys of tfiis pro9ram witfi assistance 6y app[yirl9 and 6eing
a.cceptea for a $5,000 9rant, entit(ea tfie "I Cfioose" 9rant. SIFE was a[so a6(e to lie[p ea.cfi student set up a 6ank. account at a foca[ 6ank.. Tlie WE CARE project is an on-9oirl9 project ancf
we [ook. forwara to what we can a.cliieve witfi tliis 9roup in tfie future. To inspire and empower otfiers is tfie most rewanfirl9 Jeefirl9 a person can ever experience. Anotlier rewarcfirl9 project
wou[a Ft.ave 6een our Ffora[ Sfiop Project. Mem6ers of tlie SIFE team lie[pea a foca[ Jforist sfiop, A[[ a6out Ffowers1 6y imp[ementirl9 stimu[atirl9 marRe.tirl9 strate9ies and effective 6usiness
p[annirl9. Tlie team was a6[e to proauce a new[y cfesignecl we6site to lie[p customers find out more a6out tfie sfiop. Disp[ays were a[so set out amorl9st tfie sfiop in orcfer for potentia[
customers to see tlie work.s and ta[ents of tfie foca[ artist. An on 9oirl9 project as we[[, we [ook. forwara to enftancirl9 and furtlier 9oirl9 any necessary cftarl9es in wliicfi tfie foca[ owner woufd
[iRe. to make. to lier 6usiness. Senior Erin Bea(es, mem6er of SIFE and project co-liead of tfie Jforist project summecC up tlie Jee[irl9s of tfie project wlien slie saicl, "Tlie Jforist project was very
rewarairl9 6ecause we lie[pec( area[ 6usiness owner ma.Re improvements to lier sfiop. We offerecC sll99esti.ons from a marRe.tirl9 student's perspective and worW hara to ma.Re tfiirl9s fiappen for
tlie owner. Not on[y aicl we lie[p lier, 6ut tfirol.l9fi tfiis project we were a6[e to 9ain rea[ [ije sHf[s in entrepreneursfiip that wiff lie[p us [ater in our careers."A promisirl9 project a[so comp[eted
6y tfie Brid9ewater Coffe9e SIFE team wou[a 6e a project that ena6[ec( tlie team to ecCucate tlie community's youtfi. Tliis project invo[vea worRirl9 witfi Boy Scout Troop 83 of Mt. Cfinton,
Vir9inia, wliicli toucfies rigfit liere at fiome. Tlie SIFE team, one of wfiicfi is a former 6oy scout liimself, was a6[e to cfevefop tfie linow[ecfge tfiese yourl9 men neecCecC to acliieve tlieir 9oa[ of
eamirl9 tlie Persona[ Man£l9ement merit 6ru!ge. Tliis merit 6ru!ge is tlie most aijficu[t, aue to its tecfinica[ financia[ and nwney marul9ement princip[es that neecC to 6e met. Tlie team was a6[e
to put tlieir liara work. and aeclicati.on to sfiow wlien competirl9 in tfie re9iona[ SIFE competiti.on in A[exandria, VA. Tlie Brid9ewater Co[[e9e SIFE team eamecC second runner up status at tfie
competiti.on, in tfieir secti.on, wliicli consistecl of sii\: otfier SIFE teams in tfie region. Tlie Brid9ewater Co[[e9e SIFE team was a fill9e success tfiis year, we a[[ fook. forwara to comirl9 &a&,
9ettirl9 otfiers invo[vecl, and sliowirl9 that witfi a [itt[e work., and cfeaicati.on a aifference can 6e macfe. Wlien asW a6out 6eirl9 a mem6er of SIFE, senior Erin Bea[es statecC, "Beirl9 a part of the
SIFE team was a 9reat experience 6ecause we were a6[e to uti[ize our 6usiness sk.iffs [eamecl in dass, and app[y that to tfie rea[ wor[a, 9ainirl9 rea[ experience, and at tlie same time reacfiing
out to otfiers in tfie community to ecCucate tfiem on important issues." It is 9reat to k.now that any work. SIFE migfit take part in it wiff not 90 unnoticecl. A[tfioll9fi we are a sma[[ team in a
sma[[ community, we are a perfect examp[e of fiow a team, no matter tfie size, can make. a fill9e aifference in our wor[cfs and otliers' futures witfi hara work., cfeaicati.on, and cfetermination.
Ri91it: Brandon O(iver he(ps a. student a.t Ha.nisoniiur9
Hi91i ScliooL
Fa.r Ri91it: Presicfent Stone, Dean Hess(er a.ru:f SITE
mem6ers pose for a. picture c:furi119 a. [unclieon where SITE
received a. 9rant.
Befow: SITE mern6ers Brandon O(iver, Stephen Ma.rut,
Asli(ee Dove( a.ru:f Cameron F[ynn lia.119 out 6efore tlie SITE
r~iona.[ competitiion.

. Ha6itat for Humanity

Pliotos su6mitted: 6y: Re6ek.afi ".Ac:fy
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Interdistrict Youth Ca6tnet

Top [ejt: SITE members pose with their awardS
from tlie SITE re.gionnJ competition.
Bottom Ceft: Brent Darsch is congrru:CuCate.U 6y
a 6oy scout troop (emfer, after Darsch assisted tlie ·
6oys in tlie troop with eaming one of tlie hardest

6acfges.

C[u6 Pictures 6y: Zumbro Pfiotograpfiy

The. (ighted Luminaria are tri6utes to survivors and victims of cancer.

The. Luminaria Ceremony at Relay for Life is
touching to many peopCe.. Here, a student
wafks away after the. ceremony

Students often spend time at Wilt:fwood Park.
in Brid9ewater. In the. past, when the. park.
was harmed 6y floods, mem6ers of the. campus community have heCpecC to repair the.
park..
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Students often hclp the campus environment.
For exampCe, the Outdoorsmen C(ub built
birdhouses to provide a habitat for birds on
campus •
.· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·.

"Wliat does it mean to be an Eagfe?
To test our wings and soar Cifteti by
th£ encouragement ef otft£rs, and c/ia{fengetf to expCore ever new horizons:'
-Wi«iam Abshire, Faculty

Student Service
Lerufing a Wing
Bfid9ewater

Coff~e

is a community of houses for those (ess fortunate,

to

care for

e;tceffence and a community of character. The

orphans, provide mission work, and fte[p Ji9ht

students demonstrate this trhou.gh their contin-

for a cure for cancer, and wa[fi for hul1£Jer.

ued service to the Bfid9ewater Coff~e campus

Re£Jarc![ess of the method chosen 6y indivic!ua[

as we(( as to the community at [arge. Throu.gh

students, they demonstrate spirit, dedication

c(u6s and organizations, students fte(p 6eautify

and unfC09gil1£J zea[.

the campus as we[[ as protectif19 the environment and habitats on the grounds. Students

participate in nationa[ organizations

to

6ui(d
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Remembering Debby: I met Debby my first week at Bridgewater.
She lived down the hall from me and was in my French class. We
clicked right from the start and were best friends for the last
three years. Being friends and living together made for so many
wonderful memories that I can't pick just one to tell about. There
are so many fun and hilarious stories I could tell about Debby
and I in French class together, at the barn with her horses, the
week I spent at her home in Vermont one summer, living in
Dillon 2nd middle for 2 years (a.k.a. the "Pooh Bear Hall"), and
the list goes on and on. A few things that I will always remember
are lunch after French class consisting of a "grab and go" and "A
Makeover Story", Debby being so uncoordinated that she would
trip over cracks in the sidewalk and in tile floors, running across
Dinkle to see our "boys" in Wakeman every night. .. when we
should have been studying, interesting conversations with Debby
in the middle of the night when she would wake me up "sleep
talking", and so many more that I will cherish for the rest of my
life. But, the one thing that I will always remember when I think
about Debby is her smile. Only a few times in the three years
that I knew her did I ever see her with a sad look or a frown. She
was always ready to cheer me up when I needed it with her smile
and a sarcastic comment about my mood swings. She always
had a smile and her unmistakable laugh ready whenever I saw
her. She inspired me to worry less and smile more. "It's not that
serious!" was her favorite saying freshman year when we were
stressing about school or life in general. She taught me not to
take myself too seriously and to roll with the punches. To Debby
I'd like to say: Thanks for an awesome three years, girlie! Thanks
for the fun and all the laughs. I love you and I miss you. To everyone
who reads this I'd like to pass on the advice that my friendship
with Debby gave me: Don't take life to seriously. Live and laugh
all you can, while you can. Smile.
-Candace Parrish

Debby was very active at the Bridgewater College
Stables, where she had kept her horses since her
freshman year. She was a very hard worker and could
always be counted on to help out wherever she could.
Not only was she happy to spend time with the other
boarders working and doing chores, she also brought
smiles and laughter to all the barn Christmas parties,
Labor Day picnics, trail rides and Homecoming
Parades. We all miss the smiles and positive outlook
she brought to the barn, but are thankful for all the
wonderful memories we have of her.
-Linnette Smith
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Photos by
Linnette Smith

As time passes, many Equestrian Team members will come and go throughout the years, but few
will leave such a significant mark as that left by Debby Brown. Even as a perspective student prior
to her enrollment at Bridgewater, it was evident that Debb)S_enthusiasm and dedication to the
horses was going to be an asset to the growth, development and future success of the Equestrian
Team. Surely it was. Much of the glory of the Bridgewater Equestrian Team may be attributed to
Debbyls hard work, enthusiasm and dedication, perhaps not always in the show ring, but
undoubtedly always on the side lines. The team and its members are forever grateful and indebted
to Debby for her cheer leading, her boot polish, concession stand assistance, horse holding, bathing
and numerous other gracious services. Perhaps even more important than her services, we are
grateful for her smile, her support and her friendship. Debby was a true team player and an asset
to the riding program at Bridgewater. She will be forever appreciated and greatly missed.
-Ashley Tantawi-Mayes

Debby was a real leader on the trip to France [with her fellow
French students]. She may not have had the best accent, but
she had the most courage when it came to speaking French in
France. She would find opportunities to speak, ask questions.
She was always wanting the group to go out exploring on their
own, which I welcomed!! Then we would meet at a pre-arranged
cafe or restaurant and exchange stories of our morning or
afternoon. Once they went to the catacombs and saw all sorts
of skeletons. They thought that was great. But I know I would
never have gone-I would have had to sleep with the lights on
after such an adventure.
Effervescent, Smiling, Mischievous with a twinkle in her eye,
that's how I will remember Debby. Oh and a fierce determination
to learn all she could about France and the French language. I
will miss her a lot.
-Barbara Long

7

I would like to dedicate this memory to Debby, Vvho we lost
long befrre we were ready. Debby was am still is a close am
dear fnem of mine. stle was as ~unky, crazy, am funlo;ing
as they come. &re was never a dull moment 1f sf1e couk:;j
rep it. That's mt to say it was all peacres am cream, but
that was Debby. I was lucky to have the chance to ~em
the summer of 2CD4 with Debby at rer rome in upstate
New York. One of my fomest memories was wren sf1e
threw me a surprise 2 1st birthday party with several close
friems I had made that summer. stle had already taken
care of all the chores I had to do that evening. We had cake
am ice cream am lauq-ed a lot. That is row I will always
remember rer, laughing. I will always miss rer.
Lo;e, Becky Foster
Debby Brown Memorial 213
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There is no finish line until there's a cure ....
As a community, Bridgewater College has taken up the fight against cancer by choosing to
participate in Relay for Life. Relay for Life represents the hope that those lost to campus will
be remembed, that those struggling with cancer will be supported, and that one day, there will
be a cure for cancer.
BC has accepted the fact that one person can make a difference; a campus can make a
larger difference still. Therefore, for the past two years, BC students have hosted and
participated in Relay for Life.
Relay for life began in Tacoma, Washington, as the City of Destiny Classic 24Hour Run
Against Cancer. In the mid-1980s, Dr. Gordy Klatt, a colorectal surgeon, wanted to help his
local American Cancer Society office. He helped personally raise money for the fight by
running marathons.
In May of 1985, Dr. Klatt spent 24 hours circling the track at baker Stadium at the
University of Puget Sound in Tacoma for more than 83 miles. Throughout the night, friends
paid $25 to run or walk 30 minutes with him. He raised $27,000. That first year, there were
nearly 300 participants.
Months later, Dr. Klatt formed a small committee to plan the first team relay known as the
City of Destiny Classic 240Hour Run Against Cancer. In 1986, 19 teams took part in the first
team relay and raised $33,000.
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Students participate in the Ceremony of Hope by
lighting Luminaria. Luminaria represent survivors and
victims of cancer. The ceremony was held on the porch
of Blue Ridge Hall.

A student walks away from the
Ceremony of Hope, touched by
the ceremony.

During the night, some
students participated in
Karaoke.
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Foot Steps of Hope
We gather on this night
Friends intertwined in the candlelight
Na111es we read as we walk this path
Of those who survive and those who have passed
Our 111e111ories drift to those who are gone
With pride we cheer the survivors on
Gathered together with a co111111on goal
We walk our laps on this candlelit road
Hoping so111e day we will hear
"Cancer is Gone" along with the fear
We all strive for that day when the speaker will say
"Starting this year, there'll be no NEW NAMES"
But until that day, we will do all that we can
Walking our laps, hand and hand.
By: Loyd Rawlings, City of Lamar Team

poem fromhttp://www.bcmh.net/Relay/Relay_Home.asp
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Students actif19 at the direction of Prof.

Professor Ralph. MacPfiaiC, affectionately referred to as Profi the director of Pinion PCayers these many years.

Dr. Jesse Hopkins directif19 the choir.
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Rachel EUer, of the Pinion PCayers, 6eif19
reacfiecf to as she acts upset.

Jason Cash, of the Pinion Pfayers.

"To 6e an Eagk is to soar as you wisli1 without
thought ef tlie disregard ef otliers:'

E~

ressions

What it means to 6e an Eag{e
Few E09(es are scared to speak their minds or

pursue their ta(ents. As such, BC has a thrivi119
community of cfecficated thespians participati119 in
the Pinion P[ayers, artists jiffi119 the 6ui[cli119s

with their work, choirs jiffi119 Carter with joyo115
so119s, and 6ands provicli119 ro115i119 m115ic.

Re-

9arcl[ess of the means, students at Brid.gewater
Co((~e

have found myriad ways of e~ressi119

themse(ves and their individuafity.

Joel Bremmer amf Jesse Hopkins.
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Pinion Players:
Gilbert and Sullivan's Pirates of Penzance

In Fall 2004, Bridgewater's Pinion Players staged a perlormance ofGilbert
and Sullivan's Pirates of Penzance, a play centering around the conflict
between honoring one's word and following love. This was an important
moment for theatre at Bridgewater College, as it was the last perlormance
of a Gilbert and Sullivan play to be directed by Ralph MacPhaiL longtime
Pinion Players director and resident Gilbert and Sullivan expert. The cast
was brilliant,,handling the complex tongue twisting faire of the musical
with pizzazz. Even the best actors, however, are nothing without the
hard work that the
backstage crew, from
stage managers and
props mistresses to the
make-up department,
puts in. The fall Pinion
Players' perlormances
coincided with Family
Weekend and many
families came to the
shows, being treated to
a wonderful spectacle
ofsong, dance, comedy,
and romance.
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Pinion Pla'jers:
One-Acts

With spring comes the annual student-directed one-act plays presented by the
Pinion Players. This year saw a wide range of comedy, from the chaotic, to the
philosophical to the contemplative. Cut, a play written by Ed Monk, was directed
by Colleen Kelman and Sarah Yingling. The play centers on a rehearsal gone
wrong, or maybe an actual production gone wrong, or maybe something more ...
it is, in short, a mess. But a very funny mess. Next was Jeffery Scott's play, Man
and God Having a Few Beers and Talking Things Over. Amelia Crouse directed
this play, in which Man and God discuss pressing theological and philosophical
questions. The show closed with a production of Robert Fulghum's All I Need to
Know I Learned in
Kindergarten, performed
by Alpha Psi Omega and
directed
by
Katie
Schroeder. The play
ranges from riotous to
reflective in a series of
individual episodes. The
productions also marked
the first time in nearly a
decade that one-act plays
showed for the standard
four days, including
Saturday night.
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Symphonic Band
This group specializes in traditional and modern muisc
for large wind and percussion ensemble, symphonic
transcriptions and original works for band.
The 2004-2005 Symphonic Band consists of:
Piccolo/Flute
Melissa Mason
Flute
Melissa Mason
Stephanie VanHyning
Allison Norrod
Katie Schroeder
Ashley Huffman
Shannon Klos
Dana Vorderberg
Oboe
Lacey Harold
Jocelyn Prieto
Heather Houff
Bassoon
Tabitha Pryor
Catherine Powell
Eb Clarinet
Lindsay Morris
Bb Clarinet
Andrea Semke
Sarah Coffey
Amelia Coltrane
Elizabeth Riggleman
Heather Golladay
Callie Harnish
Rachel Bailey
Karen Whetzel
Meredith Crawford
Bass Clarinet
Megan Mudge
Megan Powell
Alto Saxophone
Jonathan Emmons
Abby Sauder
Jeffrey Sullivan
Allyson Calk
Catherine Yedinak
Tenor Saxophone
Dr. Stephen Longenecker
Baritone Saxophone
Edmond Entsminger
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Trumpet
Brett Johnson
Andrew Royer
Joanna Bowman
Brian Mahoney
Anna Fauber
Stuart Denton
Olivia Shealy
Ryan Howard
Christine Gasparo
French Horn
Cary Smith
Erica Roth
Kimberly Szabo
Cameron Flynn
Trombone
Lindsay Sensabaugh
Nick Keicher
Janita Daggy
Reginald Mason
Euphonium
Andrew Hassler
Michael Wright
Mr. Michael Ours
Bonnie Byrd
Juritus Hancock
Tuba
Daniel Reed
Dr. Erich Brumbaugh
String Bass
Ronald Robinson
Harp
Mrs. Aimee Desotel
Percussion
Gabe Dyson
Travis Schmitt
Avis Wheatley
Angela Flage
Lynette Swope
Lauren Belella
Tiffanie Martin
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Jazz Band
This group specializes in music from all
styles of the jazz idiom. The Jazz Band
performs regularly on campus and tours
regionally during the early summer.
Members of the Jazz Band are also in the
Symphonic Band.
The 2004-2005 Jazz Band consists of:
Saxophones
Abby Sauder, alto
Jeffery Sullivan, alto
Andrea Semke, alto
Allyson Henschel, tenor
Andrew Schaeffer,
baritone
Trumpets
Brett Johnson
Olivia Shealy
Brian Mahoney
Ryan Howard
Anna Fauber
Trombones
Lindsay Sensabaugh
Andrew Hassler
Nick Keicher
Daniel Alderman
Janita Daggy
Piano
Lacey Harold
Guitar
Gabe Dyson
Bass
Ronald Robinson

Drums/Percussion
Eric Nolley
Travis Schmitt
Music Librarian
Sarah Coffey

Pep Band
This student led group plays highly
spirited music to motivate the crowd and
cheerleaders at basketball and home
football games. Currently an ensemble of
about 25_students, all student players are
invited to join. Students select the music,
organize rehearsals and create an annual
policy
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Oratorio Choir

Concert Choir

This group consists of 80 to120 singers, including students,
faculty/staff, alumni and community participants. The Oratorio
Choir performs during the Advent season on campus; this year,
the performance was Handel's Messiah.

This group consists of 45 singers from all classes.
The ensemble specializes in masterworks for chorus.
The choir performs on campus for special occasions
and tours during the spring.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• The 2004-2005 Concert Choir consists of:

Handbell Choir

This group consists of 12 members drawn from the Concert
Choir. The Handbell Choir performs in the Concert Choir's
spring tour program and at various campus events,
includingBaccalaureate. The group was student-directed this
year by Melissa Mason and Joel Bremner.
The 2004-2005 Handbell Choir consists of:
Melissa Mason
Beth Eller
Sarah Coffey
Bliss Gordon
Jonathan Emmons
Karen Altice Stutzman
Rachel Eller
Rebekah Houff
Amanda Fagan
Joanna Bowman
Tiffanie Martin
Britney Linke
Joel Bremner

: Joshua Basinger

Abigail Hostetter

:
:
•
••
••
:

Tim Beckwith

Heather Houff

Eric Belcher

Rebekah Houff

Joanna Bowman

Leigh Anne Kirby

Joel Bremner

Eric Landram

Bonnie Byrd

Britney Linke

Dusti Close

Brian Mahoney

Sarah Coffey

Tiffanie Martin

Meredith Crawford

Melissa Mason

Sean Cutrufello

Sara Kate Moore

Brent Darsch

Megan Mudge

Gabe Dyson

Ryan Nolley

Beth Eller

Joshua Randall

Rachel Eller

Lindsay Robertson

Jonathan Emmons

Olivia Shealy

Amanda Fagan

Brandon Showalter

Heather Galang

Lee Smith

Bliss Gordon

Logan Strawderman

Scott Hashagen

Karen Altice Stutzman

Dano Heatwole

Lynn Swinger

Brandon Heishman

Avis Weatley

Nathan Hollenberg

Meredith Wine

•

•
••
•
••
•
••
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
••

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

Christine Hoover
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Chorale
This group consists of 23 singers from all classes. The
ensemble performs jazz and show choir music, madrigals and
concert literature, both secular and sacred. The Chorale tours
each year, performing for schools, churches, and civic groups,
and has made international concert tours every two to four
years. In May 2003, the Chorale traveled to Germany.
Members of the Chorale are also members of the Concert
Choir.

The 2004-2005 Choral consists of:
Tim Beckwith, Eric Belcher, Joanna Bowman, Joel Bremner, Sarah Coffey, Sean Cutrufello, Beth Eller, Rachel Eller,
Jonathan Emmons, Amanda Fagan, Scott Hashagen, Brandon Heishman, Abigail Hostetter, Rebekah Houff, Eric
Landram, Melissa Mason, Megan Mudge, Ryan Nolley, Joshua Randall, Brandon Showalter, Karen Altice, Lynn
Swinger, Meredith Wine
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Dr. Jesse E. Hopkins, Jr., The Edwin L. Turner Distinguished Professor of Music, Director of Choral Activities and Chair of the
Department of Music at Bridgewater College, is a 1970 graduate of Bridgewater College. Dr. Hopkins joined the Bridgewater
faculty in 1977 following six years of public school teaching. As well serving as advisor, conductor and teacher, Dr. Hopkins
works with several committees, including the Lyceum committee, coordinating
visiting artists.
During the last several years, Dr. Hopkins and the Bridgewater Choirs have
performed the world premieres of thirteen new choral works composed by nationally
known composers of choral music, including Alice Parker, Daniel Gawthrop, Ren
Clausen and James Fritschel. Dr. Hopkins is, himself, the composer of several
works for chorus and chorus with handbells.
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"Recording tlie

fife ef an Eagfe..:'

Student Media
Wliat does it mean to be an Eag{e?
Wfietfier it 6e to sports, du6s and or9anizations,
service, faitfi, scho[astic pursuits, or a chosen
issue, E£19 [es are dedicated. That sma[[ froup

of students active in tfie campus media are no
e~ception.

Workin,g Con,g hours, these few

students 6ri119 news, music, and memories to
tfie BC community. They rerorcl tfie Cife we
have Civecl in BCs storied haffs.
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The cCock of Cife is wound 6ut once,
and no man has the power,
to te(( jllit when the hand wiff stop at
[ate or ear[y hour.
Now is the on[y time you ownj
five, Cove, toiC with a wi[C
p(ace no faith in tonwrrow,
for the cCock may then 6e stiff.
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WGMB
WGYB is cperated by students, pro;iding trem tre
q:;portunity to become irvoved in the field of broadcasting
and to

~are

treir broadcasting and programming talents

with the Bridgewater campus. Member~ ip in WGMB can
count as a credrt toward a mircr in communication studies,
as well as pro;ide tre student with tre on-tre-air experience
that is so important to XG],Uiring a job in radio.111 students
are encouraged to awly. f\b pre;ious e><perience is reeded
This year, Station Manager Andrew Hassler and
Secretary Ardrew Schaeffer saw Student xnate in an
effort to revive WGMB. The two noted the increased
interest in WGYB from tre student body, requesting furds
for equipment. Dr. Polk, the group's advisor, noted that
students are interested in irrpro;ing publicit y and increasing
treir

l istener~ip.

ire grOLp is aw seeking accws to Glannel

2, so that tre station mid'rt play music continlkJLEly. ire
drstic cha~ WGYB faces started last year . . . stay
tured this year as WGYB continues to cyt back on rts feet!
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Verrtas
Tre Missiai:
"The Veritas, as a concerned and informed group of Bridgewater College Media, is
committed to bringing the news of our community to the students as efficiently
and effectively as possible. Our mission is to increase the interest of news and
expand the availability of knowledge, common and urmmmon, for our college community.
It is our belief that college publications act as the voice of the students. We are
those students: we are that voice.

The Key Players:
Editor-in-OJief: Grace Firaben, Communication Studies
Assistant Editor: 01ristina Simko, Sociology
Managing Editor: Tim Beckwith, Communication Studies
Layout Editor: Rachel venkins, English

moto Editor: David Binns, Psychology
Advertising Manager: f\ndrea Winfrey, Communication Studies &

~anish

Copy Editor: Dusti Close, Communication Studies
Cpinion & Entertainment Editor: Frankee Waldron, Communication Studies
Copy Editor: Sarah Evans, Communication Studies &Political Science
Layout Editor: Laura Daniel, Undecided
Subscription Manager: Rachel Dodson, Biology
~orts
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Editor: Brad Hayes: Health and Exercise Science & Communication Studies

Tre FJCts:
This year, Veritas revamped. Some features remain the same: The Poll of the
Week, Athlethes of the Week, the Eagle Eyes Contest, Recipes of the Week,
Veritas Concert Events Calendar, Student Voice, and the Reel Reviews. New this
year are longer papers, Creative Genius, a column containing stories and poems by
various students, Inside the Tank, and world news, by both students and AP
writers. Also new this year was the integral part the letters to the editor played
on campus issues.
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Ripp es
Vvren in tre course of Bridgewater histay, it became
rece95ary fer us to edit Riwles, we accepted tre task
with zeal. In our own way, we have atterrpted to
reccrd tre memories -

both yours and our own -

created durin;a this past year. Vvbere we have ~
we ask your praise, fer trere lies our

9vreeSS.

Vvbere

we have failed, we humbly ask your pardon. Attribute
any faurts to human failings, ratrer than insinxre motve.
May you find in this Eighty-Fourth volume of Riwles a
store of rim memeries created within tre wal5 and
storied hal5 of our glorious alma mater. May ead1 page
reaffirm in our hearts tre spirit of tre Eagle, ermuragin;a
us to remain ever faithful to Bridgewater Col ~'s high
ideals.
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Dr. Suter, Rpples
fearless advisor, .
ambushed by a
member of his staff
in his office.

Huffman, Sports Editor
am future Editor-In-Olief
steps out of Riwles closet ...
next year, we've given him the
closet as his office!
~n

Ali Greenberg,
Literary Editor,
works at the
cor'rput:er on
ccpy for a layout.

Admittedly, the StJff
loves eJch otlrr .. . but
thJt doesn't preclude
pr2ctic2I Jokes! Vvben c..bn
WJS 2round, items tended
to go missing, to be found
in om locJtions. Here, re's
JUSt robbed Courtney
Sinnett, Co-Editor-in-OH.

April Keister,
Co-Editor-inChief, works at
mailing last
year's books to
seniors.
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"We remember treasured menwries of
our alma mater,, and we carry tliem
witli us into tlie _future!'

The End of tfie journey

As we Cook upon this 6ook, commemorati119 tfte e;t:periencr5 of tfte
2004-2005 schoo[ year, f m sure we a[[ fiave a simi[ar reaction:

moments at our a[ma mater, and we cany tftem with us into the

How cou[d this year fiave passed so quicHy? How cou[d it so soon

future.

again 6e time to set another dass of Eag[es foose upon tfte wor[d?
Looki119 thro119h tfte pages of this vo[ume, we fond[y remem6er

[azy clays spent on tfte ma[C screami119 oursdves hoarse cfieeri119 for
our sports teams, and precious moments spent with frimrls.
We remem6er frantic moments spent finishi119 tfiat critica[ project
ten minutes 6efore cfeadiine; we remem6er speeches, never fCu66ec£,

and e;mms, a[waysacecl.
We remem6er service

to

our commwiiry,

in~rity

cfemonstratecl

thro119h actions, and persona[ growth. We remem6er choosi119 a course
of action, and seei119 it to tfte end.
The Cfass of 2005 cheers as President Stone
decfures them official 9rrufuates of
BrUf9ewater Co~e
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We remem6er our time spent at BC; we remem6er our treasured

Our time spent fiere at Bridgewater

Coff~e

fiave given us the

means to [ive our [ives. Go fortfi, and [ive tftem wdL

One of the newest editions to the GC campus,
courtesy of the CCass of 2004.

Justin Pruett returns to Ii.is seat after receivif19 Ii.is t!ipComa.

One of the Cast traditional events of the Commencement Ceremony is to Sif19 the offieia£
scfi.oo( so"9, Brid9ewater Fair!
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Baccalaureate
The Baccalaureate message was delivered by Reverend Mary Jo FlorySteury, the Director of Ministry on the Church of the Brethern General
Board. Reverend Flory-Steury has long-standing ties to Bridgewater College as
the great-granddaughter of Daniel Christian Flory, the founder of BC. Flory-Steury followed in the
footsteps of numerous Flory family members, attending Bridgewater to graduate in 1978.
Reverend Flory-Steury's message for the Baccalaureate was entitled "Created, Formed,
Redeemed, Called!" Scripture from Isaiah 43: 1 "But now, this is what the LORD says - he who
created you, 0 Jacob, he who formed you, 0 Israel: Fear not, for I have redeemed you; I have
summoned you by name; you are mine" described us as "created, formed, and redeemed. Scripture
from Ephesians 4: 1-3 described us as called: "As a prisoner for the Lord, then, I urge you to live a life
worthy of the calling you have received. Be completely humble and gentle; be patient, bearing with
one another in love. Make every effort to keep the unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace."
Reverend Flory-Steury reminded graduates to live a life as though they were "Created, Formed,
Redeemed, Called." The Reverend called on graduates to live a life of purpose and to effect a
difference through a life well-lived.
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(Above) Reverend Mary Jo Flory-Steury, great grand-daughter
of the college's founder, delivered the Baccalaureate message
for the l 2Sth graduating class.
(Right) Emily Miller, a senior Philosophy & Religion major
from Harrisonburg, Virginia, read from the Old Testament for
the service.
(Opposite) For the last time, the Concert Choir, including its
graduating members, performed. The choir sang "View Me,
Lord, A Work of Thine," by Jackson Berkey.
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The Long Trail
We began this trail together:
All was narrow, dark and steep;
And our hearts were timid, shrinking,
For the future seemed so deep.
We have stumbled, we have fallen,
But our path has lighter grown We are proud of all the hardships
Of this trail, it is our own.
Look above you! See our pathway,
Worn by feet and worn by time!
See the reach of our horizon!
How it broadens as we climb.
Comrades, when we reach the summit,
(And 'tis won by painful strife)
When our long, long trail is ended,
We shall see the Land of Life!
F.E.H.
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Commencement:
President Jon Small's Address
Senior Class Jon Small spoke to the assembled graduates and guests during
commencement. Jon began by comparing students to MacGyver: "We've
learned a lot over therse years of convocations, PDP, and general education
requirements. We've learned a lot of little things, so that we're like real life
MacGyvers. We can take these little things and go into the world and do
great things."
What have we learned? We've heard words of wisdom about ships from
Joan at the Grab and Go. We know how to make a commercial message,
courtesy of Professor Steve Watson. We know cosmotology from Haircut
Steve Miller. We know how to hold our breath as we come off exit 240 to
Bridgewater. We know how to save money, to pay for a new ID, parking
tickets, or a fine for having a kitty in your room. We know scout survival
skills from camping at Flagpole. We know about responsibility, from living
off campus last year and in apartments on campus this year. We know about
school spirit, from our trip to the Stagg Bowl. We know botany from Wildwood
Park and Professor Hill. We know about effective procrastination from late
nights in Bowman and McKinney labs and trips to Quarles to make the time
go by.
We know that we can be anything. We know that we can do anything.
But most importantly, according to Jon, is that we know that we must
forge from friendships and our time at BC deep conviction. We must find our
own belief; one that will sustain us in the waning hours of night and the
waking moments of day. We know we must have faith, as we go out into this
world.
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Commencement:

W
The class processional
meandered its way
through campus, with
Professor Ralph MacPhail
at its helm.

The hood is the most
distinctive feature of
academic dress; a hood
three feet in length with
a two-inch velvet border
indicates a bachelors
degree. The inner lining
of the hood is the official
colors of the institution
conferring the degree.
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e have stumbled, and fallen; but where we have
attempted, we have achieved success. Our time at
college has stressed personal growth and
development, as well as instilling in us a strong
sense of personal accountability and civic
responsibility. Integrity and excellence are not
catchphrases bandied about campus: they are away
of life. By choosing Bridgewater College, we chose
to live a life exemplifying integrity and excellence.
By choosing Bridgewater College, we chose
personal accountability and civic responsibility.
Our graduation does not end our commitment
to our chosen way of life, but rather reaffirms our
commitment to go forth striving to live the high
ideals of Bridgewater College. Theodore Roosevelt
once said, "It is not the critic who counts, not the
man who points out how the strong man stumbled,
or where the doer of deeds could have done better.
The credit belongs to the man who is actually in
the arena; whose face is marred by the dust and
sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs
and comes short again and again; who knows the
great enthusiasms, the great devotions and spends
himself in aworthy course; who at the best, knows
in the end the triumph of high achievement, and
who, at worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring
greatly; so that his place shall never be with those
cold and timid souls who know neither victory or
defeat."
Graduates leave here with the knowledge that
to stumble and fall does not indicate failure, but
that the attempt signifies success.

The Class of 2005

Although bad weather threatened throughtout
the day, the sun came out strongly as the Class
of 2005 gathered in front of Blue Ridge Hall
for their class photo.

Photos by Media Relations
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President Stone conferred an
honorary degree upon Mayor
Wilder. Wilder has received
more than 24 honorary degrees.

President Stone presided over
Commencement

Mr.James Keeler, Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, Maor L..
Douglas Wilder, and Dr.
Phillip Stone spoke during
Commencement exercises.
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Richmond Mayor L. Douglas Wilder
emphasized this truth, telling the 283 graduates
of the 2005 class, "Democracy is not a spectator
sport." Wilder reminded students that "People
died to show that life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness is meant for all people and for all
Americans." Himself the grandson of slaves,
Wilder said that "Despite the cries of those who
pine for the good 'old days,' there never have
been those good old days for all of America's
people."
Quoting President Abraham Lincoln who said
that America was "The last, best hope of earth,"
Wilder said, "At a time when whirlwinds of
rebellion shake many shores, and wars and
rumors of war continue, we must be steadfast in
our resolve to make this nation live out its creed.
We've never, ever been a nation of one people,
one race one culture, one religion, or one
language ... It is the strength of our nation, that
unity of variety - and abundance of it - that have
made America great."

Upon the official conferring of degrees

by President Stone, the graduates of
the Class of 2005 celebrated by

moving thier tassels to indicate their
change in status.

A tradition of Commencement
includes the singing of the school
song, Bridgewater Fair!
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You have always been our rising star.

Kathleen
Beers

If your future only brings you a fraction
of the happiness you have given us,
then your future will have been a total
success.
Love,
Mom&Dad
Congratulations to our son Jon-2005 Bridgewater College grad! A few
words below to describe Jon's 4 great
years at BC!

JONATHAN SMALL# 3 BC SOCCER

Challenging

- @@©©JEOO.

JONATHAN SMALL

Spirit-filled

- @@©©JEOO.

- Passionate

- @@©©JEOO.
Jonathan,
We look at your 4 years at BC with pride and
joy! From the classroom to the soccer field,
you have excelled; but, have also made
lasting friendships while having lots of fun!
We wish you more success in the future, but
most of all -- happiness. We'll always be here
for you as we have been for 22 years.
Much Love,
Mom, Dad & Matt
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- Achievement 1:=~~c

@@©©JEOO.

- Leadership

@@©©JEOO.

- Friendships

- @@©©JEOO.

- Hard work

- @@©©JEOO.

- Meetings
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Dicey,
CONGRATULATIONS!

We are so very proud of you
And all of your accomplishments.
Best wishes for all of your dreams to come true.
You will always be our baby g1rL
Love You Always,
Dad, Mom & Heather
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David

r

May trouble avoid you and may
Good Fortune and Contentment
always find you.

Congratulations David!
With Love
Mom & Dad
and
All the Rest

Kindhearted

Amazingly
Talented
Educator
We are very proud!
Mom & Sollie

5\nne

Co119ratuCations ACCison

yust

,
IS

t;oodl
Love,
Mom, Gary, and Ben

Our greatest joy as parents
is watching you mature &
6ecome the incredi6(e woman
you are destined to 6e.
May God 6[ess the years
ahead of you and 6ring you
as much joy as
you ve 6ro119ht us!
Love,
Mom&Dacl
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Dear Mary,
You have accomplished more than you
ever thought. I am very proud of you.
Good luck and never forget your values.
Stand by them. God Bless!
Love,
Mom, Julia,
Rocco, Maria &
Dad

Mary
Malin

Caroline,
Congratulations!
We are so
proud of you
and your
accomplishments.
Your smile has
brightened our
world for 22
years. We will
love you
forever!
Mom&Dad
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KATIE
We always knew you were destined for great
things since your first day to school!

To our special
Daniel,

Congratulations!
Love,

Mom, Frank,

Zachary W. Brandon
Congratulations!!
We are very proud
of you!
We are proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Nick

Love you,
Your Fa111ily

Lindsay Katfi[een

Kelly

· Meadows

We are so proud of you. All of your hard work
and determination is finally rewarded. We wish
you the very best in your future accomplishments.
Your sense of values and love of animals will take
you far.
We love you,
Mom, Dad&
Family

You've given your heart and souC your service1 and your
sweet smi[e to a[[ at BC... How proud you mllit 6e!

Congratu[ations Graduate!!!
We Love You... Mom1 Drul & AsFtLey
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ffiNGRATIJLATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS, ADAM!!

JAIMERS!

WE ARE SO PROUD OF
YOU !
LOVE YOU LOTS!

Adam, we are so proud of you. Since early
childhood, you have always been determined to
succeed in everything you have chosen to do. We
are excited to share in your graduation from
Bridgewater College, and will always be proud of
you. Continue to let God lead your life in all that
you do.
We Love You,
Dad, Mom, Jason, and Michael

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•

Tierra

Congratulations! ~O
years ago when you
bounced into this world,
I knew you were
destined for great
things. God has blessed
you with guidance to be
a successful and
determined person as
you graduate from
college. Your honesty,
integrity, hardwork, and
love have kept you on
the path of success. We
are so very proud of
you and love you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Unique
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Hudson

A RILKEISTE
Congratulations!!!

We are very proud of what you have
achieved. Grandma and Aunt Mattie are
looking down from Heaven and we are sure
they are proud of what a beautiful young woman
you have grown to be. We will always be here for you as we have been
for the past 22 years. Your future students will be grateful to have you as
their teacher. "A true measure of your worth includes all the benefits
others have gained from your success."
Love,
Dad and Mom

To know wisdom and
instruction; to perceive the
words of understanding;
o receive the instruction of
wisdom, justice, and
judgment, and equity;
To give subtlety to the
simple, to the young man
knowledge and discretion.

Justin,
We're so proud of you
and all your
accomplishments thus
far. Keep God #1 in
your life and your
journey will always be
blessed.
We love you,
Mom, Robert, Julian,
Gran, PaPa and the rest
of the family

A wise man will hear, and
ill increase learning; and a
man of understanding shall
attain unto wise counsels.
Proverbs 1 vs. 2-5
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Amber & Carissa Van Alstine
Dearest Amber,
A joyful heart makes a cheerful face, but when the heart is
sad, the spirit is broken (Pov. 15: 13) Your joyful heart and
kind inner-spirit has inspired your family and friends your
entire life. Continue to let that smile show your beautiful
radiant soul. We challenge you, at this moment in time in your
life, to stand apart from the crowd with inner fortitude and
strength of character. Be disciplined and remain driven with
integrity and smorality, as well as ethics and scholarship.
Open the door, climb the mountain heights-the sky is the limit.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Carissa and Nichole

Dearest Carissa,
We need heroes. I mean genuine heroes, authentic
men and women who are admired for their
achievement, noble qualities, self sacrifice and
courage. Such people are not afraid to be different.
They risk. They stand a cut above. You are a hero.
We commend you for being victorious in your
college dreams and making them materialize with a
diploma. It takes an unusual person to make a
difference in our world. Mediocre people impact no
one, at least not for good. But one person of truth
can impact the whole world. Continue to stand tall.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Amber and Nichole
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Ashleigh Kingery

Congratulations! We are very proud of you! You are a blessing to us and
everyones life you touch. May all your dreams come true and may God bless
you always.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Daniel, Grandma, Grandpa, and Aunt Mary
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Caitfin :J-fartfey
A follower of God,
A lover of life,
A gentle spirit,
A faithful friend,
A beautiful & intelligent
daughter and sister,
A joy and a blessing.
Who wouldn't be
proud?
Congratulations,
Cait-n-tater,
Angelbunny,
Caitlin!

With much love,
Dad, Mommy & Matt

Shannon Cole Huffman
Bridgewater College
Class of ~005
Dear Sonshine,
You are a young man of many talents; you have truly worked
hard in so many ways. As you look into your past, Smile, and
remember the good 'ole days, but know that your future holds many
more wonderful and treasured times to come. God has given you many
talents, continue to develop them and give back to Him. He has a plan
for you.
"For I know the plans I have for you,,, declares the Lord, "plans to
prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a
future.,, ,__,Jeremiah 29:11

CONGRATULATIONS BC EAGLE 2005!
We Love You,
Grandma & Grandpa, Dad, Mom, & Christy,
Daryl, Tara ('95), Walker, & Reagan
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Vaughan, Monica 90
Vilella, Jessica 90
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Vorderberg, Dana 90, 224
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Wade, Dante 137
Wade, Sarah 90
Wadsworth, Cera 73
Wagner, Sara 90
Wakefield, Brandon 52
Waldron, Frankee 54,
152, 153, 234
Walsh, Beverly 78
Wampler, Melvin 21, 24
Ward, Phyllis 21
Ware, Jessica 73
Wasser, Kristine 90
Watson, Steve 244
Watts, Megan 73
Weeks, Michele 90
Weindel, Heather 90
Welch, Anne 15, 199
Wells, Brittany 90
Werner, Katie 90
West, Jerry 72
Weyl, Jonathan 90
Whalen, Aaron 90
Wheatley, Avis
52, 62, 224, 226
Wheeler, Megan 90
Whetzel, Amber 90
Whetzel, Karen 224
Whisnant, Steele 72, 78
White, Randi 52
Whittemore, Lyndsay 78
Wigginton, Karen 7, 129,
155
Wilder, Douglas 248
Wilkens, Alex 90
Wilkins, David 90
Williams, Farrell 21
Williams, Leroy 16
Williamson, Bree-Anne
58, 199
Wilson, Brynna 91
Wilson, Lara 91

Wilson, Stacey 91
Wimmer, Zachary 73
Wine, Meredith 78, 226
Wines, Jenna 91
Winfrey, Andrea 234
Witters, Donald 16
Womer, Brandon 21
Wood, Becky 52
Wood, Pamela 21
Woodard, Stephen 91
Wood, Sarah 56, 73
Work,Jordanne 91
Workman,K..ara 91
Wright, Michael 224
Wunderlich, Selena 73
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Yates, Christian 52
Yedinak, Catherine
91, 224
Yingling, Sarah 73, 223
Yoder, Heidi 91
Young, Jaclyn 78
Young, Jessica 78
Young, K..risten 52,
54, 66, 154
Young, Randall 16
Young, Steve 21
Yunos, Sharon 16
Yust, Anne
52, 53, 116, 117
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Zittle, Scott 91
Zumbro Photography
201, 202, 204, 206, 209
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CWRot it wte.cMS to be OVl 2og~
What it means to be an Eagle is the 841h volume of Ripples, the Bridgewater
College yearbook, produced by the Ripples Staff.
Theme: The theme What it means to be an Eagle was suggested by Courtney
Sinnett and approved by the Ripples staff.
Cover: The cover of Ripples 2005 was suggested by the Country Crackers and the
Ripples Staff, voted on by the Ripples staff, and designed by Courtney Sinnett,
April Keister, and Taylor Publishing Company.
Photography: All portraits of the faculty, staff, and students (excluding
housekeeping and security, which were obtained from OIS directory) were taken
.by Zumbro Photography. Zumbro Photography also took the group shots of the
clubs and senior friendship shots. Most of the pictures used in the sports section
were taken by the Media Relations staff. Other photos used in the book were
either taken by the Ripples staff or donated to the staff. The Ripples Staff used a
Canon EOS Rebel X 35mm camera, an Olympus C-3000 Zoom digital camera, and
an Olympus C-4000 Zoom digital camera to take their pictures for this publication.
Computers: What it means to be an Eagle was ·created on one Dell Dimension
Desktop 4500 by the Ripples staff.
Paper Stock: The paper stock used to print Ripples 2005 was 80lb. enamel.
Production: Page production was completed by the Ripples staff with Adobe
PageMaker 7.0.1 and Taylor YBPro!
Printing: The printing for What it means to be an Eagle was done by Taylor
Publishing located at 1550 W. Mockingbird Lane, Dallas, Texas 75235. The press
will run approximately 1150 copies of the 278 page book.
Taylor Sales Representative: Brian Hunter
Taylor Account Executive: Glenn Russell
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